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Abstract

This thesis consists of an introduction and four papers. All four papers are devoted
to problems in Number Theory.

In Paper I, a special class of local ζ-functions is studied. The main theorem states
that the functions have all zeros on the line Repsq � 1{2. This is a natural generalization
of the result of Bump and Ng stating that the zeros of the Mellin transform of Hermite
functions have Repsq � 1{2.

In Paper II and Paper III we study eigenfunctions of desymmetrized quantized cat
maps. If N denotes the inverse of Planck’s constant, we show that the behavior of the
eigenfunctions is very dependent on the arithmetic properties of N. If N is a square, then
there are normalized eigenfunctions with supremum norm equal to N1{4, but if N is a
prime, the supremum norm of all eigenfunctions is uniformly bounded. We prove the
sharp estimate }ψ}8 � OpN1{4q for all normalized eigenfunctions and all N outside of
a small exceptional set. For normalized eigenfunctions of the cat map (not necessarily
desymmetrized), we also prove an entropy estimate and show that our functions satisfy
equality in this estimate. We call a special class of eigenfunctions newforms and for most
of these we are able to calculate their supremum norm explicitly. For a given N � pk,

with k ¡ 1, the newforms can be divided in two parts (leaving out a small number of
them in some cases), the first half all have supremum norm about 2{a1� 1{p and the
supremum norm of the newforms in the second half have at most three different values, all
of the order N1{6. The only dependence of A is that the normalization factor is different
if A has eigenvectors modulo p or not. We also calculate the joint value distribution of
the absolute value of n different newforms.

In Paper IV we prove a generalization of Mertens’ theorem to Beurling primes,
namely that limnÑ8 1

ln n

±
p¤n

�
1� p�1

��1 � Aeγ , where γ is Euler’s constant and
Ax is the asymptotic number of generalized integers less than x. Thus the limit

M � limnÑ8 �°p¤n
p�1 � lnplnnq	 exists. We also show that this limit coincides with

limαÑ0� �°p p
�1pln pq�α � 1{α	; for ordinary primes this claim is called Meissel’s theo-

rem. Finally we will discuss a problem posed by Beurling, namely how small |Npxq � rxs|
can be made for a Beurling prime number system Q � P , where P is the rational primes.
We prove that for each c ¡ 0 there exists a Q such that |Npxq�rxs|   c lnx and conjecture
that this is the best possible bound.
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Sammanfattning

Den här avhandlingen består av en introduktion och fyra artiklar. Alla fyra artiklarna
studerar problem ifrån talteori.

I Artikel I studeras en speciell klass av så kallade lokala ζ�funktioner. Huvudsatsen
säger att funktionernas alla nollställen ligger på linjen Repsq � 1{2. Detta är en naturlig
generalisering av ett resultat av Bump och Ng som säger att alla nollställen till Mellin
transformen av Hermite funktioner uppfyller Repsq � 1{2.

I Artikel II och Artikel III studerar vi egenfunktioner till en kvantiserad modell av
en linjär avbildning A på en torus. Om vi låter N beteckna inversen till Planck’s kon-
stant, så visar vi att egenfunktionernas egenskaper är väldigt beroende av de aritmetiska
egenskaperna hos N. Om N är en kvadrat så finns normaliserade egenfunktioner med
supremumnorm N1{4, men om N är ett primtal så är supremumnormen av alla egenfunk-
tioner likformigt begränsad. Vi visar den skarpa uppskattningen }ψ}8 � OpN1{4q för alla
normaliserade egenfunktioner och alla N utanför en liten undantagsmängd. Vidare visar
vi en entropi-uppskattning, som vi finner vara skarp med hjälp av de stora egenfunktio-
ner vi nämnt ovan. En speciell klass av egenfunktioner är av särskilt intresse och dessa
egenfunktioner kallar vi nyformer. För de flesta av nyformerna kan vi beräkna supremum-
normerna explicit. Givet ett N � pk, med k ¡ 1, delar vi in nyformerna i två lika stora
klasser (och undantar ett fåtal av dem i vissa fall) och i första klassen har alla nyformer
en supremumnorm som är ungefär 2{a1� 1{p, medan i andra klassen antar supremum-

normerna av alla nyformer totalt högst tre olika värden, alla av storleksordningen N1{6.
Det enda beroendet av A är att normaliseringsfaktorn skiljer sig åt beroende på om A har
egenvektorer modulo p, eller inte. Vi beräknar också den gemensamma värdefördelningen
för absolutvärdet av n olika nyformer.

I Artikel IV visar vi en generalisering av Mertens sats till Beurling-primtal. Närma-
re bestämt visar vi att limnÑ8 1

ln n

±
p¤n

�
1� p�1

��1 � Aeγ , där γ är Eulers konstant
och Ax är det asymptotiska antalet generaliserade heltal mindre än x. Ur detta följer att

M � limnÑ8 �°p¤n
p�1 � lnplnnq	 existerar och vi visar att detta gränsvärde samman-

faller med limαÑ0� �°p
p�1pln pq�α � 1{α	 . För vanliga primtal kallas detta påstående

för Meissels sats. Slutligen diskuterar vi ett problem formulerat av Beurling, nämligen
hur litet |Npxq � rxs| kan göras genom att variera systemet Q � P av Beurling-primtal,
där P betecknar de vanliga primtalen. Vi visar att för varje c ¡ 0 finns ett Q sådant att|Npxq� rxs|   c ln x och formulerar en förmodan som säger att detta är den bästa möjliga
begränsningen.
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Introduction

Section 1.1 is intended to give a very brief and general introduction, accessible
to non-experts, of the subject of number theory. In Section 1.2, Section 1.3 and
Section 1.4 we will try to give relevant background material to Paper I, Papers II
and III, and Paper IV, respectively. These introductions are more technical and
require more mathematical knowledge.

1.1 General introduction to number theory

Number theory is, as the name suggests, devoted to the study of numbers, first
and foremost integers, but also other discrete sets of complex numbers. Since
numbers often are the first entities that non-mathematicians would think of, when
they think of mathematics (opposed to geometric objects, functions, etc.), it is
maybe not surprising that this area of mathematics at all times has drawn more
attention from a general audience then other, areas of pure mathematics. The
classical problems are often easy to formulate knowing just some basic math and
this makes the area attractive. Unfortunately, it is often only the formulations of
the problems that are simple, proofs are very long, complicated and technical, and
they often bare small resemblance to the original statements. One might say that
it is easy to explain what is true, but almost impossible to explain why it is true.
The most famous problem in number theory, and perhaps in all of mathematics,
Fermat’s last theorem, is a striking example of this phenomenon. Consider the
equation

xn � yn � zn.

If n � 1 or n � 2 then it is easy to find integers x, y and z which fulfill the
equation, for instance is 11 � 21 � 31 and 32 � 42 � 52. Fermat’s last theorem
however says that if n is an integer which is larger than 2, then no positive integers
x, y and z solve the equation. Fermat claimed that “I have a truly marvelous proof
of this proposition which this margin is too narrow to contain” in the margin of his
copy of Diophantus famous book Arithmetica. Unlike many other proofs of results
claimed in such margin notes, this proof was never found. Instead it became a
famous open problem which remained unsolved for over 350 years. Many famous
mathematicians (and common people) tried, but failed, to prove the theorem, but
in 1995 the problem was finally solved; Sir Andrew Wiles proved [60] the parts of
the Shimura-Taniyama conjecture which one knew [18, 51, 44] would be sufficient
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to imply Fermat’s last theorem. The interested reader is referred to Simon Singh’s
block buster Fermat’s enigma [52] for a more detailed description of the history
surrounding this problem.

We will describe two other famous problems in number theory which seem to be
somewhat related to each other. Both problems has remained unsolved for hundreds
of years and both involves prime numbers. A prime number is a positive integer p
larger than 1 such that there are no positive integers q, except q � 1 and q � p,

such that p{q in an integer. The first prime numbers are 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, ..., but there
is an infinite number of primes, a fact we will come back to in the next section.
Goldbach noted that 2�2 � 4, 3�3 � 6, 5�3 � 8 and so forth and he conjectured
that every even number larger than 2 (i.e. the numbers 4, 6, 8, 10, ...) can be written
as a sum of two primes. (Actually this is a reformulation of Goldbach’s original
conjecture due to Euler.) The second problem is called the twin prime conjecture.
Twin primes are numbers p and p� 2 such that both these numbers are prime. For
instance are 3 and 5 twins and also 11 and 13. The twin prime conjecture says that
the number of twin primes is infinite.

1.1.1 The number of primes

The total number of primes is infinite (as mentioned above) and this fact has been
known since ancient times and is attributed to Euclid. The proof is quite simple
and we will give the reasoning: The idea is to prove the statement by contradiction.
This means that instead of trying to prove directly that the number of primes is
infinite, we prove that the number of primes can not be finite. If the number of
primes is not finite, then of course it must be infinite. To prove that the number
of primes is not finite, we assume that the number is finite and conclude that this
assumption must be wrong. Let us therefore assume that the number of primes
is finite, then one of the primes is the largest one. We call the largest prime n.
Now consider the number N � 2 � 3 � 4 � 5 � ... � n � 1. Since N is larger than n

and n is the largest prime, we know that N is not a prime. But all numbers that
are not prime can be divided by some prime and this means that N is divisible
by some prime number, let us call this number k, which is less or equal to n. In
other words, we know that N{k is an integer. If we divide N by k we see that
N{k � 2 � 3 � 4 � 5 � ... � n� 1{k, where the product is over all integers 2, 3, 4, ..., n

except k. The product is an integer, but 1{k is not an integer, hence it is clear that
N{k is not an integer. But our assumption made us understand that N{k was an
integer and therefore this assumption must be wrong. This shows that the number
of primes is not finite and we can come to the conclusion that the number of primes
is indeed infinite.

One might think that the question of the number of prime numbers was settled
here, but this was only the beginning. Instead of counting the total number of
prime numbers, we can try to count the number of prime numbers less than n, for
different numbers n. This number is commonly denoted by πpnq. We know from
above that πpnq grows to infinity as n grows to infinity but the interest lies within
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trying to understand how fast πpnq grows. That is, if n is very large, what is the
approximate value of πpnq? Studying large tables of prime numbers Gauss (as a
boy) announced that the number of primes less than n seemed to be approximately

Lipnq � » n
2

dx

lnx
.

Although this was just a guess, we now know that this is actually true. It is however
still an open problem to determine how good this approximation is.

The modern development in the study of approximate values of πpnq started
with Euler. He studied the function defined for real numbers s larger than 1 by

ζpsq � 8̧
n�1

1

ns
.

Euler rewrote this function as a product (a so called Euler product) where each
factor corresponds to one prime number. In this way he showed that knowing the
behavior of this function means knowing a lot of the behavior of the prime numbers.
Specifically, he noticed that the function grows towards infinity when one takes s
closer and closer to 1 and that this simple fact shows that there is an infinite number
of primes. This result was of course already well known, but the new methods Euler
had introduced would prove to play an important role in the future.

During the 19th century the mathematical area called complex analysis was de-
veloped and with this new theory came possibilities to use Euler’s observation to
get much better results on the approximate value of πpnq. The idea is due to Rie-
mann [45] who in a famous paper from 1859 showed that the function ζpsq defined
above by Euler can be thought of as an analytic function defined for all complex
numbers s except s � 1. This function is known as the Riemann zeta function.
Riemann showed that there is a close relation between the complex numbers s such
that ζpsq � 0 and the approximate value of πpnq. One can quite easily see that
ζpsq � 0 if s is a negative even integer, i.e., if s � �2,�4,�6, ..., but to find the
other numbers such that ζpsq � 0 is much more difficult. Riemann conjectured that
all remaining s where ζpsq � 0 have the property that the real part of s is 1{2. This
conjecture has never been proven and is by many mathematicians considered to be
the most important unsolved problem in mathematics. If the Riemann hypothesis
is true it would prove that the number of primes is very close to the guess made
by Gauss. For instance, if n ¥ 2657 the Riemann hypothesis would show that the
difference between πpnq and Lipnq is always in the range between �?n lnn{p8πq
and

?
n lnn{p8πq [48]. Let us illustrate how good this approximation would be if

the Riemann hypothesis is true (and is for all known values) by choosing n � 109.

There are 50847534 prime numbers less than a billion and Lip109q � 50849235, the
difference between these numbers is 1701. This number should be compared with?

109 ln 109{p8πq which is approximately 26075 and both these numbers are really
small compared to the total number of primes less than 109. Although Riemann’s
paper was a master piece it left a lot of questions unanswered. His proof of the
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relation between ζpsq and the prime numbers contained several steps which were
not rigorous and also he was not able say anything about the complex numbers s
where ζpsq � 0, except to offer his conjecture that they all had real part 1{2. It
took almost 40 years before Riemann’s paper was made rigorous due to work done
by Hadamard [20, 21] and von Mangoldt [56, 57, 58]. Details concerning Riemann’s
paper and the corrections that had to be made can be found in [15].

When Riemann’s formula for the number of primes was proven once for all, the
only question that remained was the question of where ζpsq was zero. Hadamard
[22] and de la Vallée Poussin [8] proved independently that if the real part of s was
one (i.e. if s � 1� it), then ζpsq was not zero. Using this they proved the so called
prime number theorem stating that

πpnq
n{ lnn

(1.1)

tends to 1 as n tends to infinity. In other words, they showed that the number of
primes less than n is approximately n{ lnn. Please note that n{ lnn is approximately
the same as Lipnq and that we just as well can write Lipnq instead of n{ lnn in (1.1)
and get the same limit. One hopes to show that Lipnq approximates the number
of primes even better than this and one can prove that Lipnq is indeed a better
approximation than n{ lnn. However, to show that the approximation in fact is
significantly better has proven to be very difficult.

1.2 The Riemann hypothesis

We have already in Section 1.1 mentioned that the Riemann hypothesis is an un-
solved problem of great importance. The classical Riemann hypothesis is related
to the possibility to approximate the number of primes less than n with the func-
tion Lipnq. In fact, as von Koch proved [55] in 1901, the Riemann hypothesis is
equivalent to the estimates |πpnq � Lipnq| � Opn1{2�ǫq
hold for all ǫ ¡ 0. If we can get these estimates, then we can actually improve this
even more to get |πpnq � Lipnq| � Op?n lnnq
(as mentioned above). There are numerous results that would follow from the
Riemann hypothesis, but for most number theorists the importance of the Riemann
hypothesis lies not within this result by itself, but within the feeling that a proof of
the Riemann hypothesis probably will settle some similar, but even more general
Riemann hypotheses. There are many different functions, all similar to the Riemann
zeta function, which have been introduced in the study of other important problems
in number theory. All such functions seem to have the property that all zeros with
0   Repsq   1 lie on the line Repsq � 1{2. Solving the corresponding Riemann
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hypothesis for these functions will prove similar statements for the corresponding
counting problem.

1.2.1 Zeta functions and L-functions

Let us take a closer look at some of the functions for which we expect that a the
generalized Riemann hypothesis holds:

The first such function is of course the Riemann zeta function, it is defined by

ζpsq � 8̧
n�1

1

ns

for Repsq ¡ 1. That this function is related to the primes can be seen through the
Euler product which states that

ζpsq �¹
p

�
1� 1

ps


�1

for Repsq ¡ 1. If we don’t worry about convergence this identity is simple to deduce:
First of all the factor p1�p�sq�1 is equal to the geometric series 1�p�s�pp2q�s�pp3q�s � ... But then, using the fundamental theorem of arithmetic (that integers
can be uniquely factored into products of primes), we see that if we multiply out
all factors we will get the term n�s exactly once for every positive integer n. It is
not difficult to make this sketch of the proof of the Euler product rigorous. We now
observe that the function we have defined is an analytic function and we find that
there is a meromorphic continuation of ζ to the entire complex plane. The only
pole is a simple pole at s � 1. There are several different methods of continuing
ζpsq to the left of Repsq � 1, but the most popular method is to first continue ζpsq
to Repsq ¡ 0 (for instance by the identity

°8
n�1p�1qnn�s � p21�s � 1qζpsq) and

then to use the functional equation for zeta. The functional equation says that the
function

ξpsq � π�s{2Γps{2qζpsq (1.2)

is symmetric around the critical line Repsq � 1{2. In other words it states that
ξpsq � ξp1� sq.

Instead of trying to count the number of primes in total, one might try to count
the number of primes in the sequence a, a� b, a� 2b, .... If a and b is not relatively
prime, then it is trivial to see that this number is at most one. If a and b on the
other hand are relatively prime the problem is more complicated. To study this
problem Dirichlet introduced so called Dirichlet L-functions. Fix an integer m and
let χ : Z Ñ C be a function with the following three properties:

1. χpn�mq � χpnq
2. χpnq � 0 if and only if gcdpm,nq � 1.
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3. χpn1n2q � χpn1qχpn2q
Such a function is called a Dirichlet character and to this function we can associate
a so called Dirichlet L-function defined by

Lps, χq � 8̧
n�1

χpnq
ns

�¹
p

�
1� χppq

ps


�1

for Repsq ¡ 1. Just as the Riemann zeta function, these functions have a meromor-
phic continuation to the entire complex plane. This time the functional equation
relates the value Lps, χq to the value Lp1� s, χ̄q, where χ̄ is the Dirichlet character
given by χ̄pnq � χpnq. Studying these functions as s Ñ 1�, Dirichlet was able
to prove that as long as gcdpa, bq � 1 the number of primes in a, a � b, a � 2b, ...

does not depend that much on a and in particular the sequence always contain an
infinite number of primes. Strengthening Dirichlet’s result slightly by proving that
Lps, χq � 0 as long as Repsq � 1, we actually get the following result:

Theorem 1.2.1. Assume that gcdpa, bq � 1 and let πpa, b, nq denote the number
of primes less than n in the sequence a, a� b, a� 2b, .... Then

lim
nÑ8 πpa, b, nq

n{ lnn
� 1

φpbq ,
where φpbq is the number of integers 1 ¤ m ¤ b relatively prime to b.

If we prove the Riemann hypothesis for these functions then we would get the
estimate

πpa, b, nq � Lipnq
φpbq �Oǫ

�
n1{2�ǫ	 .

Before we can introduce the Dedekind zeta function we have to recall some of the
basics of algebraic number theory. One such basic notion is the notion of number
fields. This is a field F you get from the rational numbers by adding some roots of
rational polynomials and then adding all elements needed to make this closed under
addition and multiplication. More formally one would say that F is a finite field
extension of Q, i.e., that it is a field which contains Q and is a finite dimensional
vector space over Q. Fix an element x P F. Thinking of the number field F as a
vector space over Q we see that the function y ÞÑ xy is a linear transformation.
We call the trace and norm of this linear transformation the trace and norm of x
respectively. The simplest number field is of course Q, but other simple examples
are Qr?ns � tx � y

?
n;x, y P Qu where n is an integer. Within these fields one

is particularly interested in a specific ring OF called the ring of algebraic integers.
This ring contains all elements in the number field which are the roots of some
monic polynomial with integer coefficients. It is simple to verify that OQ � Z and
in this sense the ring of algebraic integers is a generalization of the usual integers.
All integers can be written as a unique product of prime numbers (this is the
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fundamental theorem of arithmetic), but unfortunately there is no similar property
for algebraic integers. However OF is always a so called Dedekind domain and in
such rings there is a unique factorization property for the ideals in the ring. In
other words, every nonzero proper ideal in OF can be written as a unique product
of prime ideals. If a Dedekind domain has unique factorization, then it is also a
principal ideal domain (all ideals can be generated by a single generator) and the
elements in the factorization of an algebraic integer m are the generators of the
prime ideals in the factorization of mOF . This suggests that it is somewhat more
natural to work with prime ideals instead of irreducible elements and that these
concepts coincide whenever we have unique factorization of elements. Given an
ideal α the number of elements Npαq in the ring OF {α is called the norm of α. If
α � aOF then Npαq is equal to the absolute value of the norm of a (the norm of
an element in a number field was defined above). In particular the ideal mZ � Z

has norm |m|. Note that the norm is multiplicative, i.e., that Npαβq � NpαqNpβq.
We can now introduce the Dedekind zeta function as

ζF psq � ¸
α�OF

1

Npαqs
for Repsq ¡ 1. Using the unique factorization of ideals and the multiplicativity
of Npαq one gets the Euler product for the Dedekind zeta function, i.e., that for
Repsq ¡ 1

ζF psq �¹
ρ

�
1� 1

Npρqs
�1

,

where the product is over all nonzero prime ideals in OF . One can also obtain a
meromorphic continuation to the entire complex plane with the only pole at s � 1

and a functional equation with symmetry around the line Repsq � 1{2. The study of
the Dedekind zeta function is related to the question of trying to count the number
of prime ideals in OF , for further details on this see Section 1.4.1.

Let p be a prime number. If χ is the trivial Dirichlet character modulo p, i.e.,
that χpnq � 1 if p � n and otherwise χpnq � 0, then Lps, χq � p1� p�sqζpsq. The
factor in front of ζpsq is not important and so we see that not only the Dedekind
zeta function, but also the Dirichlet L-functions, can be thought of as a generaliza-
tion of the Riemann zeta function. It is natural to generalize this even further and
study the generalization of Dirichlet L-functions to number fields and such functions
are called Hecke L-functions. Equivalently one can say that Hecke L-functions are
generalizations of the Dedekind zeta function to non-trivial characters. The Hecke
characters (the generalization of Dirichlet characters) are suitably chosen multi-
plicative functions of ideals in the ring of integers in F. One can prove analytic
continuation and functional equation for all Hecke L-functions using Poisson sum-
mation, which is the most common key tool to use also for the proof of the functional
equation of the Riemann zeta function.

Another important class of L-functions are the L-functions introduced in Sec-
tion 1.3.3, which are associated to a Maass form.
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1.2.2 Local Riemann hypotheses

A full understanding of the theory behind global versions of the Local Riemann
hypotheses requires knowledge about the adele ring of a number field F.We will not
go through this theory, but instead try to explain the subject by more elementary
means (as we also did with the Hecke L-functions). Let p be a prime number. For
the rational number x � pna{b, where a and b are relatively prime integers which
are not divisible by p, we define the norm of x to be |x|p � p�n. In this norm two
numbers are close if they are congruent to each other modulo a large exponent of
p. The p-adic numbers Qp is the field defined as the completion of Q with respect
to the norm |x|p. Let d�x be the Haar measure of the multiplicative group Q�

p ,

i.e., the normalized measure on Q�
p such that the measure of the set X is the same

as the measure of aX, for all a P Q�
p and all X � Q�

p . Let 1Zp
pxq denote the

characteristic function of the set Zp � tx P Qp; |x|p ¤ 1u. This set is called the
set of p-adic integers, please note that all integers are p-adic integers. Let χ be a
Dirichlet character. An easy calculation shows that»

Q
�
p

1Zp
pxqχpxq|x|spd�x � �

1� χppq
ps


�1

.

Using this formula and following the work of Tate [53, 54], we can make sense of
the product of the right hand sides for all primes p as an “adelic” integral taken over
the set given as a direct product of all Qp. The product of the right hand sides is
of course the Dirichlet L-function Lps, χq (at least where this product makes sense)
and in other words we have found a representation of Lps, χq as a particular integral
which can be thought of as a product of local ζ-functions

ζps, χ, fq � »
F� fpxqχpxq|x|sd�x,

where f � 1Zp
and F � Qp. If we also include an extra factor corresponding

to the field of real numbers and with fpxq � e�πx2

, the integral is over the so
called adeles of Q and the product is the completed Dirichlet L-function which
corresponds to (1.2). Let us try to find a natural property that all functions f � 1Zp

and fpxq � e�πx2

have. In this part of mathematics, i.e., representation theory
related to automorphic forms, the so called metaplectic group �SLp2, F q, is a well
studied object. As a set �SLp2, F q is the same as SLp2, F q � t�1, 1u, but the
multiplication can be different (it depends on F ). In particular the action of this
group on “Schwartz functions” in L2pF q is studied and this action is called the
Weil (or metaplectic) representation. The Weil representation is used to give a
representation theoretic approach to theta functions and this relates to questions
discussed in Section 1.3.3. Let SOp2q be the subgroup of �SLp2, F q that leaves
the form x2 � y2 invariant. If �1 is not a square in F, SOp2q is compact, but if
p � 1 pmod 4q then SOp2q is non-compact for F � Qp. To cope with this we let H
denote the maximal compact subgroup of SOp2q. We observe that the functions f
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above are invariant under the Weil representation when this is restricted H. Bump
raised the question whether the truth of the Riemann hypothesis for Dirichlet L-
functions really depends on the specific choice of invariant functions f or if the
invariance is the only important property of f. The Local Riemann Hypotheses
(which actually are theorems) asserts that in fact the latter is true, invariance is
the only important property. In other words, we can replace the functions f � 1Zp

and fpxq � e�πx2

by other invariant functions, for a finite number of F and the
new “L-function” will fulfill the Riemann hypothesis if and only if the corresponding
Dirichlet L-functions fulfills the Riemann hypothesis. More explicitly the theorem
can be stated as follows:

Theorem 1.2.2 (Local Riemann Hypothesis). If f is invariant under the Weil
representation restricted to H, then

ζps, χ, fq � »
F� fpxqχpxq|x|sd�x

only has zeros s with Repsq � 1{2, provided that ζps, χ, fq � 0.

The field F can be any so called local field with odd characteristic, it can be
R, but not C. This theorem is proven in [5, 32] and the case F � R can be found
already in [6]. In the case F � R the invariant functions f are Hermite functions.
It is well known that the Hermite functions are the eigenfunctions of the quantum
mechanical harmonic oscillator and in this manner the invariant functions of the
Weil representation corresponds to quantum mechanics (see Section 1.3.4).

The way we related Dirichlet L-functions to local integrals can be made anal-
ogously for Hecke L-functions. In this case the “extra” local field will often be C

instead of R.

1.2.3 Overview of Paper I

The main theorem of Paper I can be thought of as a local Riemann hypothesis for
the case where the local field is the complex numbers. It was known before that if
the compact subgroup H would lie within SOp2q, then such a statement would not
be true [32]. There is however a very natural candidate of a nice compact group
generalizing SOp2,Rq to complex matrices and that is H � SUp2,Cq.
Theorem 1.2.3. If f belongs to an irreducible invariant subspace of the Weil rep-
resentation restricted to SUp2,Cq and ζps, ν, fq � 0, then all zeros of ζps, ν, fq lie
on the line Repsq � 1{2.

In other words, we prove that a slightly modified version of LRH (namely taking
H � SUp2,Cq rather than a compact subgroup of SOp2,Cq) holds for F � C.

The proof of the theorem can be divided in two parts. In the first part one finds
the irreducible subspaces, these can in fact be written out quite easily: Let fm,npx�
iyq � Hmp?2πxqHnp?2πyqe�πpx2�y2q, where Hnpxq � p�1qnex2 dn

dxn e
�x2

are the
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Hermite polynomials. The irreducible invariant subspaces are given by Wm �Àm
j�0 Cfj,m�j. Since these subspaces are not one dimensional it is not obvious that

all elements in a subspace gives the same zeta function (up to multiplication by a
constant). But this have to be true in order for Theorem 1.1.1 to be true and we
prove this in a lemma. The proofs use explicit representation theory calculations.

In the second part of the proof one proves that the Mellin transform of the
functions fm,n can be written as a product of an elementary function without any
zeros and a polynomial which has all zeros on the line Repsq � 1{2. For the second
part of this statement we offer two different proofs:

The first proof uses a contraction principle; we write an identity for the zeta
function and prove that if there is a zero off the critical line, then that zero moves
closer to the critical line in the right hand side of the equation. But that is of
course impossible since the left hand side equals the right hand side and we get a
contradiction.

The second proof is maybe more elegant. We use that the Hermite polynomials
are orthogonal with respect to the correct inner product and prove that this implies
that the polynomial factors in their zeta functions are also orthogonal with respect
to some inner product. Changing variables so that the critical line corresponds to t
real, the polynomials are orthogonal with respect to a measure with support in R.

But orthogonal polynomials only have real zeros and from this the theorem follows.
The proof is quite similar to previous proofs of LRH, specially the proof offered

in [5].

1.3 Arithmetic quantum chaos

1.3.1 Quantum chaos

In 1897 the English physicist Thomson found the electron, showing that the atom
was divisible. His student Rutherford then showed that there is a positively charged
nucleus in every atom. The two experiments suggest that negatively charged elec-
trons form clouds around the positively charged nucleus. Seen from the point of
view of classical mechanics this is impossible since no such equilibrium exists. In
other words the two experiments made it evident that new theories had to be de-
veloped in order to understand the mechanics of an atom. The solution to these
problems came with the works of Heisenberg in 1925 and Schrödinger in 1926 and
is generally known as quantum mechanics. Quantum mechanics models the me-
chanics of a hydrogen atom with good accuracy, and classical mechanics models
the mechanics on larger scales with good accuracy. Studying a large system as a
large collection of small systems one can hope that quantum mechanics can give a
more true model also of larger systems, but in order for this it must give the same
answers as classical mechanics do. This assertion that quantum mechanics should
“converge” (whatever this means) to classical mechanics as the size of the system
gets larger is often called the Bohr correspondence principle. A problem in quan-
tum mechanics is that it is very hard to make actual calculations. The quantum
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mechanical laws are also very unintuitive and therefore there are several reasons
for trying to use classical mechanics when possible. In other words, it is of great
importance to analyze how fast the “convergence” to classical mechanics stipulated
by the Bohr correspondence principle is. On the other hand, viewing classical ques-
tions in a quantum mechanical way, one can in some cases solve problems using
much less time consuming algorithms. This is the main idea behind projects such
as quantum computers. In theory, a quantum computer can for instance factor
large numbers very quickly, a problem which seem to be very time consuming with
ordinary computers.

The most differential properties of classical dynamical systems are the properties
of being chaotic or integrable (the opposite to chaotic). A chaotic system is very
sensitive to the initial conditions, popularly this is known as “the butterfly effect”.
This means that a small change (for instance the wing beat of a butterfly), has huge
consequences (might make a tornado head for a city). The corresponding quantum
system does not have the same extreme dependence on the initial conditions, instead
the chaotic nature of the system is reflected in other properties. To explain this we
first need the basic notions of quantum mechanics:

Consider a particle moving under influence of some force. This can classically
be described by the potential V pxq which tells how much energy that is needed in
order to get the particle to the position x. The corresponding quantum mechanical
system is given by the Schrödinger equation�~2

m
∆Ψ� V pxqΨ � i~

BΨBt ,
where ~ is Planck’s constant, m is the mass of the particle and |Ψpx, tq|2 is inter-
preted as the probability density of finding the particle at position x after time
t. Assuming for convenience that the spectrum of the operator on the left hand
side is discrete and separating variables Ψpx, tq � ψnpxqTnptq we get the so called
stationary Schrödinger equation� ~2

m
∆ψn � V pxqψn � Enψn. (1.3)

The solutions to this equation are called the stationary states with energy En. The
general solution to the Schrödinger equation is given as a sum over the stationary
states as Ψpx, tq � °8

n�0 cne
�iEnt{~ψnpxq. In classical mechanics one can measure

the position and the momentum of the particle simultaneously and therefore one
calls smooth functions fpp, qq, of momentum and position, observables. In quantum
mechanics it is not possible to measure momentum and position simultaneously and
instead the observables are replaced by linear operators Oppfq acting on the space
of possible states. The entity xOppfqψ, ψy is interpreted as the expected value of
the observable f for the state ψ.

If we let the system be chaotic the particle will often move around and visit most
possible places. We will not be able to keep track of the particle and after some time
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we must admit that the particle can be practically anywhere. This would suggest
that most stationary states in the corresponding quantum system is spread over a
large part of the position space. In many physical chaotic systems the behavior is
ergodic. Ergodic systems are systems were the particle after a long time has been
at every possible position approximately the same time. Note that even though
ergodic systems often are mentioned in the context of chaotic systems, ergodic
systems does not need to have large sensibility to the initial conditions and can for
instance be isometric. A simple such example is given by addition by an irrational
number α modulo 1. Following the analogy from above it seems reasonable that the
ergodicity of the classical system would give a quantum ergodicity of the quantized
system and that this would mean that the absolute value of most eigenfunctions is
approximately equally distributed on position space. This reasoning can be made
rigorous for a large number of quantum systems [61, 7] and the corresponding
theorem is known as Schnirelman’s theorem.

To show general statements about the statistics of the energy levels En and the
uniformity of |ψnpxq|2 has proven to be very hard. There are many conjectures
on the behavior of the quantization of a “generic” system, but quite few rigorous
results. Arithmetic quantum chaos is the study of special quantized systems, which
also have an arithmetic structure. This extra structure has both positive and nega-
tive consequences. The extra structure makes it possible to solve problems, but an
arithmetic quantum system is obviously not “generic” and results are often not the
results one expects for the “generic” systems, thus showing that the word “generic”
really is necessary. Another negative consequence is that proofs for quantum er-
godicity often goes through in an arithmetic setting without any assumption on
ergodicity for the classical system, in other words only using the arithmetic struc-
ture.

1.3.2 Hyperbolic surfaces

Let M be a compact Riemannian surface of negative sectional curvature. The
geodesic motion on M is good example of a so called Anosov flow, informally
speaking this is a flow with the ideal chaotic behavior. In analogy with the example
of the particle in a potential field above, the states are functions ψ P L2pM q solving
the equation �∆ψn � λnψn, (1.4)

where ∆ is the Laplace-Beltrami operator (or Laplacian for short) on the manifold
and 0 � λ0   λ1 ¤ λ2 ¤ ... The number Npλq, of eigenvalues less than λ, is
governed by Weyl’s law which says that

lim
λÑ8 Npλq

λ
� AreapM q

4π
.

Our assumption about the hyperbolic nature of the geodesic flow is not essential, in
fact, Weyl’s law holds for general compact Riemannian manifolds. The compactness
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on the other hand is essential. Let us for convenience rescale the eigenvalues to have
asymptotic density 1, i.e, we let

Xn � AreapM q
4π

λn.

It is conjectured that the local statistics of Xn, i.e., the statistical behavior of
the gaps Xn�1 � Xn, for a “generic” chaotic system is given by random matrix
models. One further believes that the general behavior of the states as λn gets
large, locally can be modeled by random waves. In particular this will imply the
quantum ergodicity that we described in the section above and in fact this has been
proven for general manifolds with ergodic flow [61, 7]. The statement can be given
as:

Theorem 1.3.1 (Quantum ergodicity - Schnirelman’s theorem). Let f be
a continuous bounded function f : M Ñ R. Then there exists a sequence monotone
function j : Z¥0 Ñ Z¥0 such that limnÑ8 jpnq{n � 1 and

lim
nÑ8 »

M

|ψjpnq|2fdA � »
M

fdA

where dA is the Riemannian area element on M .

This theorem does not rule out the possibility of exceptional sequences that
converge to some other limit measure. The random wave model however suggests
that it is not only true for most eigenfunctions (states), but for all eigenfunctions
large enough. This assertion is called quantum unique ergodicity. To be more
precise the conjecture, due to Rudnick and Sarnak [46], is the following:

Conjecture 1.3.2 (Quantum unique ergodicity). Let f be a continuous bounded
function f : M Ñ R. Then

lim
nÑ8 »

M

|ψn|2fdA � »
M

fdA

where dA is the Riemannian area element on M .

Let f be a fixed observable and let µpfq be its average over phase space (in our
case over the unit cotangent bundle of M ). Define the variance

Vλpfq � 1

Npλq ¸
λn¤λ |xOppfqψn, ψny � µpfq|2 ,

where Npλq is the number of eigenvalues less than or equal to λ. For a “generic”
quantum mechanical system the conjecture by Feingold-Peres [17] and Eckhardt
et. al. [14] states that the normalized variance Npλq1{2Vλpfq is asymptotic to
the classical autocorrelation function for the geodesic flow. Moreover they also
conjectured that the fluctuations of xOppfqψn, ψny obey the following central limit
theorem:
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Conjecture 1.3.3. For any bounded continuous function g : R Ñ C we have

lim
λÑ8 1

Npλq ¸
λn¤λ g�xOppfqψn, ψny � µpfqa

Vλpfq � � 1?
2π

» 8�8 gpxqe�x2{2dx.
In the upcoming sections we will discuss what can be said about the general

conjectures above, in some special cases.

1.3.3 Arithmetic hyperbolic surfaces

Let us now introduce an extra arithmetic structure on the surface and see what
we can say about the conjectures. We will represent the hyperbolic plane by H �tx� iy;x P R, y ¡ 0u. The Riemannian line and area elements are defined by

ds � |dz|
y
, dA � dxdy

y2

respectively. This gives the curvature K � �1 and the Laplace-Beltrami operator
can be written as

∆ � y2

� B2Bx2
� B2By2



.

For any matrix

�
a b

c d

�
with real coefficients and determinant larger than zero,

the Möbius transformation z ÞÑ paz�bq{pcz�dqmaps H onto itself. This defines an
action on functions on the upper half plane and if the determinant of the matrix is
1, i.e., if we restrict the attention to the group SLp2,Rq, the Möbius transformation
is an orientation-preserving isometry of H. By picking subgroups Γ of SLp2,Rq and
identifying points z1, z2 P H if there is a γ P Γ such that z1 � γz2 we get a large
class of hyperbolic surfaces. A finite-volume hyperbolic surface can be given in
this manner as ΓzH, where Γ is a so called Fuchsian group of the first kind. A
Fuchsian group of the first kind Γ is a subgroup of SLp2,Rq with the property
that every orbit Γx � tγx; γ P Γu has no accumulation point in H, but all points
RYt8u are accumulation points of some orbit. An arithmetic hyperbolic surface is
a surface of this kind, where the group Γ has some representation as n�n matrices
with integer coefficients. The most studied such group is SLp2,Zq which in this
context is called the modular group. Other important arithmetic surfaces are given
by XpNq � ΓpNqzH where ΓpNq is the principal congruence subgroup of level N
defined by ΓpNq � tγ P SLp2,Zq; γ � I pmod Nqu. These surfaces are called the
modular surfaces, note that Γp1q � SLp2,Zq. There are several different reasons
why one wants to study the surfaces XpNq. For instance, XpNq are moduli spaces
of elliptic curves with suitable structures and in particular the modular surface
Xp1q is the moduli space of elliptic curves over C. Moreover, the spectral problem
(1.4) for XpNq is central in the study of many problems from number theory. The
solutions to (1.4) for XpNq are called Maass forms and there are close connections
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between the Maass forms and certain L-functions. Using the coefficients anpmq in
the Fourier expansion of ψn, the L-function associated with ψn is defined as

Lps, ψnq � 8̧
m�1

anpmq
ms

. (1.5)

Since the modular surfaces are non-compact the Laplace-Beltrami operator has not
only discrete eigenvalues, but also a continuous spectrum. In fact, it is highly non-
trivial to prove that there are any discrete eigenvalues at all. To cope with this Sel-
berg [50] introduced the theory of Eisenstein series and their analytic continuation.
In particular the function φΓpsq, which is the constant term in the Fourier expan-
sion of the Eisenstein series, plays a central role. For the modular surfaces φΓpNq
can be given in terms of Dirichlet L-functions, for instance φΓp1q � ξp2s� 1q{ξp2sq,
where ξpsq is given in (1.2). Selberg also proved the so called Selberg trace formula
[49], which relates sums over the discrete and continuous spectrum of the Laplacian
to sums over primitive closed geodesics of the manifold. In this manner it gives a
correspondence between the spectrum and the geometry of the surface. This is
the key tool when trying to understand the eigenvalue statistics of a surface. For
instance Selberg used his trace formula to prove that the modular surfaces obey
the Weyl law, even though they are not compact. The contribution to the trace
formula by the continuous spectrum is the winding number of φΓpNqpsq, and us-
ing the known expressions for φΓpNqpsq one sees that this contribution is negligible
for XpNq. In general one should not expect Weyl’s law to hold for non-compact
surfaces, in fact the “generic” non-compact surface is believed to only have a finite
number of discrete eigenvalues.

Returning to the conjectures mentioned above, it is well known that the local
statistics of arithmetic surfaces are not “generic”. In fact, for arithmetic surfaces,
Xn is conjectured to have the statistical properties of independent random variables
from a Poisson process. This is to say that the “probability” of finding k eigenvalues
in an interval of length L is Lke�L{k!. The question of quantum unique ergodicity
is thought to be true for arithmetic surfaces and results in this direction has been
proved by Lindenstrauss [39]. Lindenstrauss’ result is that if, for compact arithmetic
surfaces of congruence type, the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian are chosen to also be
eigenfunctions of so called Hecke operators, then their induced measures converges
weakly to the uniform measure on the surface. In other words, he proves quantum
unique ergodicity for these surfaces under the extra condition that the functions
should be Hecke eigenfunctions. One believes that the spectrum is simple, i.e., that
each eigenspace is one dimensional and if this is true, then this extra assumption is
not necessary. Lindenstrauss’ result can also be extended to the modular surface,
but there he is only derives that the limit of the induced measures is cµ, where
c P r0, 1s and µ is the uniform measure. One believes that c � 1 but this has not
been proven. However, assuming the Riemann hypothesis for a class of L-functions,
Watson [59, 47] can show that c � 1 and give precise rate of convergence.

Sarnak and Luo [40] has proved that the conjecture for Vλpfq is correct up to
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an arithmetic correction factor for the modular surface. They prove that the limit
limλÑ8Npλq1{2Vλpfq exists and is equal to xBf, fy, where B is a non-negative
self-adjoint operator. Moreover, for all Maass forms ψn, they prove that Bψn �
1{2Lps, ψnqAψn, where A is the conjectured operator and Lps, ψnq is the L-function
associated with the Maass form ψn (see (1.5)).

1.3.4 Quantized cat maps

The classical cat maps are the time discrete dynamical systems, where in each time
step, a point x P T2 � R2{Z2 is mapped to Ax for some given matrix A P SLp2,Zq.
Since the matrix has integer coefficients, this is well defined and since the determi-
nant is 1, the map is also measure preserving with respect to Lebesgue measure on
the torus T2. Moreover, if the eigenvalues of A are real and different from �1, i.e.,
if | trpAq| ¡ 2, then this system is chaotic. The first quantization of the cap maps
was made by Berry and Hannay [24], but there has been several developments of
their ideas, see for instance [31, 9, 10, 30, 61, 34, 19, 42]. The spectral problem
corresponding to (1.3) and (1.4) is UNpAqψ � λpAqψ, where UNpAq is a unitary
linear operator acting on a vector space of dimension N. The limit λ Ñ 8 corre-
sponds to N Ñ 8. In the papers mentioned above the quantizations are slightly
different at a finite level of N , but the differences get smaller and smaller as N gets
larger. We will stick with a quantization that is natural from a number theoretic
perspective. In our quantization there is a tensor decomposition for UN that makes
it possible to assume that N � pk for some prime number p. Moreover Upk is some-
thing we have met before, namely the Weil representation of SLp2,Zpq restricted
to functions supported on the p-adic integers and with period pk (i.e. functions
supported within the unit ball and constant within balls of radius p�k if we use
the p�adic language introduced in Section 1.2.2). The spectral problem for UNpAq
is therefore closely related to finding functions in invariant subspaces for the Weil
representation, a problem discussed in Section 1.2.2.

In this situation the problem of quantum ergodicity looks a bit different because
we do not only have a sequence ψn of states, but in fact for each N we have N
states ψN,j, where j � 1, 2, ..., N. It is clear that we want to demand that “most”
eigenfunctions induces measures that converge weakly to Lebesgue measure on T2,

but what “most” should mean is not completely clear. It turns out that the following
quite strong quantum ergodicity statement holds [4, 61]:

Theorem 1.3.4 (Quantum ergodicity, Schnirelman’s theorem). Given a
triangle of eigenfunctions ψN,j P L2pZ{NZq, where j � 1, 2, ..., N and N � 1, 2, 3, ...

there exist sets EpNq � t1, ..., Nu satisfying

lim
NÑ8 #EpNq

N
� 1

such that for all functions f P C8pT2q and all maps j : N P N ÞÑ jpNq P EpNq we
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have

lim
NÑ8xOpN pfqψN,jpNq, ψN,jpNqy � »

T2

fpxqdx.
Once again we can ask for quantum unique ergodicity and this can be interpreted

as asking if the theorem above holds for EpNq � t1, ..., Nu. The general answer is
no and this was proven by Faure, Nonnenmacher and De Biévre [16]. In fact they
show that given any classical orbit O (for instance the origin) and any 0 ¤ α ¤ 1{2,
there are eigenfunctions such that their induced measures converge to α times
Dirac measure on O plus 1 � α times Lebesgue measure on T2. The construction
is very dependent on the fact that for some N the order of A modulo N is very
small compared to N and this means that the degeneracies of the eigenvalues of
UNpAq are very large. For such N there are large freedoms in how to choose
the eigenfunctions ψN,j and choosing these correctly they get other limits than
Lebesgue measure. This phenomenon with eigenfunctions concentrating on short
classical orbits is generally known as scarring and as Faure, Nonnenmacher and De
Biévre proved, this is possible for the quantized cat map.

For the arithmetical hyperbolic surfaces we introduced Hecke eigenfunctions to
cope with the possible problems arising from degeneracies in the spectrum. For
the quantized cat map we have large degeneracies and the construction of scar-
ring above seems to depend on this. Given our viewpoint on the quantization it is
natural to study functions that, not only are eigenfunctions of UN pAq, but eigen-
functions of UN pBq for all B in some commutative subgroup of SLp2,Zpq containing
A. In other words, functions in invariant subspaces of the Weil representation re-
stricted to commutative subgroups of SLp2,Zpq. Kurlberg and Rudnick showed
that this desymmetrization of the problem made the model quantum unique er-
godic [34]. In particular, they used this [35] to show that the construction of Faure,
Nonnenmacher and De Biévre only is possible at those very special N where the
order of A modulo N is small. Bourgain [3] has improved this result further us-
ing his new technique for obtaining non-trivial bounds for exponential sums over
small multiplicative subgroups. The result of Bourgain shows that the cat map
has the quantum unique ergodicity property for all subsequences of N such that
ordpA,Nq ¡ N δ, for some fixed δ ¡ 0.

There are multidimensional analogs of the quantized cat map and Kelmer has
showed that these also have scarring [26], but that this scarring exists even if there
is no degeneracy in the spectrum [29, 28].

Kurlberg and Rudnick also used their desymmetrized model to show that Con-
jecture 1.3.3 does not hold for the quantized cat maps. Moreover they offer a
conjecture on the correct limiting measure of the normalized matrix elements

F
pNq
j � ?

N

�xOppfqψN,j, ψN,jy � »
T2

fpxqdx

as N go through the primes. In the case N � pk with k ¡ 1 fixed and pÑ8, the
corresponding limiting measure is different (but independent of k) and has been
calculated by Kelmer [27].
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1.3.5 Overview of Paper II and Paper III

The main objective of Papers II and III is to understand the behavior of the Hecke
eigenfunctions for prime powers N � pk, k ¡ 1. This behavior is often very different
from the behavior for N � p. Our state space will be identified with L2pZ{NZq
(which is isomorphic to the space of functions from the p-adic integers to C with
period N, which was how the state space was described above) with the inner
product xφ, ψy � 1

N

¸
xPZN

φpxqψpxq.
In the case of the modular surfaces it is clear that if M |N and ψ is a Maass

form corresponding to XpMq, then ψ is also a Maass form corresponding to XpNq.
A similar phenomenon is found also for the quantized cat map. Let Skpm,nq be
the set of all functions with period pm and with support on the ideal pnZpk . Then
the following theorem holds:

Theorem 1.3.5. Let p be an odd prime. Skpk�m,mq is invariant under the action
of Upk and this action is isomorphic to the action of Upk�2m on L2pZpk�2m q. The
intertwining operator Tm : Skpk �m,mq Ñ L2pZpk�2mq is given bypTmψqpxq � p�m{2ψppmxq.

We call a Hecke eigenfunction ψ P L2pZpkq oldform if ψ P Skpk � 1, 1q and
newform if ψ P Skpk � 1, 1qK. This is in analogy with the names for the modular
forms.

In particular, this theorem shows that the non-zero values of oldforms are ex-
tremely large. To illustrate the phenomenon more clearly, choose N � a2 and

ψpxq � " ?
a if a|x

0 else
(1.6)

This is a L2-normalized Hecke eigenfunction such that UNpAqψ � ψ for all A P
SLp2,Zq. Moreover the supremum norm of ψ is N1{4. This is in great contrast to
the case N � p, where it is known that }ψ}8 is bounded for all normalized Hecke
eigenfunctions ψ as pÑ8 [36, 33].

We obtain a general upper bound for the supremum norm of normalized Hecke
eigenfunctions. Unfortunately there is a small subsequence of the integers that
are much more technically challenging. There is no reason why the general upper
bound should not hold also for these N, but we do not prove the theorem for these
exceptional N. The theorem can be stated as:

Theorem 1.3.6. Fix a hyperbolic matrix A P SLp2,Zq. If N is not in the “ex-
ceptional sequence” and if ψ P L2pZN q is a L

2

-normalized Hecke eigenfunction,
then }ψ}8 � OpN1{4q.
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Remark. The function ψ defined in Equation (1.6) shows that Theorem 3.1.1 is in
fact sharp.

Another quantity that has received a lot of attention in the study of semi-
classical behavior in quantum chaos is entropy. In particular the work of Anan-
tharaman and Nonnenmacher [1] on the entropy of the semi-classical limits of the
Baker’s map should be mentioned. Anantharaman and Nonnenmacher prove that
the entropy is always at least half of the maximal possible entropy and offer a
conjecture that this is a very general behavior for quantum systems. We prove
that the Shannon entropy of normalized eigenfunctions of UN pAq is always at least
half of the maximal entropy in L2pZ{NZq, i.e., at least 1{2 lnN. We also note
that the Shannon entropy of ψ given in Equation (1.6) makes this estimate sharp.
This shows that Hecke eigenfunctions can have minimal entropy, even though their
induced limit is Lebesgue measure, which has maximal entropy.

The main part of the two papers is devoted to the study of the newforms.
Techniques are developed in order to evaluate a specific newform at a specific point.
In Paper II this is done for the case N � pk, where k is even and in Paper III this is
done for k odd. These techniques are then used to determine the supremum norms
and the value distribution of the newforms, but the techniques can very well be
adopted to solve other problems.

The results for the supremum norm is quite surprising. Given a “generic” (with
respect to N) matrix A in SLp2,Zq, the newforms can be divided into two parts
of the same size, leaving out a small portion of newforms for some A. In the first
part all newforms have supremum norm in a small window just below or just above
2 depending on the matrix A. The supremum norms in the second part are much
larger, they are all of size N1{6. Moreover, there is at most three different values
that all supremum norms in this part assume.

The value distribution for the newform ψ is the stochastic variable given as the
limit of |ψpXNq|, where XN is the uniform distribution on Z{NZ. We let N � pk

tend to infinity by fixing k and letting pÑ8. In this limit the differences between
all the newforms mentioned above disappear and all “generic” newforms have the
same value distribution. This limit is even independent of A. For N � p, where p is
a prime such that A has two different eigenvalues modulo p, the value distribution
of |ψpxq| was known before and is different [36].

Let N � pk. As we have seen are the results for the two cases k � 1 and
k ¡ 1 very different. It is however not only the results that are different, but the
whole theory is very different. For N � p the problems at hand are often reduced
to exponential sums over Fp, the field with p elements. The sums can be then
be treated by means of algebraic geometry. For N � pk the same reduction to
exponential sums can be made, but this time the sum is over Z{NZ and such sums
behave very differently. They can be treated by exact linearization and are in some
ways easier to treat. Instead of choosing this path, Papers II and III tries to solve
as much as possible with means of linear algebra, to make the number of terms in
the exponential sums as small as possible.
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1.4 Beurling’s approach to the prime number theorem

1.4.1 The prime ideal theorem

In 1903, just a few years after the first proof of the prime number theorem was pub-
lished, Landau gave a new proof [38] and with this proof he showed a generalization
which he called the prime ideal theorem.

The main theory for understanding the prime ideal theorem was given in Sec-
tion 1.2.1 and so will be quite brief this time. Let F be a number field and let OF
be the ring of integers in F. Let πF pnq denote the number of prime ideals in OF
which have norm less than n. We have that πQpnq � πpnq and more generally, if
OF is a unique factorization domain, πF pnq counts the number of (non-associated)
prime elements in OF for which the absolute value of the norm is less than n. The
prime ideal theorem now states that:

Theorem 1.4.1. If πF pnq denotes the number of prime ideals of norm less than n
in the ring of integers for some number field F, then

lim
nÑ8 πF pnq

n{ lnn
� 1.

To prove the prime ideal theorem, Landau studies the Dedekind zeta function,
which is closely related to the prime ideals via its Euler product. Then Landau uses
a theorem of Weber that states that the total number of ideals in OF with norm
less than x is Ax�Opxθq, where A and θ   1 are some constants depending on F.
From this asymptotic relation he is able to prove the prime ideal theorem.

1.4.2 Beurling generalized primes

One remarkable fact about Landau’s proof of the prime number theorem (or prime
ideal theorem if you want) is that the only properties the proof uses is that the
positive integers form a multiplicative semigroup and that there are Ax � Opxθq
positive integers less than x. This is an absurdly bad approximation (although true
of course) of the number of integers less than x and moreover the proof does not use
the additive structure of the integers. One might say that the additive structure
of the integers is irrelevant for the prime number theorem. To formulate such a
statement more precise Beurling introduced the notion of Beurling primes [2]. This
is not primes in a regular manner, but just a non-decreasing sequence pn of real
numbers larger than 1 tending to infinity as n tends to infinity. From these “primes”
one generates the multiplicative semigroup which we call Beurling integers. If we
choose pn to be the usual prime numbers then the Beurling integers is of course the
positive integers. Denote by Npxq the number of Beurling integers (counting with
multiplicities) less than x. The only further assumption we make on the sequence
pn is that Npxq � Ax � opxq (but often we will make stronger and more explicit
assumptions). Let πpnq denote the number of pn less than n. Beurling’s theorem
[2] states that:
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Theorem 1.4.2. Let γ ¡ 3{2. If Npxq � Ax�O pxplnxq�γq then
lim
nÑ8 πpxq

x{ lnx
� 1.

This theorem is essentially sharp in the sense that there are sequences pn such
that Npxq � Ax�O

�
xplnxq�3{2� , but do not fulfill

lim
xÑ8 πpxq

x{ lnx
� 1.

Beurling indicated this [2] by a continuous analog of Beurling integers and in [12]
Diamond gave an explicit example using the idea of Beurling.

Beurling’s theorem is obviously a generalization of the prime number theorem,
but it also suggests that the prime number theorem might not be a very arithmetic
statement. In fact, a proof of the prime number theorem does not use much arith-
metic, but is rather a statement of how the density of a semigroup is related to
the density of its generators. One can prove inverse statements also, that is, if the
number of Beurling primes less than x is approximately Lipxq, then the number
of Beurling integers less than x is approximately Ax. The first such equivalence
theorem was due to Nyman [43] who proved that:

Theorem 1.4.3. Given a semigroup generated by tpnu as above, the following two
statements are equivalent:

1. The estimate Npxq � Ax�Opxpln xq�γq holds for all γ.

2. The estimate πpxq � Lipxq �Opxpln xq�γq holds for all γ.

A similar theorem, but where the error terms for bothNpxq�Ax and πpxq�Lipxq
are smaller, was proved by Malliavin [41]. Note that both the theorem of Nyman
and the theorem of Malliavin actually gives a slightly better estimate to the number
of primes than the prime number theorem does, as stated above. However, the proof
of Landau actually gives an even better result; namely that there exists a c ¡ 0

such that
πpxq � Lipxq �Opx expt�c?lnxuq.

This is the best possible result that can be obtained for Beurling primes from the
assumption Npxq � Ax � O

�
xθ
�
and this was shown by Diamond, Montgomery

and Vorhauer in [11].

1.4.3 Chebyshev estimates and the Riemann hypothesis

One can use Beurling integers to examine problems in number theory other than
the prime number theorem, both solved and unsolved, to try to understand the
them better. In the case of unsolved problems it also indicates which properties of
the integers that seem essential in a future proof. The first problem we will discuss
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goes back to Chebyshev and his effort to solve the prime number theorem. He did
not prove that the limit of πpnq{pn{ lnnq exists when n goes to infinity, but he
proved that if it exists (which it does), it must be 1. Further more he showed that
there were two explicit constants 0   c   1   C   8 such that

c � n

lnn
  πpnq   C � n

lnn
(1.7)

for all n larger than some other explicit constant. This kind of estimates is known
as Chebyshev estimates. Since such estimates are implied directly from the prime
number theorem we know that at least all sequences tpnu with Npxq � Ax �
O pxpln xq�γq and γ ¡ 3{2 fulfills this according to Beurling’s theorem. However,
it is true under even weaker assumptions; as Diamond showed in [13] one can in
fact take any γ ¡ 1. Once again this theorem is essentially sharp; for any 0  
c   1   C   8 and any 0   γ   1, there are sequences tpnu such that Npxq �
Ax �Opxpln xq�γq and which break both estimates in Equation (1.7) [23].

Let us also discuss the Riemann hypothesis from a Beurling prime point of view.
The first problem in doing this is that it is not totally clear how to formulate the
corresponding statement. For instance, the error terms O

�
x1{2�ǫ� and O p?x lnxq

in the prime number theorem, are both equivalent to the Riemann hypothesis, but
for Beurling primes, this is obviously not equivalent statements. The main problem
with the classical formulation of the Riemann hypothesis on the other hand is
that in general the zeta functions corresponding to a sequence of Beurling primes
does not even have an analytic continuation to the left of Repsq � 1. Therefore it
does not make sense to ask for zeros of the functions there. However some zeta
functions have analytic continuation all the way to Repsq � 1{2 and one might
ask if they have any zeros to the right of this line. The answer is that they can
and this was proven by Malliavin in [41]. In his proof he constructs a continuous
analog of a prime number system which has zeros on the interval p1{2, 1q. The first
actual construction with discrete generators was due to Diamond, Montgomery
and Vorhauer [11] who found a zeta function with an infinite number of zeros
on the curve s � 1 � a{ ln t � it, t ¥ 2, where a is a positive constant. This
construction showed that the estimate made by Landau was the best possible, in
the sense mentioned at the end of Section 1.4.2. The fact that there are zeta
functions which have zeros outside of the line Repsq � 1{2 suggests that a proof
of the Riemann hypothesis must use more than just the multiplicative structure
of the integers. Continuing this line of thought Lagarias has proposed [37] that
it might be enough to assume that the set of Beurling integers fulfills the Delone
property. This means that if we order the Beurling integers in increasing order
1 � n1   n2 ¤ n3 ¤ n4 ¤ ..., then there exists positive constants c and C such that
c   nk�1 � nk   C. Lagarias also showed that if all elements in the sequence tpnu
of Beurling primes are integers and the Beurling integers have the Delone property,
then the corresponding zeta function has a meromorphic continuation to the whole
plane. Moreover, it has the same zeros as the Riemann zeta function expect for
some additional zeros with real part equal to zero. It is an open problem if there
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are any examples of other sequences tpnu such that the set of Beurling integers has
the Delone property.

1.4.4 Overview of Paper IV

This paper contains two different parts, discussing two different problems concern-
ing Beurling generalized primes. In the first part of the paper Mertens’ theorem
is proven for Beurling primes. The assumptions needed on Npxq is the smallest
possible; we only assume that Npxq � Ax � opxq and the theorem gives a simple
formula for A as a product over the sequence tpnu. More precisely the theorem
states that:

Theorem 1.4.4. If P is a generalized prime number system for which Npxq �
Ax� opxq then

lim
nÑ8 1

lnn

¹
p¤n�1� 1

p


�1 � Aeγ .

The proof is inspired by the proof of Mertens’ theorem in [25]. To use this proof
the main task is to prove the following lemma:

Lemma 1.4.5. If P is a generalized prime number system then

lim
nÑ8 1

lnn
p̧¤n ln p

p
� 1.

We also derive some consequences of Mertens’ theorem including a generaliza-
tion of the theorem sometimes known for primes as Meissel’s theorem.

The second part of the paper discusses a problem raised by Beurling, namely
how small |Npxq � rxs| can be when the sequence tpnu is not the rational primes.
We prove the following:

Theorem 1.4.6. For every c ¡ 0 there exists a generalized prime number system
other than the rational primes for which|Npxq � rxs|   c lnx (1.8)

for all x ¥ 1.

To construct the system we take away two different primes pi and pj from the
set of rational primes and add one new “prime” q � pipj{ppi � pj � 1q. Choosing pi
and pj large enough we get the estimate (1.8).

We believe that this is as small as |Npxq � rxs| can be made, i.e., we conjecture
that:

Conjecture 1.4.7. If P is a Beurling prime system different from the set of ra-
tional primes, then

lim sup
xÑ8 |Npxq � rxs|

lnx
¡ 0.
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Local Riemann Hypothesis for

complex numbers 1

Rikard Olofsson
2

Abstract

In this paper a special class of local ζ-functions is studied. The main theorem states
that the functions have all zeros on the line ℜpsq � 1{2. This is a natural generalization
of the result of Bump and Ng stating that the zeros of the Mellin transform of Hermite
functions have ℜpsq � 1{2.
1.1 Introduction

In the study of Hecke L-functions, Tate [6, 7] defined local ζ-functions

ζps, ν, fq � »
F� fpxqνpxq|x|sd�x,

where F is a local field, f is a Schwartz function of F, ν is a character of F�
and integration is taken with respect to Haar measure on F�. Weil [8] introduced
a representation ω � ωψ of the metaplectic group �SLp2, F q for each nontrivial
additive character ψ of F . The Local Riemann Hypothesis (LRH), as formulated in
[1], is the assertion that if f is taken from some irreducible invariant subspace of the
restriction of this representation to a certain compact subgroupH of �SLp2, F q, then
in fact all zeros of ζps, ν, fq lie on the line ℜpsq � 1{2. The phenomenon was first
observed by Bump and Ng and they proved that the zeros of the Mellin transform
of Hermite functions lie on the line, this corresponds to LRH for F � R [2]. LRH
has also been proved for F having odd characteristics by Kurlberg [4] and disproved
for F � C by Kurlberg [4]. In all cases above H is the unique maximal compact
subgroup of SOp2, F q, for F � R and for F with characteristic congruent to 3
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2The author is supported by grant KAW 2005.0098 from the Knut and Alice Wallenberg

Foundation.
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modulo 4, H is nothing but SOp2, F q, since this already is compact. In [1] Bump,
Choi, Kurlberg and Vaaler offer generalizations of LRH to higher dimensions along
with two different proofs of the case F � R and H � SOp2q. In this paper we prove:

Theorem 1.1.1. If f belongs to an irreducible invariant subspace of the Weil rep-
resentation restricted to SUp2,Cq and ζps, ν, fq � 0, then all zeros of ζps, ν, fq lie
on the line ℜpsq � 1{2.

In other words, we prove that a slightly modified version of LRH (namely taking
H � SUp2,Cq rather than a compact subgroup of SOp2,Cq) holds for F � C.

Remark. From now on we will restrict ourselves to the case where the local field is
C.
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1.3 The Weil representation

The Weil (or the metaplectic) representation is an action on SpCq � tfpzq; fpx �
iyq � gpx, yq P S pR2qu, where S pR2q is the Schwartz space. We will often think
of the elements of SpCq, not as functions of the complex variable z, but rather as
functions of the two real variables x, y satisfying z � x� iy. In agreement with that
we write dz and this is nothing but dxdy, the Lebesgue measure of R2. Sometimes
we will also use the notation xf, gy � ³

C
fpzqgpzqdz. Let the additive character on

C be ψpzq � eiπℜpzq and introduce the Fourier transform

f̂pzq � »
C

fpz1qψp2zz1qdz1.
With this normalization, we find that ˆ̂

fpzq � fp�zq.
Remark. As noted in [1] there is no loss of generality in assuming that the additive
character is ψpzq � eiπℜpzq if the objective only is to prove LRH. Changing character
does not preserve the irreducible subspaces, but the zeros of the “corresponding ζ-
functions” are preserved.�SLp2,Cq, the metaplectic double cover of SLp2,Cq, splits and we have�SLp2,Cq � SLp2,Cq � C2. Using this identification we write�

a b

c d

� � ��
a b

c d

�
, 1

�
.
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The restriction of the metaplectic representation to SUp2,Cq can now be written
as �

ω

�
α �β̄
β ᾱ

�
f

� pzq � 1|β| »C

ψ

�
1

β

�
αz2 � 2zz1 � ᾱz12	
 fpz1qdz1.

However, it is much more convenient to see how ω acts on the generators of SLp2,Cq.
This is given by �

ω

�
1 t

0 1

�
f

� pzq � ψptz2qfpzq,�
ω

�
0 1�1 0

�
f

� pzq � f̂pzq,
and �

ω

�
α 0

0 α�1

�
f

� pzq � |α|fpαzq.
Remark. When we write |α| we mean the ordinary absolute value of α, not the
“absolute value” of an element in a local field used by Tate.

In order to find the invariant subspaces of the action of SUp2,Cq we could of
course just as well study the restriction to sup2,Cq of the corresponding Lie algebra
representation dω : slp2,Cq Ñ EndpSpCqq defined byppdω Xqfqpzq � d

dt
pω p�expptXqq fq pzq|t�0,

where �exp is the exponential map slp2,Cq Ñ SLp2,Cq lifted to a map �exp :

slp2,Cq Ñ �SLp2,Cq. Since a natural basis for sup2,Cq is#�
0 1�1 0

�
,

�
0 i

i 0

�
,

�
i 0

0 �i �+
,

our first objective is to calculate how dω acts on SpCq for these vectors. From the
definitions we immediately get�

dω

�
0 1

0 0

�
f

� � d

dt

�
ω

�
1 t

0 1

�
f

������
t�0

� d

dt
ψ
�
tpx � iyq2� f ���

t�0� d

dt
eiπtpx2�y2qf ���

t�0
� iπ

�
x2 � y2

�
f
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and �
dω

�
0 i

0 0

�
f

� � d

dt

�
ω

�
1 it

0 1

�
f

������
t�0

� d

dt
ψ
�
itpx� iyq2� f ���

t�0� d

dt
e�i2πtxyf ���

t�0
� �i2πxyf.

Introducing the notation F for the operator taking f to its Fourier transform f̂ we
see that

dω

�
0 0�1 0

� � �
ω

�
0 1�1 0

���1 �
dω

�
0 1

0 0

���
ω

�
0 1�1 0

��� F
�1iπ

�
x2 � y2

�
F � � i

4π

� B2Bx2
� B2By2



and

dω

�
0 0�i 0

� � �
ω

�
0 1�1 0

���1 �
dω

�
0 i

0 0

���
ω

�
0 1�1 0

��� F�1 p�i2πxyqF � � i

2π

B2BxBy .
Hence we have that

dω

�
0 1�1 0

� � dω

�
0 1

0 0

�� dω

�
0 0�1 0

� � iπ
�
x2 � y2

�� i

4π

� B2Bx2
� B2By2



and

dω

�
0 i

i 0

� � dω

�
0 i

0 0

�� dω

�
0 0�i 0

� � �i2πxy � i

2π

B2BxBy .
Finally we get that�
dω

�
i 0

0 �i �
f

� � d

dt

�
ω

�
eit 0

0 e�it �
f

� px � iyq�����
t�0

� d

dt
fpeitpx� iyqq���

t�0� d

dt
fpx cos t� y sin t� ipy cos t� x sin tqq���

t�0� �y BfBx � x
BfBy .

Definition 1.3.1. Let fm,npx � iyq � Hmp?2πxqHnp?2πyqe�πpx2�y2q, where
Hnpxq � p�1qnex2 dn

dxn e
�x2

are the Hermite polynomials.
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Proposition 1.3.1. Wm � Àm
j�0 Cfj,m�j are invariant subspaces of the Weil

representation restricted to sup2,Cq.
Proof. We can write (see for instance [5]) fm,npx � iyq � hmpxqhnpyq, where hm
satisfy �

x2 � 1

4π2

d2

dx2



hm � 2m� 1

2π
hm.

Hence we have

dω

�
0 1�1 0

�
fm,n � �

iπ
�
x2 � y2

�� i

4π

� B2Bx2
� B2By2




fm,n� iπ

�
2m� 1

2π
� 2n� 1

2π



fm,n � ipm� nqfm,n.

Using the recurrence formulas Hn�1pxq � 2xHnpxq � 2nHn�1pxq and H 1
npxq �

2nHn�1pxq [5] we get

dω

�
i 0

0 �i �
fm,n � �y Bfm,nBx � x

Bfm,nBy� �y �?2π2mfm�1,n � 2πxfm,n

	� x
�?

2π2nfm,n�1 � 2πyfm,n

	� ?
2π p�2myfm�1,n � 2nxfm,n�1q� �2m

fm�1,n�1 � 2nfm�1,n�1

2
� 2n

fm�1,n�1 � 2mfm�1,n�1

2� nfm�1,n�1 �mfm�1,n�1

and

dω

�
0 i

i 0

�
fm,n � 1

2
dω

��
i 0

0 �i �
,

�
0 1�1 0

��
fm,n� 1

2
dω

�
i 0

0 �i �
ipm� nqfm,n� 1

2
dω

�
0 1�1 0

� pnfm�1,n�1 �mfm�1,n�1q� �infm�1,n�1 � imfm�1,n�1.

The proposition follows sinceWm obviously is closed under all three basis operators.
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Remark. Using the three basis operators given above it is easy to see that Wm is
irreducible.

Instead of choosing the basis tfm�n,numn�0 for Wm it is sometimes more conve-

nient to use the basis of eigenfunctions of dω

�
i 0

0 �i �
. Because of the symmetry

in the commutator relations of the basis elements of sup2,Cq, these eigenfunctions
have the same set of eigenvalues as tfm�n,numn�0. Call this new basis tbm,nu, where
n � �m,�m � 2, ...,m and bm,npreiθq � einθbm,nprq. The elements of the basis
is determined by the relations above up to multiplication by a constant, choosing
these constants correctly we get:

Proposition 1.3.2. Let

Lpαqn pxq � x�αex
n!

dn

dxn

�
xn�αe�x�

be the Laguerre polynomials. (See [5]) We have that

bm,npreiθq � einθr|n|Lp|n|qpm�|n|q{2p2πr2qe�πr2 .
Proof. We assume n ¥ 0, the argument is same as for n   0. Since bm,n P Wm,

we see that bm,n is on the form cpz, z̄qe�π|z|2 , where c is a polynomial of degree
m. That bm,npreiθq � einθbm,nprq means that cpz, z̄q only consists of terms on
the form zaz̄b, where a � b � n. In particular we must have that bm,npreiθq �
einθrnqm,np2πr2qe�πr2 , where qm,n is a polynomial of degree pm� nq{2. Since the
subspaces Wm are orthogonal to each other, for m �� m1 we have

0 � xbm,n, bm1,ny � 2π

» 8
0

rnqm,np2πr2qe�πr2rnqm1,np2πr2qe�πr2rdr� 1

2p2πqn » 8
0

qm,npxqqm1,npxqxne�xdx.
This proves that qm,npxq � L

pnqpm�nq{2pxq if we normalize correctly.

1.4 Properties of the local Tate ζ-function

Definition 1.4.1. We define the local Tate ζ-function

ζps, ν, fq � »
C� fpzqνpzq|z|2s�2dz

for all characters ν of C� and f P SpCq.
Remark. This is the local ζ-functions defined in the introduction specialized to the
case where the local field is C.
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All characters of C� can be written using polar coordinates in the form νpr, θq �
riαeikθ with k P Z. Since ζps, riαeikθ , fq � ζps � iα{2, eikθ, fq, the real part of the
zeros of ζ does not depend on α. Hence our attention will be drawn to the following
object:

Definition 1.4.2. Let k,m P N, νk � eikθ and gk � r2s�2νk. We set

ζpkqm psq � xfm,0, gky � ζps, νk, fm,0q.
In order for Theorem 1.1.1 to be true it is essential that all elements in the invari-

ant subspaces define the same ζ-function ζpkqm , up to multiplication by a constant.
That this really is the case is shown in the next proposition.

Proposition 1.4.1. If f P Wm then ζps, νk, fq � cf,k � ζpkqm psq, where cf,k is a
constant not depending on s.

Proof. Let f � °m
j�0 c2j�mbm,2j�m. For pm� kq{2 P N we see that

ζps, νk, fq � m̧

j�0

c2j�mζps, νk, bm,2j�mq� m̧

j�0

c2j�m » 8
0

» 2π

0

eip2j�mqθbm,2j�mprqr2s�1eikθdθdr� ckζps, νk, bm,kq,
other m give ζpkqm psq � 0.

Lemma 1.4.2. If pm� kq{2 P N we have that

ζpkqm psq � Γ

�
s� k

2



π1�sppkqm psq,

where ppkqm psq is a real polynomial of degree pm� kq{2. Otherwise ζpkqm psq � 0.

Proof. SinceHm is odd ifm is odd and even ifm is even, the trigonometric identities
[3]

cos2n θ � 1

22n

�
2n

n

�� 1

22n�1

ņ

j�1

�
2n

n� j

�
cosp2jθq

and

cos2n�1 θ � 1

22n�2

ņ

j�1

�
2n� 1

n� j

�
cospp2j � 1qθq,
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can be used to write

Hmp?2πr cos θq � rm{2s
j̧�0

rm�2jajpr2q cosppm� 2jqθq
for some real polynomials ajprq with deg aj � j. This implies that if pm� kq{2 R N

then ζpkqm psq � 0 and if pm� kq{2 P N we have

ζpkqm psq � » 8
0

» 2π

0

Hmp?2πr cos θqe�πr2r2s�1eikθdθdr� 2π

» 8
0

rkam�k
2

pr2qr2s�1e�πr2dr � π

m�k
2̧

j�0

bj

» 8
0

r2s�1�k�2je�πr2dr� π

pm�kq{2
j̧�0

bj
1

2πs�j�k{2 Γ

�
s� j � k

2


� pm�kq{2
j̧�0

bj
1

2πs�j�k{2�1

�
s� j � k

2
� 1



...

�
s� k

2



Γ

�
s� k

2


� Γ

�
s� k

2



π1�sppkqm psq,

where ppkqm psq is a real polynomial of degree pm� kq{2.
Remark. Theorem 1.1.1 implies that ppkqm p1� sq � p�1qm�k

2 p
pkq
m psq so ζpkqm fulfills a

functional equation much like the functional equation for the Riemann ζ-function.

Lemma 1.4.3. ζ
pkq
m psq admits the functional equationpm� 1qζpkqm psq � πζpkqm ps� 1q � 1

π

�
s� k

2
� 1


�
s� k

2
� 1



ζpkqm ps� 1q.

Proof. Since we have that

∆gkpsq � � B2Br2 � 1

r

BBr � 1

r2
B2Bθ2
 r2s�2eiθk � �p2s� 2q2 � k2

�
gkps� 1q

and �� 1

4π
∆� π

�
x2 � y2

�

fm,0 � pm� 1qfm,0,
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we immediately getpm� 1qζpkqm psq � xpm� 1qfm,0, gkpsqy � B�� 1

4π
∆� π

�
x2 � y2

�

fm,0, gkpsqF� B

fm,0,

�� 1

4π
∆� π

�
x2 � y2

�

gkpsqF� B

fm,0,� 1

4π

�p2s� 2q2 � k2
�
gkps� 1q � πgkps� 1qF� � 1

π

�
s� k

2
� 1


�
s� k

2
� 1



ζpkqm ps� 1q � πζpkqm ps� 1q.

From [1] we have the following lemma:

Lemma 1.4.4. Let qpsq be a polynomial, and assume that the zeros of qpsq lie in
the closed strip ts;ℜpsq P r�c, csu with c ¡ 0. Then if a, b ¡ 0, the zeros of

rpsq � ps� aqqps� bq � ps� aqqps� bq
lie in the open strip ts;ℜpsq P p�c, cqu.
Remark. The lemma is proved for b � 2, but this does not change the proof.

Proof of Theorem 1.1.1. We only need to show that ppkqm psq has all its zeros on
ℜpsq � 1{2. Letting qpkqm psq � p

pkq
m ps � 1{2q and inserting this in Lemma 1.4.3 we

get pm� 1qΓ�
s� k � 1

2



π

1

2
�sqpkqm psq � πΓ

�
s� 1� k � 1

2



π� 1

2
�sqpkqm ps� 1q� 1

π

�
s� k � 1

2


�
s� k � 1

2



Γ

�
s� 1� k � 1

2



π

3

2
�sqpkqm ps� 1q.

Simplifying this givespm� 1qqpkqm psq � �
s� k � 1

2



qpkqm ps� 1q ��

s� k � 1

2



qpkqm ps� 1q.

The claim now follows from Lemma 1.4.4.

We can also prove Theorem 1.1.1 in a different way by using the following well-
known theorem:

Theorem 1.4.5. Let tpnu8n�0 be a sequence of polynomials such that the degree of
pn is n and the polynomials are orthogonal with respect to some Borel measure µ
on R. Then pn have n distinct real roots.
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Proof. The theorem is obviously true for n � 0. Assume that pk has k distinct roots
for k   n. Without loss of generality we assume that all polynomials have one as
their leading coefficient. Then pk is real for k   n and pn � fn� ign, where gn has
degree less than n. Moreover,

0 � ppn, pkq � pfn, pkq � ipgn, pkq
for k   n, hence pgn, pkq � 0. But the degree of gn is less than n so we must have
gn � 0. Thus pn is real. If pn does not have n distinct real roots then it could
be written as pnpxq � px � αqpx � ᾱqqpxq � |x � α|2qpxq for x P R. Since the
degree of q is less than n we must have ppn, qq � 0, but on the other hand we have
that pnpxqqpxq ¥ 0 for all x. This is a contradiction, hence pn has n distinct real
roots.

Proposition 1.4.6. The polynomials ppkqm p1{2� itq are orthogonal with respect to
the measure |Γppk � 1q{2� itq|2dt, where dt is the Lebesgue measure on R.

Proof. As we have noticed before the functions bm,n are orthogonal, hence for m ��
m1 we have

0 � xbm,n, bm1,ny � 2π

» 8
0

bm,nprqbm1,nprqrdr� 2π

» 8�8 bm,npeuqeubm1,npeuqeudu.
Using Plancherel’s formula it follows that 2πFpbm,npeuqeuqp�2tq is an orthogonal
sequence (F denotes the ordinary Fourier transform) and this is just

2πFpbm,kpeuqeuqp�2tq � 2π

» 8
0

bm,�kprqri2tdr� » 8
0

» 2π

0

bm,�kpreiθqeikθri2tdθdr � cm,kζ
pkq
m p1{2� itq� cm,kΓ

�
k � 1

2
� it



π1{2�itppkqm p1{2� itq.

Remark. Theorem 1.1.1 follows immediately if we combine Theorem 1.4.5 with
Proposition 1.4.6.
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Large supremum norms and small

Shannon entropy for Hecke

eigenfunctions of quantized cat

maps1

Rikard Olofsson
2

Abstract

This paper concerns the behavior of eigenfunctions of quantized cat maps and in
particular their supremum norm. We observe that for composite integer values of N, the
inverse of Planck’s constant, some of the desymmetrized eigenfunctions have very small
support and hence very large supremum norm. We also prove an entropy estimate and
show that our functions satisfy equality in this estimate. In the case when N is a prime
power with even exponent we calculate the supremum norm for a large proportion of all
desymmetrized eigenfunctions and we find that for a given N there is essentially at most
four different values these assume.

2.1 Introduction

A well studied model in quantum chaos is the so called quantized cat map - a “quan-
tized version” of the dynamical system given by a hyperbolic (i.e. with | trpAq| ¡ 2)
matrix A P SLp2,Zq acting on the two dimensional torus. The quantization of these
systems is a unitary operator UN pAq acting on the space L2 pZN q � CN . This model
was first introduced by Berry and Hannay [7] and has been developed in a number
of papers [10, 4, 5, 9, 21, 12, 6, 15]. The general idea is that the chaotic behavior
of the classical system corresponds to eigenfunctions of the quantized system being
“nicely spread out” in the so called semiclassical limit, that is, when N goes to in-
finity. UN pAq can have large degeneracies, but as Kurlberg and Rudnick explained

1Comm. Math. Phys. DOI : 10.1007/s00220-008-0627-x.
2The author is supported by grant KAW 2005.0098 from the Knut and Alice Wallenberg

Foundation.
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in [12], this is a consequence of quantum symmetries in our model. Namely, there
is a large abelian group of unitary operators commuting with UN pAq. In analogy
with the theory of modular forms, these operators are called Hecke operators and
their joint eigenfunctions are called Hecke eigenfunctions. Kurlberg and Rudnick
showed that the Hecke eigenfunctions become uniformly distributed as N Ñ 8, a
fact often referred to as arithmetic quantum unique ergodicity (QUE) for cat maps.

Another natural question relating to eigenfunctions “spreading out” in the limit
is the question of estimating their supremum norms. Given the matrixA, the primes
(all but a finite number of them to be exact) can be divided in two parts called
split and inert, and in [13] and [11] it was shown that for such prime numbers
N the supremum norm of L2�normalized Hecke eigenfunctions are bounded by
2{a1� 1{N and 2{a1� 1{N respectively. As an immediate consequence of this
it follows that as long as N is square free, all Hecke eigenfunctions ψ fulfill }ψ}8 �
O pN ǫq for all ǫ ¡ 0. For generalN we only know that the supremum is Oǫ

�
N3{8�ǫ�

for all ǫ ¡ 0 (cf. [13]). In view of the results for prime numbers N and the
quantum unique ergodicity, one might think that all Hecke eigenfunctions have
small supremum norm, maybe even smaller than N ǫ for all ǫ ¡ 0, however this
is not the case. In this paper we observe that, unless N is square free, some of
the Hecke eigenfunctions are localized on ideals of ZN and for such functions we
get rather large supremum norms. To be more precise, if N � a2 we can find
an eigenfunction with supremum norm " N1{4. This result is somewhat analogous
with the result of Rudnick and Sarnak [17] concerning the supremum norm of
eigenfunctions of the Laplacian of a special class of arithmetic compact 3-manifolds.
They show that the supremum of some so called “theta lifts” are " λ1{4, where λ is
the corresponding eigenvalue. For a L2-normalized function in L2 pZN q it is trivial
to see that the maximal supremum is N1{2 and the (sharp) general upper bound
for the supremum of an eigenfunction of the Laplacian of a compact manifold is
O
�
λpd�1q{4� , where d is the dimension of the manifold (cf. [19]). For d � 3, we see

that the growth we obtain for our eigenfunctions is analogous to the growth of the
“theta lifts” in the sense that they are both the square root of the largest possible
growth.

In Theorem 2.3.3 we note that the action of UN on the subspace spanned by
the Hecke eigenfunctions localized on ideal is isomorphic to the action of UN 1 on
L2 pZN 1q for some N 1|N. This means that one can think of these eigenfunctions as
the analogue of what in the theory of automorphic forms is called oldforms. Hecke
eigenfunctions that are orthogonal to the oldforms play the role of newforms. Note
that the existence of oldforms, although their supremum is large, has small relation
to the concept of scarring. On the one hand we know from the result of Kurlberg
and Rudnick that no scarring is possible for Hecke eigenfunctions, and on the other
hand the ideals themselves equidistribute, hence it is not surprising that oldforms
do not contribute to scars.

Another quantity one can study in order to determine how well eigenfunctions
“spread out” is the Shannon entropy, a large entropy signifies a well-spread func-
tion. This has been done in a recent paper by Anantharaman and Nonnenmacher
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[2] for the baker’s map. In this study they use estimates from below of the Shannon
entropy to show that the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy of the induced limit measures
(so called semiclassical measures) is always at least half of the Kolmogorov-Sinai
entropy of the Lebesgue measure. We prove that the equivalent estimate of the
Shannon entropies is true for eigenfunctions of the quantized cat map and that
our large eigenfunctions makes this estimate sharp. Even though the Hecke eigen-
functions do not contribute to scars (which other sequences of eigenfunctions do)
they are still as badly spread out as possible in the sense of entropy. That is,
even though the only limiting measure of Hecke functions is the Lebesgue measure
and this has maximal Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy, some of the Hecke functions have
minimal Shannon entropy.
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Figure 2.1: The supremum norm of all the newforms of a given matrix A (one
matrix A for each picture): in the upper row N � 74 and in the lower N � 113 and
in the left column the primes ( i.e. 7, 11) are inert, while in the right column, they
are split. The newforms are ordered with respect to growing phase (in the intervalr�π, πq) of their eigenvalues, when these are evaluated at some specific element of
maximal order in the Hecke algebra.

In the study of newforms a very surprising phenomena occurs; assume for sim-
plicity that N � pk with k ¡ 1, then it seems like the space is divided into two or
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four different subspaces and Hecke eigenfunctions in the same space have the same
or almost the same supremum norm. These norms are not dependent on A other
than that the normalization factor is different if A makes p split or inert. We will
derive these properties in the case where the power of p is even. This is done using
an arithmetic description of the Hecke eigenfunctions introducing two parameters
C and D where the different lines corresponds to the solvability of second and third
order equations of CD modulo p.Moreover, the exact values these supremum norms
are calculated. The lower line is not a true line but rather a strip of width OpN�1q
just below the value 2{a1� 1{p corresponding to p being split or inert. This is the
same value as the known bound for primes N. The other lines are true lines and
their values are calculated in Theorem 2.7.2, the values are of the size N1{6. The
“noise” we see for the split case is also explained and corresponds to p|C. As we
see in Figure 2.1, numerical simulations suggests that similar properties hold also
for odd powers of p. Actually the techniques we develop in Chapter 2.5 for even
exponents can be modified and used for odd exponents, but this take some effort
and will be explored in a forthcoming paper.

Our calculations show that if N � p2k (p ¡ 3 and p is either split or inert) then
the supremum of all Hecke eigenfunctions is bounded by N1{4 and this estimate is
sharp. By multiplicativity this is then true for all products of such N.

2.2 Short description of the model

This will be a very brief introduction to quantized cat maps, more or less just
introducing the notation we will use. A more extensive setup can be found in [12].

Take a matrix A P SLp2,Zq.We assume that | trpAq| ¡ 2 to make the system chaotic
and that the diagonal entries of A are odd and the off diagonal are even. IfN is even
we make the further assumption that A � I pmod 4q. These congruence assumptions
are needed in order for the quantization of the dynamics to be consistent with the
quantization of observables. In each time step we map x P T2 � R2{Z2 to Ax P T2

and observables f P C8 �
T2

�
are sent to f �A. Note that the assumptions above not

will affect the quantization for a fixed odd N following below. For instance the fact
that A is hyperbolic does not say anything about its image in SLp2,ZNq for a fixed
N and therefore all Theorems in the article are true without this assumption. Our
aim in the end is however of course to fix A and let N grow and then the fact that
A is hyperbolic will tell us a lot about the different images of A in SLp2,ZN q. If N
is a prime and N is large enough then A will not be upper triangular for example.

The quantization of the dynamics is a unitary operator UN pAq acting on “the
state space” L2 pZN q , equipped with the inner product  φ, ψ ¡� 1

N
Q̧PZN

φpQqψpQq.
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Assume for a moment that we know how to define UNpAq when N is a prime
power. For general N we write N � pα1

1 ...pαm
m and via the Chinese remainder

theorem we get an isomorphism between L2 pZN q and Âm
j�1 L

2
�
Z
p

αj

j

	
. Using this

decomposition we define UN pAq :� bmj�1Up
αj

j

pAq. We now only have to define

UpkpAq and for odd p this is done in the following manner: Identify A with its image
in SLp2,Zpkq and use the Weil representation to quantize A. This is a representation
of SLp2,Zpkq on L2

�
Zpk

�
, which for odd primes p is given on the generators by

Upkpnbqψpxq � e

�
rbx2

pk



ψpxq (2.1)

Upkpatqψpxq � Λptqψptxq (2.2)

Upkpωqψpxq � Sr
��1, pk

�a
pk

¸
yPZ

pk

ψpyqe�2rxy

pk



, (2.3)

where we have introduced the notation

nb � �
1 b

0 1

�
, at � �

t 0

0 t�1

�
, ω � �

0 1�1 0

�
and epxq � ei2πx.

(Λptq and Sr ��1, pk
�
are numbers with absolute value 1 and r is a specific unit in

ZN , see [12] for details.) For p � 2 the construction is similar but not quite the
same: A should be identified with its image in SLp2,Z2k�1q and the representation
should only be defined on the subgroup of all matrices congruent to the identity
modulo 4 in SL p2,Z2k�1q . This subgroup is generated by at, nb, nTc (where t � 1pmod 4q and b � c � 0 pmod 4q) and

U2kpatqψpxq � Λptqψptxq (2.4)

U2kpnbqψpxq � e

�
rbx2

2k�1



ψpxq (2.5)

U2kpnTc q � H�1U2kpn�cqH, (2.6)

where

Hψpxq � 1?
2k

¸
yPZ

2k

ψpyqe�rxy
2k

	
. (2.7)

Remark. There is miss print in the definition of U2kpnTc q in [12]; the expression in
that definition should be divided by 2 to give a correct definition.

The Hecke operators corresponding to the matrix A are all the operators written
as UNpgq, where g � xI � yA and g has determinant congruent to 1 modulo N.
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2.3 Hecke eigenfunctions with large supremum norm

Definition 2.3.1. For k ¥ m ¥ n we let

Skpm,nq �  
f P L2

�
Zpk

�
; pm|x� y ñ fpxq � fpyq ^ pn � xñ fpxq � 0

(
.

Remark. Skpm,nq can be canonically embedded into L2 pQpq . As functions of the p-
adic numbers these functions are called Schwartz functions because of their analogy
with the Schwartz functions of a real variable.

Theorem 2.3.1. Let p be an odd prime and m ¤ k ¤ 2m. Then Skpm, k �mq is
invariant under the action of Upk .

Proof. Let f P Skpm, k �mq. It is easy to see that Upkpatqf P Skpm, k �mq and
that Upkpnbqfpxq � 0 if pk�m � x. Moreover we have

Upkpnbqf �pk�mx� ypm
� �e�rb �pk�m �

x� yp2m�k��2
pk

�
f
�
pk�mx� ypm

��e�rb �x� yp2m�k�2
p2m�k �

f
�
pk�mx��e� rbx2

p2m�k
 f �pk�mx� � Upkpnbqf �pk�mx�
and

Upkpωqfpxq �Sr ��1, pk
�a

pk

¸
yPZ

pk

fpyqe�2rxy

pk


�Sr ��1, pk
�a

pk

¸
yPZpm

f
�
ypk�m� e�2rxy

pm


�Sr ��1, pk
�a

pk

¸
aPZ

p2m�k

¸
bPZ

pk�m

f
��
a� p2m�kb� pk�m�

e

�
2rx

�
a� p2m�kb�
pm

��Sr ��1, pk
�a

pk

¸
aPZ

p2m�k

f
�
apk�m� e�2rxa

pm


 ¸
bPZ

pk�m

e

�
2rxb

pk�m

.

If pk�m � x then the sum over b is equal to zero, and the sum over a only depends
on the remainder of x modulo pm. Thus Upkpωqf P Skpm, k �mq which concludes
the proof.
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Theorem 2.3.2. Let N � pk, where p is an odd prime. Then there exists Hecke
eigenfunctions ψ P L2pZN q such that }ψ}2 � 1 and}ψ}8 ¥ pr k

2 s{2.
Proof. The Hecke operators are of the form UpkpBq for B P SLp2,Zq where all
B commute. Since Skpk � rk{2s, rk{2sq is SLp2,Zq-invariant there must be a joint
eigenfunction ψ of all UpkpBq such that ψ P Skpk � rk{2s, rk{2sq. If this function is
normalized to have }ψ}2 � 1, we get that

pk�rk{2s
pk

}ψ}28 ¥ }ψ}22 � 1

by the estimation |ψpxq| ¤ }ψ}8 on the support of ψ.

When k is even the space Skpk � rk{2s, rk{2sq � Skpk{2, k{2q � Cf where

fpxq � "
1 if pk{2|x
0 else

(2.8)

and we have UpkpAqf � f for all A P SLp2,Zq.
Remark. Even though this observation seem to be almost unknown before (and was
to me), Nonnenmacher finds a state equivalent to (2.8) in [16]. He also seem to
understand the structure given in Theorem 2.3.3 although his presentation is less
formal.

The action of the Weil representation on Skpk �m,mq is isomorphic to the ac-
tion on the full space, but for a different N. More precisely, let Tm : Skpk�m,mq Ñ
L2

�
Zpk�2m

�
be defined by pTmψqpxq � p�m{2ψppmxq, then Tm is a bijective inter-

twining operator. In other words:

Theorem 2.3.3. Let N � pk, where p is an odd prime. The operators Tm are
bijective and if ψ P Skpk �m,mq we have that UpkpAqψ � T�1

m Upk�2mpAqTmψ.
Proof. That Tm is well defined and bijective is trivial. We are left with proving
that the identity holds for the generators of SLp2,Zpkq. This is immediate for nb
and at and for ω we havepTmUpkpωqψqpxq � Sr

��1, pk
�a

pk�m ¸
yPZ

pk

ψpyqe� 2rxy

pk�m
� Sr
��1, pk�2m

�a
pk�m ¸

yPZ
pk�m

ψpyqe� 2rxy

pk�m
� Sr
��1, pk�2m

�a
pk�2m

¸
yPZ

pk�2m

p�m{2ψppmyqe� 2rxy

pk�2m


� pUpk�2mpωqTmψqpxq.
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Remark. Tm is in fact unitary.

One can obtain results analogous to Theorem 2.3.1 and Theorem 2.3.2 for p � 2.

Theorem 2.3.4. Let p � 2 and m ¤ k ¤ 2m � 1. Then Skpm, k � 1 � mq is
invariant under the action of U2k .

Proof. Observe that we only need to show that Skpm, k�1�mq is preserved by (2.4),
(2.5) and (2.7) and do the same calculations as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1.

Corollary 2.3.5. Assume that N � ab2, where b is odd, or that N � 2ab2. Then,
in both situations, there exists normalized Hecke eigenfunctions ψ P L2 pZN q such
that }ψ}8 ¥ b1{2.
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 2.3.2 and Theorem 2.3.4 since }fbg}8 �}f}8}g}8.
2.4 Shannon entropies of Hecke functions

Entropy is a classical measure of uncertainty (chaos) in a dynamical system and
recently this has been studied in a number of papers in the context of quantum
chaos, see [2],[1]. The main conjecture can intuitively be described in the following
way: The entropy is always at least half of the largest possible entropy.

Definition 2.4.1. Let f P L2 pZN q and assume }f}2 � 1. We define the Shannon
entropy to be

hpfq � � ¸
xPZN

|fpxq|2
N

log
|fpxq|2
N

.

In [2], Anantharaman and Nonnenmacher prove the described conjecture in the
case of semiclassical limits of the Walsh-quantized baker’s map with N � Dk and
D fixed. In the course of this proof they come across similar inequalities for the
Shannon entropy of the specific eigenstates. The maximal entropy is trivially logN

(as it is for our eigenfunctions) and they show that each eigenstate ψN fulfills

hpψN q ¥ 1

2
logN. (2.9)

In view of this it is natural to ask the question if (2.9) hold also for Hecke eigenfunc-
tions, or more generally, for eigenfunctions of UN pAq. Let us first note that if we
for instance take N to be prime and put A � nb for some b �� 0 then the function

fpxq � " ?
N if x � 0

0 else

fulfills UNpAqf � f and hpfq � 0, hence the inequality in (2.9) can not be true in
full generality. However the following is true:
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Theorem 2.4.1. Assume that A is not upper triangular modulo p for any p|N. If
f P L2 pZN q is a normalized eigenfunction of UN pAq then hpfq ¥ 1

2
logN.

If f is the function defined in (2.8) then N1{4f � pk{4f fulfills hpfq � 1{2 logN,

hence the inequality in Theorem 2.4.1 is sharp. The proof of the Theorem is a
simple application of an Entropic Uncertainty Principle, which can be found in [2].
The Entropic Uncertainty Principle was first proved by Maassen and Uffink [14],
but they formulated the relation in a slightly different manner.

Theorem 2.4.2 (Entropic Uncertainty Principle ). Let N be a positive integer
and let U be a unitary N �N matrix. If we denote cpUq � max |Ui,j|, then

hpfq � hpUfq ¥ �2 log cpUq
for all f P L2 pZN q with }f}2 � 1.

Proof of Theorem 2.4.1. It is enough to prove the statement for N � pk. Let A ��
a b

c d

�
. Since p � c we can write A � nb1ωnb2at where t � �c, b1 � ac�1 and

b2 � cd. Inserting this into the definition of UN we get

UNpAqψpxq � Srp�1, Nq?
N

Λptq ¸
yPZN

e

�
r
�
b1x

2 � b2y
2 � 2xyq�

N

�
ψptyq.

Hence, if we view UN pAq as an N�N matrix then all its entries have absolute value
N�1{2 and thus if UN pAqf � λf then the Entropic Uncertainty Principle says that
hpfq � hpUN pAqfq ¥ � logN�1{2 � 1{2 logN.

Note that the function defined in (2.8) is invariant under the action of SLp2,ZNq
and in particular if we apply the Fourier transform to it. Thus the Shannon en-
tropy of the state is trivially the same in both the “position”-representation and the
“momentum”-representation. Eigenfunctions with this property was also observed
by Anantharaman and Nonnenmacher in their study of the baker’s map, however
there is a big difference between the two quantizations and therefore what entropy
tells us about the system. The baker’s map is quantized in a manner where differ-
ent states in a natural way is related to a probability measure of the torus. This
is done through the introduction of the so called l -basis of strictly localized states
and the Walsh-Husimi function of a state. In this context it is natural to study the
so called Wehrl entropy of the state [20] (or the Wehrl entropy of the Walsh-Husimi
function of the state to be more exact). They prove that the Wehrl entropy coin-
cides with the Shannon entropy for their eigenstates. Our states are elements in
the state space L2pZN q and in our quantization g ÞÑ  Oppgqψ, ψ ¡ (see [12] for the
definition of Op) is a signed measure, but does not induce a density on the phase
space. Hence one might say that it is not natural to talk about Wehrl entropy in
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our quantization and we shall see what happens if one insists anyway: Let us pick
ψ to be the function in (2.8), then for all g P C8pT2q we have that  Oppgqψ, ψ ¡� »

T2

wpxqgpxqdx,
where wpxq is the p�k{2�periodic extension of

wpxq � 1

2pk

�
δ0,0 � δp�k{2{2,0 � δ0,p�k{2{2 � δp�k{2{2,p�k{2{2� .

This can be seen using Poisson’s summation formula or by straightforward identifi-
cation of Fourier coefficients. The distribution wpxq is generally called the Wigner
function and as the name indicates, people often want to think of this as a pos-
itive function, but obviously it is not. One naive way to cope with this problem
would be to study trigonometric polynomials as observables and let the number of
terms in the trigonometric expansion to grow with N. This solves our problems and
makes it possible for us to approximate our sum of delta functions by a trigono-
metric polynomial. To be more precise: Let Ω � Z2 be a bounded set and let
T pΩq � tfpxq � °

nPΩ cnepn � xq; cn P Cu . Then for ψ given by (2.8) we have  Oppgqψ, ψ ¡� »
T2

w̃pxqgpxqdx,
for g P T pΩq and with w̃pxq � °

nPΩXpk{2Z2p�1qn1n2epn � xq. The trigonometric
polynomial w̃pxq is often called the polynomial Wigner function and was introduced
in [5] and has been studied also in [3]. In both these papers Ω is a rectangle with
sides proportional to the inverse of Planck’s constant and with one of the corners
at the origin. When Ω is a rectangle we can simplify our expression for w̃pxq, using
geometric sums repeatedly, to give an even more explicit formula. A problem is that
if we allow Ω to be too large (area larger than N) it is easy to construct measures
breaking the uncertainty relation and having negative entropy. For instance can
the function ψ̃pxq �°

nPZ2 ψpx� nq, where
ψpxq � C expt�N1�ǫppx1 � 1{2q2 � px2 � 1{2q2qu

(this function is too localized at the position p1{2, 1{2q, breaking the Heisenberg
uncertainty relation and having negative Wehrl entropy) be very well approximated
by a positive trigonometric polynomial w̃1pxq � °

nPΩ cnepn � xq if Ω is a disc of
radius N1{2�ǫ1 and ǫ1 ¡ ǫ{2.With this in mind it seems natural to let Ω be a disc of
radius square root of the inverse of Planck’s constant, i.e. Ω � tx P Z2; |x|   pk{2u.
This gives us w̃pxq � 1.Note that the Wehrl entropy of w̃pxq � 1 is maximal (log pk),
but that the Shannon entropy of ψ is minimal. Heuristically we can understand
why we have this disparity; on a large scale our state looks very uniform and have
large entropy, but on a more local scale it looks very singular and have a small
entropy. I hope this shows how careful one must be if one wants to use entropy of
eigenstates to understand the ergodicity of the system.
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2.5 Evaluation of Hecke eigenfunctions

The rest of the paper is devoted to the study of Hecke eigenfunctions in the orthog-
onal complement of Skpk � 1, 1q. These are the functions which I called newforms
in the introduction. In view of Theorem 2.3.3 we see that the newforms are the
natural objects to study; a general Hecke eigenfunction can be thought of as a
sum where each term is the image of T�1

m of some newform (observe that T�1
0 is

the identity operator). To get an easy description of the dynamics we will make
the assumption that N � p2k where p is a prime larger than 3. The fact that the
dynamics seems to be easier to describe if N is assumed to be a perfect square, has
been observed before by Knabe [10]. Although his quantization is different, the de-
scription of the dynamics is quite similar. He also studies a preferred basis and this
basis has a property close to our Lemma 2.5.1. This way of studying the dynam-
ics also resembles somewhat to the introduction of “wave functions of Lagrangian
subsets” introduced by Degli Esposti [4] and studied also in [5]. Since these articles
are specialized to the case when N is a prime, the connection to my ζx�basis will
be more apparent in my forthcoming paper for N being an odd exponent of p.

We begin the study by some basic definitions. The letters N, p, k will from now
on always be related by N � p2k.

Definition 2.5.1. For x P ZN , let δx : ZN Ñ C be the function which is 1 at x
and 0 at every other point.

Definition 2.5.2. Given x � �
x1

x2


 P Z2
N , let ζx : ZN Ñ C be defined by

ζx � ¸
tPZ

pk

e

�
x1t

pk



δx2�pkt.

Remark. Notice that tζx;x P t1, 2, ..., pku2u is an orthogonal basis of L2pZN q and
that x � x1 pmod pkq implies ζx � cζx1 for some number c such that cp

k � 1. In
particular the space Cζx can be thought of as defined for x P Z2

pk .

Definition 2.5.3. Given D P ZN we let

HD � #�
a bD

b a

�
; a, b P ZN , a2 �Db2 � 1

+
.

We make the assumption that A is not upper triangular modulo p. Because
of this assumption A (or rather the image of A in SLp2,ZNq can be written as
A � nbhn�b for some b,D and some h P HD and so we see that the Hecke operators
are given by tUNpgq; g P nbHDn�bu. But if ψ is an eigenfunction of UN phq, thenrψ � UN pnbqψ is an eigenfunction of UNpnbhn�bq and furthermore |ψpxq| � | rψpxq|.
Thus we may assume that the Hecke operators are tUN phq;h P HDu. If D is a
quadratic residue modulo p then p is called split, if D is not a quadratic residue
modulo p then p is called inert, and if p|D then p is called ramified.
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Definition 2.5.4. Let N : Z2
pk Ñ Zpk be defined by N pxq � x2

1 �Dx2
2.

Lemma 2.5.1. Assume B P SLp2,ZNq and that x1 � Bx. We have that

UN pBq ζx � e

�
rpx11x12 � x1x2q

N



ζx1 .

Proof. By the multiplicativity of both sides of the equality it is enough to prove
the lemma for the generators of SLp2,ZN q. Since N � p2k we have that Λptq �
Sr

��1, p2k
� � 1 and 2r � 1 pmod Nq (see [12]). Using the definition of UN we get

UN pnbq ζx � ¸
tPZ

pk

e

�
x1t

pk



e

�
rb

�
x2 � pkt

�2
N

�
δx2�pkt� e

�
rbx2

2

N


 ¸
tPZ

pk

e

�px1 � bx2qt
pk



δx2�pkt � e

�
rpx11x12 � x1x2q

N



ζx1 ,

UN pasq ζx � ¸
tPZ

pk

e

�
x1t

pk



δs�1px2�pktq � ¸

tPZ
pk

e

�
sx1t

pk



δs�1x2�pkt� e

�
rpx11x12 � x1x2q

N



ζx1

and

UN pωq ζx � ¸
tPZ

pk

e

�
x1t

pk



1

pk

¸
zPZN

δx2�pktpzqe�2ryz

N


� e
�
x2y
N

�
pk

¸
tPZ

pk

e

� px1 � yqt
pk


 � e
�x2y

N

	 ¸
tPZ

pk

δ�x1�pkt� ¸
tPZ

pk

e

�
x2p�x1 � pktq

N



δ�x1�pkt � e

�
rpx11x12 � x1x2q

N



ζx1 .

As a special case of Lemma 2.5.1 we get the following corollary:

Corollary 2.5.2. We have that

UN

�
1 tpkD

tpk 1

�
ζx � e

��rN pxqt
pk



ζx.
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Proof. With x1 � Bx we have

UN

�
1 tpkD

tpk 1

�
ζx � e

�
rpx11x12 � x1x2q

N



ζx1� e

�
r
�
x2

1 �Dx2
2

�
t

pk

� ¸
sPZ

pk

e

��
x1 � tpkDx2

�
s

pk

�
δx2�tpkx1�spk� e

�
r
�
x2

1 �Dx2
2

�
t

pk

� ¸
sPZ

pk

e

�
x1 ps� tx1q

pk



δx2�spk � e

��rN pxqt
pk



ζx.

Definition 2.5.5. For C P Zpk we define

VC � à
xPZ2

pk

N pxq��C Cζx.

Since HD preserves N pxq we see that VC is invariant under the action of HD.

Moreover, if ψ is a Hecke eigenfunction, then Corollary 2.5.2 tells us that ψ P VC
for some C P Zpk . The main reason to study VC is however the following property,
which hold when p � C : If a Hecke eigenfunction has a nonzero coefficient for
some ζx P VC , then it has nonzero coefficients for all ζx P VC and they have the
same absolute value. To see this, pick some x0 P Z2

pk with N px0q � �C. Since
HDx0 � tx P Z2

pk ; N pxq � �Cu the claim follows from Lemma 2.5.1. We will use
this property as one of the key ideas in evaluating Hecke eigenfunctions. If p|C the
orbit HDx0 is not always as large as tx P Z2

pk ; N pxq � �Cu. This corresponds to
the fact that the irreducible representations in VC are no longer uniquely defined.

Note that S2kp2k�m,mq �À
pm|x Cζx �À

p2m|C VC and that the bijections in
Theorem 2.3.3 corresponds to dividing by pm in the indexes of the ζx� functions.
In particular the oldforms are linear combinations of ζx where p|x and newforms
are linear combinations of ζx where p � x. If p is inert then N pxq � 0 pmod pq
implies p|x, thus S2kp2k� 1, 1q �À

p|C VC . If p is split or ramified the implication
is not true and there are newforms ψ such that ψ P VC even when p|C.
Lemma 2.5.3. If p does not divide C or D then dimpVCq � pk � �

D
p

	
pk�1.

Proof. To calculate the dimension we first prove that we can find x1 and x2 such
that x2

1 � �C � Dx2
2 pmod pkq. This is done by induction on k where each

induction step use Newton-Raphson approximation, a method known in number
theory as Hensel’s lemma. For k � 1 we have pp � 1q{2 different squares, so
both the left hand side and the right hand side assumes pp � 1q{2 different values
and by the pigeon hole principle we must have a solution to the equation. Now
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assume we have x1 and x2 such that x2
1 � �C � Dx2

2 pmod pn�1q. At least one
of x1 and x2 is not divisible by p and we may assume that this is x1. Putting�x1 � x1 � �

x2
1 �Dx2

2 � C
� {p2x1q we see that �x1

2 � �C � Dx2
2 pmod pnq. Let

B � �
x1 x2D

x2 x1

�
have determinant congruent to �C modulo pk. We see that

VC � UN pBqV1, thus every VC has the same dimension. We now count the number

of px, yq P Z2
pk such that x2 � Dy2 � 0 pmod pq : If

�
D
p

	 � �1 we immediately

get x � y � 0 pmod pq which gives p2k�2 solutions. But if
�
D
p

	 � 1 we also get

the solutions y P Z�
pk and x � �?Dy pmod pq, so in this case the total number of

solutions is p2k�2 � 2pk�1pk�1pp � 1q � p2p � 1qp2k�2. From this we see that for�
D
p

	 � �1 we have

dimpVCq � 1

pk�1pp� 1q dim

��� à
CPZ

�
pk

VC

�Æ� p2k � p2k�2

pk�1pp� 1q � pk � pk�1

and for
�
D
p

	 � 1 we have

dimpVCq � 1

pk�1pp� 1q dim

��� à
CPZ

�
pk

VC

�Æ� p2k � p2p� 1qp2k�2

pk�1pp� 1q � pk � pk�1.

The evaluation of a Hecke eigenfunction will lead to the study of the solutions
to the equation x2 � a

�
mod pk

�
. It is easy to see that if a � 0

�
mod pk

�
and p divides a an odd number of times, then the equation has no solutions.
If however p divides a an even number of times we may reduce the equation
to rx2 � ra �

mod pk�2s
�
, where p � ra. If ra is a square modulo p then this

equation has two solutions �x0 and the solutions to the original equation are
x � �x0x

s � pk�sm �
mod pk

�
for m P Zps . If a � 0

�
mod pk

�
then the solutions

are x � prk{2sm �
mod pk

�
for m P Zprk{2s . Since the solutions to the equation

are written in quite different forms we formulate the evaluation in two different
theorems corresponding to different right hand sides of the equation.

Theorem 2.5.4. Let ψ P VC be a normalized Hecke eigenfunction and assume
that p does not divide C or D. Let b P ZN and assume that the equation x2 ��C �Db2

�
mod pk

�
has the solutions x � �x0p

s � pk�sZps

�
mod pk

�
for some
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x0 and s such that p � x0 and 0 ¤ s   k{2. Then
ψpbq � 1

1� �
D
p

	
1
p

�
αψpbq ps

z̧�1

e

�
q�pzq
ps


� βψpbq ps

z̧�1

e

�
q�pzq
ps


�
, (2.10)

where q�pzq � r
�
Θψpbqz � x0Dbz

2 � pk�2s3�1D2b2z3
�
and |αψpbq| � |βψpbq| � 1.

Remark. The function Θψpbq, which takes values in Zps , will be specified in equation
(2.11).

Proof. We know that ψ is a linear combination of ζx such that N pxq � �C. Fixing
x0, any such x can be written as hx0 for some h P HD, hence it follows from
Lemma 2.5.1 that all constants in this linear combination have the same absolute
value R. The orthogonality of tζx;x P t1, 2, ..., pku2u and Lemma 2.5.3 gives

1 � }ψ}22 � �
pk ��

D

p



pk�1



R2

pk
,

thus R � �
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

	�1{2
. Since ζxpbq � 0 unless x2 � b

�
mod pk

�
the value

of ψpbq is only a sum over x P Z2
pk such that x2

1 � �C � Db2
�
mod pk

�
and

x2 � b
�
mod pk

�
. By the assumptions of the theorem we have that x1 � �x0p

s�
pk�sZps

�
mod pk

�
and we see that the values of x can be represented by the

elements"
Bpsqz � x0p

s

b



; z � 0, 1, ..., ps � 1

*Y "
Bpsqz � �x0p

s

b



; z � 0, 1, ..., ps � 1

*
in Z2

N . Here Bpsq � �
1� rDp2pk�sq pk�sD

pk�s 1� rDp2pk�sq �
and by induction it is easy

to show that

Bpsqz � �
1� rDz2p2pk�sq �

pk�sz � 3�1rDp3pk�sqpz3 � zq�D
pk�sz � 3�1rDp3pk�sqpz3 � zq 1� rDz2p2pk�sq �

.

Denote ζ�,z � ζ
Bpsqz��x0p

s

b

	 and call the constants in front of these functions Ra�,z.
We have that

ψpbq � R

�
ps�1

z̧�0

a�,zζ�,zpbq � ps�1

z̧�0

a�,zζ�,zpbq� .
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If we use Lemma 2.5.1 we see that UN pBpsqqζ�,z�1 � e
�
rpf�pzq�f�pz�1qq

N

	
ζ�,z for

z � 1, ..., ps � 1, where

f�pzq � ���
1� rDz2p2pk�sq	 psx0 � �

pk�sz � 3�1rDp3pk�sqpz3 � zq	Db	� ���
pk�sz � 3�1rDp3pk�sqpz3 � zq	 psx0 � �

1� rDz2p2pk�sq	 b	� �psx0b� pk�s �Db2 � p2sx2
0 � p2pk�sq3�1rD2b2

	
z� p2k�s2x0Dbz

2 � p3pk�sq3�12D2b2z3 pmod Nq.
Since Bpsqps � �

1 pkD

pk 1

�
Corollary 2.5.2 gives us that UNpBpsqqψ � e

�
r rC
pk�s

	
ψ

for some rC � C
�
mod pk

�
and this leads to

a�,z � e

��r rC
pk�s� e

�
r pf�pzq � f�pz � 1qq

N



a�,z�1� e

��r rCz
pk�s �

e

�
r pf�pzq � f�p0qq

N



a�,0.

But ζ�,zpbq � e
��pk�sx2

0
z	p2k�s3rx0Dbz

2�p3pk�sqrD2b2z3

N

	
hence

a�,zζ�,zpbq � e

��pk�sr rCz � rf�pzq � rf�p0q � pk�sx2
0z

N

�� e

�	p2k�s3rx0Dbz
2 � p3pk�sqrD2b2z3

N



a�,0 � a�,0e�q�pzq

ps



,

where q�pzq � r
�
Θψpbqz � x0Dbz

2 � pk�2s3�1D2b2z3
�
and

Θψpbqpk � �x2
0p

2s � rC �Db2 � p2pk�sq3�1rD2b2
�
mod pk�s� . (2.11)

Remark. Note that Θψpbq is well defined, but that it can not be lifted to an integer
polynomial. Different Hecke eigenfunctions in VC correspond to different choices ofrC � C

�
mod pk

�
.

Theorem 2.5.5. Let ψ P VC be a normalized Hecke eigenfunction for some C P
Z�
pk . If b P ZN fulfills that �C �Db2 � 0

�
mod pk

�
then

ψpbq � αψpbq
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

prk{2s
z̧�1

e

�
qpzq
prk{2s
 , (2.12)
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where qpzq � r
�
Θψpbqz � pk�2rk{2s3�1CDz3

�
, |αψpbq| � 1 and

Θψpbqpk � � rC �Db2 � pk�pk�2rk{2sq3�1rCD
�
mod pr3k{2s	 .

Proof. This is the same proof as for Theorem 2.5.4.

2.6 Exponential sums of cubic polynomials

We have seen that the values of the Hecke eigenfunctions are given by exponential
sums over rings Zps . In this chapter we will derive the results we need in order to
study the supremum of the eigenfunctions. The methods we use are both elementary
and well known and more general results may be found in chapter 12 of [8]. For
convenience we will still assume that p ¡ 3.

Definition 2.6.1. Let n be a nonnegative integer. For q P Zpnrxs we define

Spq, nq � pn

z̧�1

e

�
qpzq
pn



.

Lemma 2.6.1. Let qpzq � a3z
3� a2z

2�a1z�a0 and assume that p|a3 but p � a2.

Then |Spq, nq| � pn{2.
Proof. It is trivial to see that |Spq, 0q| � 1 � p0{2. On the other hand Spq, 1q �°p
z�1 e

�
a2z

2�a1z�a0

p

	
and this Gauss sum is well known to have absolute value

equal to p1{2 (cf. [18] chapter II.3). Now assume n ¡ 1. The observation that
we will use and use repeatedly is that if we have a polynomial q P Zpnrzs then
qpz1 � pn�1z2q � qpz1q � q1pz1qpn�1z2 pmod pnq . In this case this gives us that

Spq, nq � pn

z̧�1

e

�
qpzq
pn


 � pn�1¸
z1�1

p̧

z2�1

e

�
qpz1 � pn�1z2q

pn


� pn�1¸
z1�1

p̧

z2�1

e

�
qpz1q � q1pz1qpn�1z2

pn


� p
¸

z1PZ
pn�1

q1pz1q�0 pmod pq e�qpz1qpn


 � p
¸

z1PZ
pn�1

z1��a1ra
�1

2
pmod pq e�qpz1qpn



� p

pn�2

z̧�1

e

�
qp�a1ra

�1
2 � zpq
pn


 � p e

�
qp�a1ra

�1
2 q

pn



Spq1, n� 2q,

where q1 is a polynomial of degree 3 which fulfills the assumptions of the lemma.
The proof now follows by induction.
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Lemma 2.6.2. Let qpzq � a3z
3�a1z�a0 and assume that p � a3 and that p2 � a1.

Then |Spq, nq| ¤ 2pn{2.
Proof. For n � 1 this is well known, see for instance [18], therefore we assume that
n ¡ 1. Using the same calculation as in the proof of Lemma 2.6.1 we obtain that

Spq, nq � p
¸

z1PZ
pn�1

q1pz1q�0 pmod pq e�qpz1qpn



. (2.13)

The equation q1pz1q � 0 pmod pq has at most two solutions modulo p, hence this
expression consists of at most two different sums of length pn�2. If p � a1 these sums
are of the form e px0p

�nqSpq1, n� 2q, where x0 P Z and q1 fulfills the assumptions
of Lemma 2.6.1. On the other hand, if a1 � ra1p with p � ra1, we get

Spq, nq � p
¸

z1PZ
pn�1

q1pz1q�0 pmod pq e�qpz1qpn


 � p e

�
a0

pn


 pn�2¸
z1�1

e

�
a3pz

3
1 � ra1z1

pn�2


� p2 e

�
a0

pn


 ¸
z1PZ

pn�3�a1�0 pmod pq e�a3pz
3
1 � ra1z1

pn�2


 � 0,

the last equality follows from the fact that the sum is empty.

Lemma 2.6.3. Let qpzq � a3z
3 � p2a1z � a0 and assume that p � a3. For n ¥ 3

we have that |Spq, nq| � p2|Spq1, n� 3q|, where q1pzq � a3z
3 � a1z.

Proof. Again we write

Spq, nq � p
¸

z1PZ
pn�1

q1pz1q�0 pmod pq e�qpz1qpn


 � p e

�
a0

pn


 pn�2¸
z1�1

e

�
q1pz1q
pn�3


� p2 e

�
a0

pn



Spq1, n� 3q.

Definition 2.6.2. For α P Z�pn and n � 1 or n � 2 we define

Aα,n � suptPZpn |Spqα,t, nq|
pn{2 ,

where qα,tpzq � αz3 � tz.
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Remark. Aα,n is of course a function of p but this is suppressed since we often think
of p as fixed.

Lemma 2.6.4. For fixed n and p, Aα,n assumes at most three different values and
if p � 2 pmod 3q then Aα,n is independent of α. Moreover, 1 ¤ Aα,1 ¤ 2 and?

2   Aα,2 ¤ 2.

Proof. Since the multiplicative group Z�pn is cyclic of order pp � 1qpn�1 we write
the elements as gk, where k P Zpp�1qpn�1 . If p � 2 pmod 3q then 3 is invertible in
Zpp�1qpn�1 so we see that gk � pgk{3q3 is a cube. If p � 1 pmod 3q any element can

be written as gl
�
gk
�3

where l � 0, 1, 2. We have that

Aαβ3,n � suptPZpn |Spqαβ3,t, nq|
pn{2 � suptPZpn |Spqα,tβ�1pβzq, nq|

pn{2 � Aα,n

and from this the first claim follows. To prove that Aα,1 ¥ 1 we notice that!
e
��tz

p

	)
tPZp

is an orthonormal basis in L2 pZpq . Thus
1 � ����e�αz3

p


����2
2

�
ţPZp

����〈e�αz3

p



, e

��tz
p


〉����2¤ p sup
tPZp

����1pSpqα,t, 1q����2 � A2
α,1.

To prove that Aα,2 ¡ ?
2 we use the same proof but we notice that we only have

to sum over t such that Spqα,t, 2q �� 0. By the proof of Lemma 2.6.2 we see that
this gives us that t � 0 pmod pq or that t is a unit such that �3�1α�1t is a square
(otherwise the sum in (2.13) is empty). The number of such t is less than p2{2 and
that gives our estimate. That Aα,n ¤ 2 follows directly from Lemma 2.6.2 and the
fact that |Spαz3, 2q| � p.

Theorem 2.6.5. If qα,tpzq � αz3 � tz and α P Z�pn then

sup
tPZpn

|Spqα,t, nq| � $&% p2n{3 if n � 0 pmod 3q
Aα,1p

2n{3�1{6 if n � 1 pmod 3q
Aα,2p

2n{3�1{3 if n � 2 pmod 3q .

Proof. For n � 0, 1, 2 the proof is trivial, hence assume n ¥ 3. We see that

suptPZpn
|Spqα,t, nq| � max

�
supp2|t |Spqα,t, nq|, supp2�t |Spqα,t, nq|	 and that the

last of the two expressions is less than 2pn{2 by Lemma 2.6.2. The first expres-
sion is equal to p2 suptPZ

pn�3
|Spqα,t, n � 3q| by Lemma 2.6.3 and this is always

larger than 2pn{2 since
?
p ¡ 2. The theorem now follows by induction.
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2.7 Supremum norms of Hecke eigenfunctions in VC

From [13] and [11] we know that normalized Hecke eigenfunctions fulfill}ψ}8 ¤ 2
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

if N � p and as we will see this is also true for N � p2 (if ψ is orthogonal to
S2p1, 1q) and for “half” of the Hecke eigenfunctions for a general N � p2k. In fact,
this estimate is a very good approximation of the supremum norm of these functions:

Theorem 2.7.1. Let N � p2k for some prime p ¡ 3 that does not divide C or D

and assume that ψ P VC is a normalized Hecke eigenfunction. If
�
C
p

	 � ��
D
p

	
or

if k � 1 then

2
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

�
1� π2

8N


 ¤ }ψ}8 ¤ 2
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

.

Proof. We see that if
�
C
p

	 � ��
D
p

	
then �C �Db2 � 0 pmod pq for all b, hence

Theorem 2.5.4 immediately gives}ψ}8 ¤ 2
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

(2.14)

in this situation. If k � 1 then s � 0 in Theorem 2.5.4 and rk{2s � 0 in Theo-
rem 2.5.5, and this also gives the estimation (2.14). To prove the other inequality

we pick b P ZN such that
��C�Db2

p

	 � 1. We know (using the notation from the

proof of Theorem 2.5.4) that

ψ
�
b� tpk

� � 1
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

�
a�,0ζ�,0 �b� tpk

�� a�,0ζ�,0 �b� tpk
��� 1

1� �
D
p

	
1
p

�
e

�
x0t

pk



a�,0ζ�,0pbq � e

��x0t

pk



a�,0ζ�,0pbq
� e

��x0t
pk

	
a�,0ζ�,0pbq

1� �
D
p

	
1
p

�
e

�
2x0t

pk


� a�,0ζ�,0pbq
a�,0ζ�,0pbq
 .
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Since x0 � 0 pmod pq we can pick t so that the difference θ of the arguments of
the two expressions in the parenthesis is at most π{pk. Remembering that both the
a�,0 and ζ�,0pbq have absolute value 1 we see that this t gives us��ψ �

b� tpk
��� � ?

2� 2 cos θ
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

¥ 2� θ2

4
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

¥ 2
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

�
1� π2

8N



.

The other “half” (neglecting
À

p|C VC for a moment) of the Hecke eigenfunctions
have rather large supremum norms. As we shall see shortly these supremum norms
assume at most three different values for a fixed N.

Theorem 2.7.2. Let N � p2k for some prime p ¡ 3 and assume that ψ P VC is a

normalized Hecke eigenfunction for some C P Z�
pk . If

�
C
p

	 � �
D
p

	
and k ¡ 1 then}ψ}8 � 1

1� �
D
p

	
1
p

�$&% pk{3 if k � 0 pmod 3q
A36CD,2 p

k{3�1{3 if k � 1 pmod 3q
A36CD,1 p

k{3�1{6 if k � 2 pmod 3q . (2.15)

Proof. Let us first estimate the expression in Theorem 2.5.4, that is equation (2.10):
If b � 0 pmod pq then x2 � �C �Db2 �

mod pk
�
has at most 2 different solutions

and therefore we may assume that b is a unit because otherwise |ψpbq| is much
smaller than the expressions in equation (2.15). But then |Spq�, sq| � ps{2 by
Lemma 2.6.1, hence |ψpbq| ¤ 2ps{2

1� �
D
p

	
1
p

¤ 2ppk�1q{4
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

.

We see that this is less than the claimed supremum norm if k ¡ 2. If however
k � 2 then s � 0 and using this we see that |ψpbq| is small also in this case. The
expression in Theorem 2.5.5 (equation (2.12)) has absolute value

��ψ �
b� tpk

��� ��
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

	�1{2 |Spq, rk{2sq| where
qpzq � r

�
Θψ

�
b� tpk

�
z � pk�2rk{2s3�1CDz3

	
.

By the definition of Θψ we have that

Θψ

�
b� tpk

�
pk � � rC �D

�
b� tpk

�2 � pk�pk�2rk{2sq3�1rCD� pΘψpbq � 2Dbtq pk �
mod pr3k{2s	 .
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Since p � 2Db we see that, as we let t run through all elements in Zpk , the polynomial
q run through all polynomials of the form qαpzq � αz � pk�2rk{2s3�1rCDz3 with
α P Zprk{2s. We now study the cases when k is even and when k is odd separately:
If k is odd we get Spqα, rk{2sq � 0 if p � α, hence

sup
αPZ

prk{2s |Spqα, rk{2sq| � p sup
αPZ

prk{2s�1

|Spwα, rk{2s � 1q|,
where wαpzq � αz� 3�1rCDz3. Applying Theorem 2.6.5 we get the expression we
want. (Lemma 2.6.4 says that A3�1rCD,n � A36CD,n.) If k is even we have that
qα � wα and we can apply Theorem 2.6.5 directly to get the desired expression.

For completeness we also study the case when p|D, that is the ramified case. Our
evaluation procedure for the Hecke operators still works and we get the following
result which is somewhat analogous to the known result for primes, see [11].

Proposition 2.7.3. Let ψ P VC be a normalized Hecke eigenfunction for some
C P Z�

pk and assume that p|D. We have that?
2

�
1� π2

8N


 ¤ }ψ}8 ¤ ?
2.

Proof. Let us determine the dimension of VC , that is the number of solutions to
x2

1�Dx2
2 � �C in Zpk . This is easy because for any x2 the equation x2

1 � �C�Dx2
2

has exactly two solutions so the total number of solutions is 2pk. We fix some x0

such that N px0q � �C and we notice that every x with N pxq � �C can be written
as hx0 for some h P HD. This shows that ψ is a sum of ζx�functions where N pxq ��C and the constants in front of them have absolute value

a
pk{p2pkq � 1{?2. We

now argue as in the proof of Theorem 2.7.1 to get the desired conclusion.

Last we will turn our focus to the case when p|C. This implies that p is either
split or ramified. The case when p|C and p is ramified will not be treated in this
paper but one can expect that the supremum norms in that case behave in the
same manner as in Theorem 2.7.2. Now assume that p is split and let

?
D be an

element in ZN such that
?
D

2 � D. Now define

V� � à
xPZ2

pk

x1�?Dx2�0 pmod pqCζx.
and V� in the same manner but with a minus sign in front of

?
D. Note thatÀ

p|C VC � V� ` V� `S2kp2k� 1, 1q and that V� are invariant under the action of
HD.
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Proposition 2.7.4. Let N � p2k for some prime p ¡ 3 and assume that p|C and
that D is a quadratic residue modulo p. If ψ P VC X V� is a normalized Hecke
eigenfunction then |ψpbq| � #

1b
1� 1

p

if p � b
0 if p|b .

Proof. We may assume that ψ P VC XV�. To prove the theorem the main difficulty
is to prove the following claim: If ζx, ζy P VCXV� there is an h P HD such that hx �
y

�
mod pk

�
. Assume that pl|C but pl�1 � C. We see that x1 � ?

Dx2

�
mod pl

�
and that the same equality holds for y. But then pl|x1y2�x2y1 and we see that we
can choose h2 so that �Ch2 � x1y2�x2y1

�
mod pk

�
. This determines h2 modulo

pk�l. Now choose h1 � py1 �Dx2h2qx�1
1

�
mod pk

�
and put h � �

h1 h2D

h2 h1

�
.

It is straightforward to verify that hx � y
�
mod pk

�
, but in general h R HD. In

fact calculations show that h2
1 � Dh2

2 � py2
1 � px1y2 � x2y1qDh2qx�2

1

�
mod pk

�
and we notice that the expression in front of h2 is invertible. Since h2 only is
determined modulo pk�l we can choose h2 so that h P HD as long as we can show
that detphq � 1

�
mod pk�l� . But this follows immediately from the fact that�C � N pyq � N phxq � �C detphq �

mod pk
�
.

Let ψ P VC X V�. The dimension of VC X V� is pk�1pp� 1q, hence ψ is a linear
combination of ζx where the coefficients have absolute value

a
pk{ppk�1pp� 1qq �p1� 1{pq�1{2. We see that if p � b then x2 � �C �Db2 �

mod pk
�
has exactly one

solution such that x � ?
Db pmod pq and if p|b the equation has no solutions such

that x � 0 pmod pq .
Remark. If p|C and ψ P VC is a normalized Hecke eigenfunction orthogonal to
S2kp2k � 1, 1q, then Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applied to Proposition 2.7.4 gives
us }ψ}8 ¤d

2

1� 1
p

.

Theorem 2.7.5. Let N � p2k for some prime p ¡ 3 and assume that p � D. If
ψ P L2 pZN q is a normalized Hecke eigenfunction then }ψ}8 ¤ N1{4.
Proof. First assume that p is inert. Then there is an integer 0 ¤ m ¤ k such
that ψ P S2kp2k � m,mq but ψ R S2kp2k � m � 1,m � 1q. By Theorem 2.3.3
ψ P S2kp2k �m,mq � L2

�
Zp2k�2m

�
and it is obvious that Tmψ must belong to VC

for some C P Z�
p2k�2m . Hence the estimates in Theorem 2.7.1 and Theorem 2.7.2

together with the fact that Tm is unitary gives the estimate directly. Now assume
that p is split. If ψ P VC for some C P Z�

p2k then Theorem 2.7.1 and Theorem 2.7.2
gives the estimate. If ψ P VC and p|C we write ψ � ψ0 � ψ1 � ... � ψl, for some
l ¤ k. ψm is constructed so that ψm P S2kp2k � m,mq but ψm is orthogonal to
S2kp2k �m � 1,m � 1q. Theorem 2.7.4 together with Theorem 2.3.3 tells us that
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the support of ψm for m   l is tx; pm|x ^ pm�1 � xu, hence the supports are all
disjoint and we see that }ψ}8 � max0¤m¤k }ψm}8. By our last remark we see that}ψm}8 ¤d

2

1� 1
p

pm{2}ψm}2 ¤d
2

1� 1
p

pm{2
for m   l and }ψl}8 ¤ pk{2}ψk}2 ¤ pk{2.
Remark. Note that Theorem 2.7.5 is true for all N 1 that could be written as a
product of different N of the form stipulated in the theorem. Also note that the
estimates |ψpxq| ¤ }ψ}8 ¤ N1{4 implies that hpψq ¥ 1

2
logN, the estimate in

Theorem 2.4.1.
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Hecke eigenfunctions of quantized

cat maps modulo prime powers

Rikard Olofsson
1

Abstract

This paper continues the work done in [16] about the supremum norm of eigenfunctions
of desymmetrized quantized cat maps. N will denote the inverse of Planck’s constant and
we will see that the arithmetic properties of N play an important role. We prove the
sharp estimate }ψ}8 � OpN1{4q for all normalized eigenfunctions and all N outside of a
small exceptional set. We are also able to calculate the value of the supremum norms for
most of the so called newforms. For a given N � pk, with k ¡ 1, the newforms can be
divided in two parts (leaving out a small number of them in some cases), the first half all
have supremum norm about 2{a1� 1{p and the supremum norm of the newforms in the

second half have at most three different values, all of the order N1{6. The only dependence
of A is that the normalization factor is different if A has eigenvectors modulo p or not. We
also calculate the joint value distribution of the absolute value of n different newforms.

3.1 Introduction

This paper studies one of the simplest, and perhaps most popular, models in quan-
tum chaos, the so called quantized cat map. It is the quantization of the time dis-
crete chaotic dynamical system where in each time step the point x P T2 � R2{Z2

is mapped to Ax P T2 for some given hyperbolic (i.e. with | trpAq| ¡ 2) ma-
trix A P SLp2,Zq. The dynamics is quantized through a unitary operator UN pAq
(called the quantum propagator) acting on L2pZN q � L2pZ{NZq, which is referred
to as the state space. This space is of course isomorphic to CN and the interest lies
mostly within studying the properties of the eigenfunctions of UN pAq as the dimen-
sion N of the state space grows to infinity. The limit as N goes to infinity is called
the semiclassical limit and N�1 can be interpreted as Planck’s constant. One hopes
to find properties that correspond to the fact that the classical system is ergodic. It

1The author is supported by grant KAW 2005.0098 from the Knut and Alice Wallenberg

Foundation.
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is for instance natural to study the measures the eigenfunctions induce on the torus
and see if they get close to the Lebesgue measure in the limit. It is well known that
Schnirelman’s theorem holds for the cat map, or in other words, that the cat map
is quantum ergodic [4, 19]. This means that the induced limit of most eigenfunc-
tions converge weakly to the Lebesgue measure. More formally the statement can
be written as follows: Given a triangle of eigenfunctions ψN,j P L2pZ{NZq, where
j � 1, 2, ..., N and N � 1, 2, 3, ... there exist sets EpNq � t1, ..., Nu satisfying

lim
NÑ8 #EpNq

N
� 1

such that for all functions f P C8pT2q and all maps j : N P N ÞÑ jpNq P EpNq we
have

lim
NÑ8xOpN pfqψN,jpNq, ψN,jpNqy � »

T2

fpxqdx.
The obvious question is if we can replace “most eigenfunctions” with “all eigen-
function”, i.e., whether we can take EpNq � t1, 2, 3, ..., Nu in the statement above
or not. This is the question of quantum unique ergodicity (QUE). It was proven
by Faure, Nonnenmacher and De Biévre that the cat map is not quantum unique
ergodic [7]. Given any periodic orbit of the dynamics (for instance the origin), they
were able to construct sequences of induced measures which converge to 1{2 times
Lebesgue measure plus 1{2 times normalized Dirac measure of the orbit. The phe-
nomenon when induced measures concentrate on periodic orbits is called scarring
and the result shows that this can occur.

The reason that the quantum unique ergodicity fails is that for some N the
order of A modulo N is extremely small. Small order leads to large dimensions of
the eigenspaces of UN pAq and that means a good possibility to find a bad eigen-
function. To cope with this problem, Kurlberg and Rudnick viewed UN pAq as
an element in a group of commuting operators and studied their joint eigenfunc-
tions. In this way they desymmetrized the problem and made the dimensions of the
studied subspaces small. In analogy with the theory of modular forms they called
the elements in the group Hecke operators and the common eigenfunctions Hecke
eigenfunctions. Kurlberg and Rudnick showed that the induced measures of Hecke
eigenfunctions converges weakly to Lebesgue measure, i.e., that the desymmetrized
model is quantum unique ergodic [13].

Instead of studying the induced limits this paper is devoted to studying the
supremum norm of the eigenfunctions. This question has received a lot of attention
in quantum chaos, for instance in [8, 1, 9, 17, 2, 3], but in this introduction we will
try to focus on the results for the quantized cat map. To understand these results
two properties of UNpAq are important to know: First of all, if N � pk11 p

k2
2 ...p

kr
r we

can define UN pAq as the tensor product of U
p

kj

j

pAq for j � 1, ..., r. Thus we may

restrict ourselves to the case N � pk, where p is a prime. Secondly, for N � pk we
will define UN pAq so that it gives a representation of SLp2,ZNq. This enables us to
define the Hecke eigenfunctions as elements in the representations corresponding to
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a specific character when UN is restricted to some abelian subgroup of SLp2,ZNq
which contains the image of A in SLp2,ZNq.
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Figure 3.1: The supremum norm of all Hecke eigenfunctions of two different matri-
ces A. Both pictures are for the prime N � 1999, but in the left picture A makes N
split and in the right picture A makes N inert. There exists an element in the Hecke
group such that the corresponding eigenvalues, when evaluated at this element, are
listed with growing phase in the interval p�π, πs.

In [16] it was observed that there are large differences between the case k � 1

and all other possible values of k. One of the reasons for this is the existence of
invariant subspaces of L2pZN q such that the functions in these subspaces have their
support on ideals of ZN . These representations are isomorphic to UN 1 for someN 1|N
and this isomorphism is easy to write down. We will call the Hecke eigenfunctions
belonging to any of these subspaces oldforms, in analogy with the theory of modular
forms. The Hecke eigenfunctions orthogonal to the oldforms are called newforms.
We will give an exact definition of oldforms and restate the theorem mentioned
above in Chapter 3.3.

Another large difference observed in [16] is that when N � pk and k ¡ 1 the
supremum norm of newforms have very distinct values (compare Figure 3.1 with
Figure 3.2). These values were calculated in the case when k was even. When
N is a prime we do not have this behavior. The main interest of this paper is
to generalize the ideas of [16] in order to prove the observation and calculate the
supremum norms also in the case when N � pk and k ¥ 3 is odd. We will see that
the results are very similar to the results obtained in [16]. More precisely we will
show that given a matrix A and a prime power N an arithmetic condition will split
the set of newforms in two parts of the same size, leaving out a small number of
newforms. In the first part all the newforms have supremum norm in a very small
interval just below 2{a1� 1{p, where the sign depends on if A has eigenvectors
or not modulo p. The newforms in the second part have much larger supremum
norms, all about N1{6. If k � 0 pmod 3q or if p � 2 pmod 3q all newforms in this
part have exactly the same supremum norm and otherwise the supremum norms
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assumes at most 3 different values. Note that we need to desymmetrize to get our
results, since obviously the subspaces need to be one dimensional if we want to
calculate the supremum norm of its normalized elements.
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Figure 3.2: Here N � 113 and we only print the supremum norms of newforms.
The left picture is when 11 is split while the right picture is when 11 is inert. The
ordering is the same as above.

As a consequence of our formulas for the supremum norm of newforms we get
estimates on the supremum norm of general Hecke eigenfunctions. The best result
for the supremum norm of Hecke eigenfunctions for a general N was obtained by
Kurlberg and Rudnick in [14]. They prove that for a fixed hyperbolic matrix A, the
supremum norm of a L2-normalized Hecke eigenfunction is bounded by OpN3{8�ǫq.
Once again this is in great contrast to the estimates one can get if N is a prime
because then one can do much, much better. If N is a prime, the supremum norm
is bounded by 2{a1� 1{N, where the sign is the same as in prime power case
above [14, 12]. In Figure 3.1 we can see that these bound are essentially sharp. As
a consequence of these good bounds the tensor decomposition tells us that if N is
square free the supremum norm is bounded by OpN ǫq [12]. However, the square
free case is special because in [16] I showed that for N � a2b there exists a Hecke
eigenfunction such that its supremum norm is at least a1{2. In particular if N � a2

we have an oldform with supremum norm N1{4. The theorem below tells us that
this is the maximal value, i.e. we show that the supremum norm is always OpN1{4q.
These estimates are not for a general N, but almost. Fixing a hyperbolic matrix A
we throw away a finite number of “bad primes”; the first “bad prime” is 2, then all
primes such that A is upper triangular modulo p are “bad” and finally the primes
such that p| trpAq2 � 4 are “bad”. This is obviously a finite set of primes since A
is not upper triangular itself. Now choose a positive integer m. We say that N is
good with respect to m if no “bad prime” p is such that pm|N. It is easy to see
that the proportion of integers which are good tends to 1 as we let m grow. Our
theorem can now be stated as follows:
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Theorem 3.1.1. Fix a hyperbolic matrix A P SLp2,Zq and an integer m P Z�. If N
is good with respect to m and ψ P L2pZN q is a L

2

-normalized Hecke eigenfunction,
then }ψ}8 � OpN1{4q.
Remark. The reason we do not study the exponents of “bad primes” is mostly
technical. I have no reason to suspect that the estimate should not hold for any N,
other than that calculations become much more difficult for “bad primes”.

Let us finally turn to the question of value distribution of the Hecke eigenfunc-
tions. We will let N � pk, where k ¡ 1 is fixed and let p grow to infinity. In [14]
Kurlberg and Rudnick studied the same problem, but for k � 1 and A diagonal-
izable modulo p. They showed that the value distribution of the absolute values
converge to a semi-circle measure on the interval r0, 2s and that the convergence of
the values of different eigenfunctions are statistically independent. The semi-circle
measure can be interpreted as the image of Haar measure of SUp2q under the map
g ÞÑ | trpgq|. They went on in [15] to conjecture that the fluctuations of the normal-
ized matrix elements converge, as N go to infinity through the primes, to random
variables given by sums of independent random variables with the measure given
by the image of Haar measure of SUp2q under the map g ÞÑ trpgq. In [10] Kelmer
showed that for N � pk, with k ¡ 1 fixed, the fluctuations do indeed converge to a
sum of independent random variables in the conjectured manner. The distribution
of the random variables in this case is however not the same as when N is prime,
instead the distribution is given by the image of the Haar measure of the normalizer
of the maximal torus of SUp2q under the map g ÞÑ trpgq. With this result in mind
and the conjecture of Kurlberg and Rudnick it seems like a good guess to hope
to show that the value distribution of the absolute value of newforms converge to
the image of Haar measure of the normalizer of the maximal torus under the map
g ÞÑ | trpgq|. This is also precisely our result. We also show that if n newforms are
chosen from different subspaces (to be specified later) their absolute values are sta-
tistically independent. Note that there is no interest in studying also the oldforms,
since their value distribution trivially converges to zero. We also remark that our
value distribution (in contrast to the semi-circle measure) shows a large probability
to be close to 2 (see the beginning of Chapter 3.6.1 for a more explicit formula for
the value distribution) and this explains why we obtain our lowest line in Figure 3.2
and why we do not see this line in Figure 3.1.

Since the entropy of quantum states has received so much recent attention it
seems appropriate to observe that the value distribution gives us the asymptotic
behavior of the Shannon entropy of the newforms. We see that the entropy is
maximal, i.e. logN � op1q. This is in great contrast to the entropy of oldforms,
which can be as small as 1{2 logN.
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3.3 Basic definitions and concepts

The dynamical system we will quantize can be described as a matrix A P SLp2,Zq
acting on the torus R2{Z2 by ordinary multiplication. The assumption that the
entries are integers makes this well defined and the assumption that the determinant
is one makes the action measure preserving with respect to the Lebesgue measure
of the torus. If we assume that | trpAq| ¡ 2 (A is then called hyperbolic) the
system will be chaotic. The quantization of a dynamical system is often divided
into a quantization of the kinematics and a quantization of the dynamics, but for
our purposes we are only interested in the quantization of the dynamics. This is a
unitary operator UNpAq acting on the state space L2pZ{NZq with the inner productxφ, ψy � 1

N
Q̧PZN

φpQqψpQq.
The integer N plays the role of the inverse of Planck´s constant. In order for our
quantization to be consistent with the quantization of the kinematics we will make
the assumption that A is congruent to the identity modulo 2 and if N is even we
assume that A is congruent to the identity modulo 4. Note that these assumptions
does not tell us anything about the image of A in SLp2,ZN q when N is odd, which
will be the main concern in this paper. Let N � pk11 ...p

km
m . The Chinese remainder

theorem gives us an isomorphism between L2 pZN q and
Âm

j�1 L
2

�
Z
p

kj

j



. Using

this decomposition we define UN pAq :� bmj�1Up
kj

j

pAq, where U
p

kj

j

pAq is the Weil

representation of the image of A in SLp2,Z
p

kj

j

q for odd p and something similar for

p � 2. Let us first assume that p is odd and come back to the special case p � 2

later. For odd p this representation of SLp2,Zpkq is easiest to describe by its action
on the elements

nb � �
1 b

0 1

�
, at � �

t 0

0 t�1

�
and ω � �

0 1�1 0

�
which generate the group. Before we write down the formulas for the action on the
generators, let us first introduce some notation to simplify the expressions: We will
use the notation epxq � ei2πx and denote the inverse of 2N{pk modulo pk by r. We
also write

Λptq � �
t

p


k
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and

Sr
��1, pk

� � #
1 if k is even

ǫppq� r
p

	
if k is odd

,

where

ǫppq � "
1 if p � 1 pmod 4q
i if p � 3 pmod 4q .

Definition 3.3.1. For odd p, Upk is the unique representation of SLp2,Zpkq acting
on L2pZpkq satisfying

Upkpnbqψpxq � e

�
rbx2

pk



ψpxq (3.1)

Upkpatqψpxq � Λptqψptxq (3.2)

Upkpωqψpxq � Sr
��1, pk

�a
pk

¸
yPZ

pk

ψpyqe�2rxy

pk



. (3.3)

For p � 2 the construction is similar but one has to be very careful. First of all
we identify A with its image in SLp2,Z2k�1q and note that due to our assumption
above we know that the image lies within the subgroup of matrices congruent to
the identity modulo 4. This subgroup is generated by at, nb, and nTc where t � 1pmod 4q and b � c � 0 pmod 4q. We now define U2k acting on L2pZ2kq by

U2kpnbqψpxq � e

�
rbx2

2k�1



ψpxq (3.4)

U2kpatqψpxq � �
2

t


k
ψptxq (3.5)

U2kpnTc q � H�1U2kpn�cqH, (3.6)

where
Hψpxq � 1?

2k

¸
yPZ

2k

ψpyqe�rxy
2k

	
. (3.7)

Hecke operators of quantized cat maps are often introduced in the language of
algebraic number theory. Our definition is equivalent, but use a more well known
vocabulary:

Definition 3.3.2. The Hecke operators corresponding to the matrix A are all the
operators written as UN pgq, where g � xI � yA and g has determinant congruent
to 1 modulo N. A function which is an eigenfunction of all Hecke operators is called
a Hecke eigenfunction.

Definition 3.3.3. For k ¥ m ¥ n we let

Skpm,nq �  
f P L2

�
Zpk

�
; pm|x� y ñ fpxq � fpyq ^ pn � xñ fpxq � 0

(
.
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In other words is Skpm,nq the set of all functions with period pm and with
support on the ideal pnZpk . We are interested in these subspaces because of the
following theorem in [16]:

Theorem 3.3.1. Let p be an odd prime. Skpk�m,mq is invariant under the action
of Upk and this action is isomorphic to the action of Upk�2m on L2pZpk�2m q. The
intertwining operator Tm : Skpk �m,mq Ñ L2pZpk�2mq is given bypTmψqpxq � p�m{2ψppmxq.

A Hecke eigenfunction ψ P L2pZpkq is called an oldform if ψ P Skpk � 1, 1q and
a newform if ψ P Skpk � 1, 1qK. In the rest of this chapter and in Chapter 3.4 we
will assume that N � p2k�1, where p is an odd prime. Observe that many of our
calculations will be done modulo pk, and that this is something else than modulo
N. We also make the assumption that A is not upper triangular modulo p.

In [16] we introduced a “preferred basis” in order to evaluate the newforms at
specific points, this time we have to study more than just one basis. If we let δx
denote the function δx : ZN Ñ C which is 1 at x and 0 at every other point, the
interesting functions can be defined by:

Definition 3.3.4. Given x � �
x1

x2


 P Z2
N and j P Fp, let ζj,x : ZN Ñ C be

defined by

ζj,x � ¸
tPZ

pk�1

e

�
rjt2

p



e

�
x1t

pk�1



δx2�pkt.

Also define

ζ8,x � ?
p

¸
tPZ

pk

e

�
x1t

pk



δx2�pk�1t.

In particular we can select two preferred orthogonal bases corresponding to j � 0

and j � 8 in the definition. If j � 0 we let x1 P t1, 2, ..., pk�1u and x2 P t1, 2, ..., pku
and if j � 8 we let x1 P t1, 2, ..., pku and x2 P t1, 2, ..., pk�1u. We will use the fact
that if we pick other representatives for Zpk�1 � Zpk and Zpk � Zpk�1 respectively,
this only changes the functions by multiplication by a phase. Easy calculations,
using disjointness of support and geometric sums, show the following lemma:

Lemma 3.3.2. If x � x1 pmod pkq then xζj,x, ζj1,x1y � 0.

It was observed in [16] that the assumption made above stating that A is not
upper triangular makes it possible for us to assume, without any further loss of
generality, that the Hecke operators are given by tUN phq;h P HDu, where HD is
defined by:

Definition 3.3.5. Given D P ZN we let

HD � #�
a bD

b a

�
; a, b P ZN , a2 �Db2 � 1

+
.
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We will use the following standard terminology from algebraic number theory:
If D is a quadratic residue modulo p then the matrices in HD are diagonalizable
modulo N and we say that p is split. If D is not a quadratic residue modulo p then
the matrices are not possible to diagonalize modulo N and we say that p is inert.
Finally if p|D then p is called ramified.

Definition 3.3.6. Let N : Z2
pk Ñ Zpk be defined by N pxq � x2

1 �Dx2
2.

Definition 3.3.7. For C P Zpk we define

VC � à
xPZ

pk�1�Z
pk

N pxq��C Cζ0,x.

Remark. Note that S2k�1p2k, 1q �À
p|x Cζ0,x �À

p|C VC and that the latter is an
equality if p is inert. Note also that ζj,x P VC iff N pxq � �C.
Definition 3.3.8. For B � �

a b

c d

� P SLp2,Fpq we let T pBq : P 1pFpq Ñ P 1pFpq
be defined by

j ÞÑ aj � b

cj � d
.

Remark. By this we mean that 8 ÞÑ a{c and that T pBqj � 8 whenever the
denominator is zero. Note that if the denominator is zero, then the numerator is
nonzero.

3.4 Main calculations

We want to study the functions ζj,x because they transform in a simple manner
when we act with UN pBq.
Lemma 3.4.1. Assume B � �

a b

c d

� P SLp2,ZN q and let x1 � Bx. Then

UN pBq ζj,x is equal to ζT pBqj,x1 multiplied with some phase. If j P Fp is such that
p � cj � d we have that

UN pBq ζj,x � �
cj � d

p



e

�
rpx11x12 � x1x2q

N



ζT pBqj,x1 .
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Proof. The following identities are straightforward to check (similar calculations
were done in [16]):

UN pnbqζj,x � e

�
rbx2

2

N



ζT pnbqj,nbx �j P P pFpq

UN patqζj,x � �
t

p



ζT patqj,atx �j P P pFpq

UNpωqζj,x � �
j

p



e

��x1x2

N



ζT pωqj,ωx �j P F�p

UN pωqζ0,x � �
2

p



ǫppqe��x1x2

N



ζ8,ωx

UNpωqζ8,x � �
2

p



ǫppqe��x1x2

N



ζ0,ωx

Since all elements in SLp2,ZNq can be written as a product of nb, at and ω, the
first part of the lemma follows directly. To prove the second part we note that the
identity holds for the generators and that both sides of the equality is multiplicative.
However the identity holds only for j � 8 and p � cj � d. This means that if we
think of UN pBq as a product of UN pnbq, UN patq and UN pωq, and try to apply the
identity above we might run into trouble if the “new” j does not have this property.
Looking through the table above, it is easy to see that the only time that this can
happen is if we are forced to apply UN pωq to ζ0,x. But since the result at the end
will be some phase times ζj1,x1 , where j1 � 8, we know that we later must apply
UN pωq to some ζ8,x2 (once again looking through the table above). From this it
is easy to realize that it is enough to check that UNpωqUN pB1qUN pωqζ0,x is what
it should be for all B1 which is a product of matrices of the form nb and at (i.e.
upper triangular with determinant one). But such matrices can be written as just
nbat, thus it is enough to show that

UNpωqUN pnbqUN patqUN pωqζ0,x � ��t
p



e

�
rpx11x12 � x1x2q

N



ζ0,ωnbatωx.

Observing that

ǫppq2 � ��1

p



and applying the identities above this is straightforward.

We see that these functions behave a lot like the ζx�functions in [16] (see
Lemma 5.1 in [16] for details). The difference is that we now have to introduce the
extra parameter j. The main problem is how to use the theory for ζx�functions
even though we have this new parameter. The ζx�functions were similar to the
functions studied by Knabe [11] and he offers a solution to this problem in a special
case: He only studied the case when N is a square, but in the end of the paper,
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he remarks that his construction can be carried out, not only if N is a square, but
also if A has an eigenvector modulo N. In our language this corresponds to the case
that p is not inert and this can be seen also in our case because if p is not inert
there exists some j0 P P 1pFpq such that T phqj0 � j0 for all h P HD. That means
that the basis ζj0,x is transformed to itself as the ζx�basis did. The case j0 � 0 is
equivalent to p ramified, j0 � 8 is equivalent to A upper triangular modulo p and
if j0 P F�p p is split. Note that if p is inert no such j0 exist. The main disadvantage
with this approach is that there seem to be no way to handle the inert case with
this method. Since we want a general theorem we will instead use Lemma 3.4.3 to
handle the problems caused by j.

We also note the resemblance between our functions and the basis studied by
Degli Esposti et al in [5, 6]. They also study the situation where A has an eigen-
vector modulo N.

Corollary 3.4.2. If ψ P VC , then
UN

�
1 tpk�1D

tpk�1 1

�
ψ � e

�
rCt

pk



ψ.

Proof. ψ can be written as a linear combination of ζ0,x such that N pxq � �C. Put
x1 � �

1 tpk�1D

tpk�1 1

�
x. We see that

UN

�
1 tpk�1D

tpk�1 1

�
ζ0,x � e

�
rpx11x12 � x1x2q

N



ζ0,x1� e

�
r
�
x2

1 �Dx2
2

�
t

pk

� ¸
sPZ

pk�1

e

��
x1 � tpk�1Dx2

�
s

pk�1

�
δx2�tpk�1x1�spk� e

�
r
�
x2

1 �Dx2
2

�
t

pk

� ¸
sPZ

pk�1

e

�
x1 ps� tpx1q

pk�1



δx2�spk� e

��rN pxqt
pk



ζ0,x,

from which the statement follows.

In the rest of this chapter we will assume that N � p2k�1 fulfills that k ¡ 0, i.e.
that N is not a prime.

Lemma 3.4.3. If ψ is a normalized Hecke eigenfunction then there exists an ele-
ment C P Zpk such that ψ P VC . If p neither divides C nor D, then the following
holds:
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1. For all ζ0,x P VC such that p � x2 we have|xψ, ζ0,xy| � 1
p2k�1 � �

D
p

	
p2k

.

2. For all ζ8,x P VC such that p � x1 we have|xψ, ζ8,xy| � 1
p2k�1 � �

D
p

	
p2k

.

Proof. That ψ P VC for some C follows directly from Corollary 3.4.2 since an eigen-
function can not be a sum of eigenfunctions corresponding to different eigenvalues.
Let us write ψ � °

ψy, where the sum is taken over the elements in Z2
p such

that N pyq � �C pmod pq. We have chosen ψy so that if x � y pmod pq thenxψy, ζj,xy � 0 for all j. Take h P HD and assume that h is not congruent to the
identity modulo p. Lemma 3.4.1 tells us that UN phqψy can be written as a linear
combination of ζT phq0,hx and by Lemma 3.3.2 we know that xψy, ζT phq0,hxy � 0

unless y � hx pmod pq. Since ψ is a Hecke eigenfunction this leads to the conclu-
sion that UNphqψy is equal to some phase times ψhy. If y and y1 fulfill N pyq �
N py1q � �C pmod pq then there exists an h P HD such that h is congruent

to

�
x11 x12D
x12 x11 ��

x1 x2D

x2 x1

��1

modulo p. This matrix maps y to y1 and this

shows that the elements we are summing over forms an orbit of HD, i.e. they can
be written as HDy for some y. In particular this leads to the relation}ψy}2 � }ψhy}2 � A,

where A�2 is the number of solutions to y2
1 � Dy2

2 � �C pmod pq. In the proof

of Lemma 5.3 in [16] this number was calculated to be p � �
D
p

	
, thus }ψy}2 ��

p� �
D
p

		�1{2
. Let us write ψy � °

axζ0,x and assume that p � y2, the sum is

over elements in Z2
N representing the different elements in Zpk�1 � Zpk such that

x � y pmod pq and N pxq � �C. Once again referring to the proof of Lemma
5.3 in [16] it is easy to understand that each such sum contains the same number

of elements and that the total number of terms is pk
�
p� �

D
p

		
. In other word

this sum contains pk elements. If we can prove that all coefficients have the same
absolute value it is an easy calculation to show claim 1. To do this we show that
given x, x1 such that N pxq � N px1q � �C and x � x1 � y pmod pq there is
an element h P HD such that UN phqζ0,x is equal to ζ0,x1 up to a phase. We know
that x2

1 � Dx2
2 � x121 � Dx122 pmod pkq, but in general these expressions are not

equal modulo pk�1. However the ζ0,x�function is equal up to multiplication by a
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phase when we change x2 by adding tpk. Since x12 � 0 pmod pq we see that we
can change x12 in this manner so that x2

1 �Dx2
2 � x121 �Dx122 pmod pk�1q. We can

now define h P HD so that

h � �
x11 x12D
x12 x11 ��

x1 x2D

x2 x1

��1 pmod pk�1q.
We see that hx � x1 pmod pk�1q, but moreover h � Id pmod pq, which gives
T phq0 � 0. Using Lemma 3.4.1 we can conclude that in fact UN phqζ0,x is equal
to ζ0,x1 up to a phase. Claim 2 is proven is the same manner but ψy is written in
a ζ8,x�basis and x11 is changed instead of x12.

The following three theorems will give us exact expressions for the value of
the Hecke eigenfunctions at all different points b P ZN such that the equation
x2 � �C � Db2 pmod pkq has solutions. The expressions are sums over these
solutions and the value of a Hecke eigenfunction at a point b P ZN such that�C � Db2 is a quadratic non-residue is zero (because the sum is empty). Note
that all Hecke eigenfunctions seem to behave very similar to each other in the sense
that they take more or less the same values, but at different points. If two Hecke
eigenfunctions lie in the same space VC , they are even more similar, the expressions
in the theorems applies to all these newforms simultaneously. Let us also note that
the expressions are rather surprising, if we compare them to most of the previous
results, in the sense that they do not distinguish the cases p split and p inert,
except for the normalization constant. On the other hand they are perhaps not so
surprising in the sense that they are very similar to the corresponding theorems
for even prime powers proven in [16]. The first theorem handles most of the points
b P ZN where �C � Db2 is a square, i.e. where ψpbq � 0. In fact, if CD�1 is a
quadratic non-residue, then it handles all b in the support of ψ.

Theorem 3.4.4. Let ψ P VC be a normalized Hecke eigenfunction and assume that
p does not divide C or D. Let b fulfill that �C � Db2 � x2

0 pmod pkq for some
p � x0. Then

ψpbq � 1
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

pαψpbq � βψpbqq,
where αψ and βψ are functions satisfying |αψpbq| � |βψpbq| � 1, αψpb � pk�1tq �
e
�
x0t
pk

	
αψpbq and βψpb� pk�1tq � e

��x0t
pk

	
βψpbq.

Proof. This follows directly from the fact that ψ can be written as

ψ � ¸
N pxq��C axζ8,x

with |ax| � �
p� �

D
p

		�1{2
for those x such that p � x1.
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The next theorem is a generalization of the previous in the sense that Theo-
rem 3.4.4 corresponds to s � 0. To see that the two expressions agree you have to
observe that Theorem 3.4.5 reduces to a sum of two Gauss sums if s � 0 (because
the coefficient is zero in front of z3) and evaluate these. To get this exact form we
must assume p ¡ 3 when s ¡ pk � 1q{3. A similar theorem may easily be obtained
also for p � 3, the only difference between the proofs are the expressions for Bpsqz .
Theorem 3.4.5. Let ψ P VC be a normalized Hecke eigenfunction and assume
that p does not divide C or D. Let b P Z�N and assume that the equation y2 ��C �Db2

�
mod pk

�
has the solutions y � �x0p

s � pk�sZps

�
mod pk

�
for some

x0 and s such that p � x0 and 0 ¤ s   k{2. Then
ψpbq � 1

p� �
D
p

	 ��αψpbq ps�1

z̧�1

e

�
q�pzq
ps�1


� βψpbq ps�1

z̧�1

e

�
q�pzq
ps�1


�, (3.8)

where q�pzq � r
�
Θψpbqz � x0Dbz

2 � pk�2s3�1D2b2z3
�
and |αψpbq| � |βψpbq| � 1.

The function Θψpbq is given by

Θψpbqpk � �x2
0p

2s � rC �Db2 � p2pk�sq3�1rD2b2
�
mod pk�s�1

�
. (3.9)

Remark. Since rC is some integer (dependent on ψ) congruent to C modulo pk it
is easy to see that Θψpbq is well defined, but that it can not be lifted to an integer
polynomial. Further more, the proof will show that different Hecke eigenfunctions
in VC correspond to different choices of rC � C

�
mod pk

�
.

Proof. We know that ψ is a linear combination of ζ0,x such that N pxq � �C and
that the coefficients where p � x2 all have absolute value

pk|xψ, ζ0,xy| � 1
p� �

D
p

	 .
Since ζ0,xpbq � 0 unless x2 � b

�
mod pk

�
the value of ψpbq is only a sum over

x P Zpk�1 � Zpk such that x2
1 � �C �Db2

�
mod pk

�
and x2 � b

�
mod pk

�
. By

the assumptions of the theorem we have that x1 � �x0p
s�pk�sZps�1

�
mod pk�1

�
.

Let Bpsq � �
1� rDp2pk�sq pk�sD

pk�s 1� rDp2pk�sq �
. The main observation is that the

x we want to sum over are generated as two different orbits of Bpsq in the sense
that the x can be represented by the elements"
Bpsqz � x0p

s

b



; z � 0, 1, ..., ps�1 � 1

*Y"Bpsqz � �x0p
s

b



; z � 0, 1, ..., ps�1 � 1

*
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in Z2
N . By induction it is easy to show that

Bpsqz � �
1� rDz2p2pk�sq �

pk�sz � 3�1rDp3pk�sqpz3 � zq�D
pk�sz � 3�1rDp3pk�sqpz3 � zq 1� rDz2p2pk�sq �

.

Denote ζ�,z � ζ
0,Bpsqz��x0p

s

b

	 and call the constants in front of these functions

a�,z �p� �
D
p

		�1{2
. We have that

ψpbq � 1
p� �

D
p

	 ��ps�1�1

z̧�0

a�,zζ�,zpbq � ps�1�1

z̧�0

a�,zζ�,zpbq�.
If we use Lemma 3.4.1 we see that UNpBpsqqζ�,z�1 � e

�
rpf�pzq�f�pz�1qq

N

	
ζ�,z for

z � 1, ..., ps�1 � 1, where

f�pzq � ���
1� rDz2p2pk�sq	 psx0 � �

pk�sz � 3�1rDp3pk�sqpz3 � zq	Db	� ���
pk�sz � 3�1rDp3pk�sqpz3 � zq	psx0 � �

1� rDz2p2pk�sq	 b	� �psx0b� pk�s �Db2 � p2sx2
0 � p2pk�sq3�1rD2b2

	
z� p2k�s2x0Dbz

2 � p3pk�sq3�12D2b2z3 pmod Nq.
Since Bpsqps�1 � �

1 pk�1D

pk�1 1

�
Corollary 3.4.2 gives us that UN pBpsqqψ �

e
�

r rC
pk�s�1

	
ψ for some rC � C

�
mod pk

�
and this leads to

a�,z � e

� �r rC
pk�s�1

�
e

�
r pf�pzq � f�pz � 1qq

N



a�,z�1� e

� �r rCz
pk�s�1

�
e

�
r pf�pzq � f�p0qq

N



a�,0.

But ζ�,zpbq � e
��pk�sx2

0
z	p2k�s3rx0Dbz

2�p3pk�sqrD2b2z3

N

	
hence

a�,zζ�,zpbq � e

��pk�sr rCz � rf�pzq � rf�p0q � pk�sx2
0z

N

�� e

�	p2k�s3rx0Dbz
2 � p3pk�sqrD2b2z3

N



a�,0 � a�,0e�q�pzq

ps�1



,
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where q�pzq � r
�
Θψpbqz � x0Dbz

2 � pk�2s3�1D2b2z3
�
and

Θψpbqpk � �x2
0p

2s � rC �Db2 � p2pk�sq3�1rD2b2
�
mod pk�s�1

�
.

The last of the evaluation theorems concerns the case when the number of
solutions to x2 � �C � Db2 pmod pkq is maximal, i.e. when �C � Db2 � 0pmod pkq. For this to happen we must have that CD�1 is a non-zero square modulo
p. Maximal number of solutions leads to the maximal number of terms in the sum
and as we shall see in Chapter 3.5, this is also the case that gives the supremum
norm.

Theorem 3.4.6. Let N � p2k�1, where p ¡ 3 and k ¡ 0. Let ψ P VC be a
normalized Hecke eigenfunction for some C P Z�

pk . If b P ZN fulfills that �C�Db2 �
0

�
mod pk

�
then

ψpbq � αψpbq
p� �

D
p

	 prk{2s�1

z̧�1

e

�
qpzq

prk{2s�1



, (3.10)

where qpzq � Θψpbqz � pk�2rk{2s3�12CDz3, |αψpbq| � 1 and

Θψpbqpk � � rC �Db2 � p2rk{2s3�1CD
�
mod pr3k{2s�1

	
.

Proof. To prove this result we have to adjust the proof of Theorem 3.4.5 slightly,
but the ideas are the same. Denote α � prk{2s. We know that α5 � 0 pmod Nq.
We put

B � �
1� 2Dα2 p2α�Dα3qD
2α�Dα3 1� 2Dα2

�
and notice that ψ can be written as a linear combination of ζ0,x where x �
Bz

�
0

b



and z � 0, 1, 2, ..., prk{2s�1 � 1. If we calculate this explicitly we get

Bz � �
1� 2Dz2α2 � 3�12D2z2pz2 � 1qα4 p2zα� 3�1Dzp4z2 � 1qα3qD

2zα� 3�1Dzp4z2 � 1qα3 1� 2Dz2α2 � 3�12D2z2pz2 � 1qα4

�
and

Bz
�

0

b


 � �
2Dbzα� 3�1D2bzp4z2 � 1qα3

b� 2Dbz2α2 � 3�12D2bz2pz2 � 1qα4



.

Denote ξz � ζ
0,Bzp0bq. We can write ψpbq as

ψpbq � 1
p� �

D
p

	 prk{2s�1�1

z̧�0

azξzpbq
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and since Bp
rk{2s�1 � �

1 2pk�1D

2pk�1 1

�
, Corollary 3.4.2 tells us that UN pBqψ �

e
� rC
pr3k{2s�1

	
ψ for some rC � C pmod pkq. This leads to the the relation

az � e

�pp� rC �Db2qα� 3�1D2b2α3qz � 3�110D2b2α3z3

p2k�1

�
in the same manner as before. Evaluating ξzpbq gives:

ξzpbq � e

��4D2b2α3z3

p2k�1



By the definition of Θψ we have

Θψpbqpk � � rC �Db2 � 3�1CDp2rk{2s �
mod pr3k{2s�1

	
and C � Db2 pmod pkq and this gives the desired formula.

3.5 Results and the proof of Theorem 3.1.1

In this chapter we will prove the same theorems as we did in [16], but this time
when N � pk and k is odd instead of even. Note that VC is defined in slightly
different manners when k is even or odd, but that it is philosophically the same
object.

Let us first recall some definitions and properties of exponential sums of cubic
polynomials from [16] which we will need in the proof of Theorem 3.5.3:

Definition 3.5.1. Let n be a nonnegative integer. For q P Zpnrxs we define

Spq, nq � pn

z̧�1

e

�
qpzq
pn



.

Definition 3.5.2. For α P Z�pn and n � 1 or n � 2 we define

Aα,n � suptPZpn |Spqα,t, nq|
pn{2 ,

where qα,tpzq � αz3 � tz.

Remark. Aα,n is bounded by 2 and for fixed n and p, Aα,n assumes at most three
different values. If p � 2 pmod 3q then Aα,n is independent of α.

We will use the following theorem:
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Theorem 3.5.1. Let p ¡ 3. If qα,tpzq � αz3 � tz and α P Z�pn then

sup
tPZpn

|Spqα,t, nq| � $&% p2n{3 if n � 0 pmod 3q
Aα,1p

2n{3�1{6 if n � 1 pmod 3q
Aα,2p

2n{3�1{3 if n � 2 pmod 3q .

Let us also recapitulate the meaning of the two parameters C and D. D is di-
rectly determined by A, but C parameterizes the Hecke eigenfunctions and different
C corresponds to different characters on the dual of the Hecke group. The “generic”
values of C and D (the values such that p � C,D) corresponds to the cases when
the eigenspaces of the characters are one dimensional and to the case when A has
zero or two linearly independent eigenvectors modulo p. Our main concern is these
“generic” values and the two theorems given below calculates the supremum norm
of the “generic” newforms of a “generic” Hecke group. If p is inert all newforms
are “generic”, but if p is split there are newforms such that p|C. In both pictures
of Figure 3.2 in the introduction we see two lines, one corresponding to the new-
forms covered by Theorem 3.5.2 and one corresponding to the newforms covered by
Theorem 3.5.3. The main difference between the two pictures in Figure 3.2 is the
“noise” in the left picture coming from the “non-generic” newforms. Since there are
no “non-generic” newforms in the inert case there is no noise in the right picture.

Theorem 3.5.2. Let N � pk for some odd prime p that does not divide C or D

and assume that ψ P VC is a normalized Hecke eigenfunction. If
�
C
p

	 � ��
D
p

	
then

2
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

�
1� π2

8p2rk{2s
 ¤ }ψ}8 ¤ 2
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

.

Remark. We allow k � 1 in the theorem although p � C does not make any sense
in this situation (C is defined modulo 1).

Proof. For k � 1 the estimates from above are well known [14, 12] and the estimates
from below are trivial. For even k this theorem was proven in [16] (the case p � 3

is not included in the corresponding theorem, but the proof does not use that p � 3

in any significant way), thus it remains to prove it for odd k ¥ 3. Let us therefore

write k � 2k1 � 1, for some positive integer k1. We see that if
�
C
p

	 � ��
D
p

	
then�C �Db2 � 0 pmod pq for all b, hence Theorem 3.4.4 immediately gives}ψ}8 ¤ 2

1� �
D
p

	
1
p

. (3.11)

The other inequality also follows easily from Theorem 3.4.4 by picking a b P ZN

such that
��C�Db2

p

	 � 1 and changing b by adding tpk
1�1 to maximize the expres-

sion in the same manner as was done in the proof of the corresponding theorem
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(Theorem 7.1) in [16]. The idea used is that the absolute value of the sum of two
phases is as large as possible, when the difference between the arguments of the
phase is as small as possible. To find the maximal minimal difference one uses the
pigeon hole principle.

Theorem 3.5.3. Let N � pk for some prime p ¡ 3 and some k ¥ 3. If ψ P VC is

a normalized Hecke eigenfunction for some C P Z�
pk and

�
C
p

	 � �
D
p

	
then}ψ}8 � N1{6

1� �
D
p

	
1
p

�$&% 1 if k � 0 pmod 3q
Aα,1p

�1{6 if k � 1 pmod 3q
Aα,2p

�1{3 if k � 2 pmod 3q , (3.12)

where α � 36CD when k is even and α � 18CD when k is odd.

Proof. This theorem was proven for even k in [16], the proof for odd k is very
similar. Let k � 2k1�1.We want to show that the maximal value of the expression
in Theorem 3.4.6 is the value in (3.12) and that the expressions in Theorem 3.4.4 and
Theorem 3.4.5 are smaller. The absolute value of the expression in Theorem 3.4.4

is obviously less or equal than 2
�
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

	�1{2
and this is smaller than (3.12).

Using Lemma 6.2 in [16] the expression in Theorem 3.4.5 (Equation (3.8)) can be
estimated by

2pps�1q{2
p� �

D
p

	 � 2ps{2
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

and s ¤ pk � 3q{4. Recalling that A3�1rCD,2 ¡ ?
2 and A3�1rCD,1 ¡ 1 it is easy

to see that this is less than the expression in (3.12). The absolute value of the
expression in Theorem 3.4.6 is|ψpbq| � �

p��
D

p



�1{2 |Spq, rk1{2s � 1q|,
where qpzq � Θψpbqz�pk1�2rk1{2s3�12CDz3. If we change b by adding tpk

1
the only

thing that changes in (3.10) is Θψpbq and this change is easily calculated to be
Θψpb� tpk1q � Θψpbq� 2Dbt pmod prk1{2s�1q. Since p � 2Db we see that the largest
possible value of ψpb� tpk

1q is
1

p� �
D
p

	 sup
tPZrk1{2s�1

|Spqα,t, rk1{2s � 1q|,
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where qα,tpzq � αz3 � tz and α � �pk1�2rk1{2s3�12CD. If k1 is even we may apply
Theorem 3.5.1 to get that}ψ}8 � 1

p� �
D
p

	 $&% p2{3pk1{2�1q if k1{2� 1 � 0 pmod 3q
Aα,1p

2{3pk1{2�1q�1{6 if k1{2� 1 � 1 pmod 3q
Aα,2p

2{3pk1{2�1q�1{3 if k1{2� 1 � 2 pmod 3q� 1
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

$&% pk{6 if k � 0 pmod 3q
Aα,1p

k{6�1{6 if k � 1 pmod 3q
Aα,2p

k{6�1{3 if k � 2 pmod 3q
and A�3�12CD,n � A18CD,n. If k1 is odd we see that p|α and if p � t then q1α,tpzq �
t � 0 pmod pq. Linearizing in the same manner as was done repeatedly in chapter 6
of [16], it is easy to see that Spqα,t, rk1{2s� 1q � 0. Thus writing t � pt̃ and α � pα̃

we get}ψ}8 � p
p� �

D
p

	 sup
t̃PZrk1{2s |Spqα̃,t̃, rk1{2sq|� 1

p� �
D
p

	 $&% p1�pk1�1q{3 if pk1 � 1q{2 � 0 pmod 3q
Aα̃,1p

1�pk1�1q{3�1{6 if pk1 � 1q{2 � 1 pmod 3q
Aα̃,2p

1�pk1�1q{3�1{3 if pk1 � 1q{2 � 2 pmod 3q� 1
1� �

D
p

	
1
p

$&% pk{6 if k � 0 pmod 3q
Aα̃,1p

k{6�1{6 if k � 1 pmod 3q
Aα̃,2p

k{6�1{3 if k � 2 pmod 3q ,

once again using Theorem 3.5.1.

Let us also show that the “non-generic” newforms of a “generic” Hecke group
have the same behavior for N � pk, where k is odd, as we found for even k in [16].
In other words we study the case when p|C and D is a square residue modulo p.

Let
?
D be an element in ZN such that

?
D

2 � D and define

V� � à
xPZ

pk�1�Z
pk

x1��?Dx2�0 pmod pqCζ0,x.
Proposition 3.5.4. Let N � pk for some odd prime p and k ¡ 1. Assume that
p|C and that D is a quadratic residue modulo p. If ψ P VC X V� is a normalized
Hecke eigenfunction then|ψpbq| � #

1b
1� 1

p

if p � b
0 if p|b .
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Proof. We can use the proof from [16], but we need to be careful. First of all we
use the trick from Lemma 3.4.3 to write ψ as a sum of ψj and where all ψj have the
same L2�norm. Write ψj in the ζ0,x�basis and note that if the coefficients in front
of ζ0,x and ζ0,y are nonzero, then x � y pmod pq by construction. Let k � 2m� 1.

The main step is to show that if ζ0,x, ζ0,y P VC XV� and x � y pmod pq, then there
exists an h P HD such that phxq1 � y1 pmod pm�1q, phxq2 � y2 pmod pmq and
T phq0 � 0. This is done by choosing h1 � py1 �Dx2h2qx�1

1 pmod pm�1q where h2

is chosen so that �Ch2 � x1y2 � x2y1 pmod pmq and����� h1 h2D

h2 h1

����� � 1 pmod Nq.
For details of why such h1 and h2 exist and for the finishing observations, see the
proof of Proposition 7.4 in [16]. The fact that x � y pmod pq implies that h � Idpmod pq which gives T phq0 � 0.

The study done in [16] for the case when p is ramified can also be carried over to
the case where N is an odd power of p. This is done in the same manner as we did
in Theorem 3.5.2. We omit this and focus directly at the proof of Theorem 3.1.1
instead.

Proof of Theorem 3.1.1. To prove the theorem we need to prove that normalized
Hecke eigenfunctions fulfill }ψ}8 � OpN1{4q for all N � pk, where p is not “bad”.
However this is not quite enough because when we then want to use the tensor
decomposition to get this estimate for all N the constants will make us lose too
much. To handle this we also show that for all but a finite number of p the sharper
estimate }ψ}8 ¤ N1{4 holds for N � pk. Since this sharper estimate was proven in
[16] for all odd p and even k, we assume that k is odd. That p is not “bad” means
that p � 2, p is not ramified and A is not upper diagonal modulo p. Since we can
not apply Theorem 3.5.3 to p � 3 we must treat this case separately. An easy
calculation shows that p � 3 can not be split, hence if p � 3 is not “bad”, it is inert.
By the observation that the value of a newform can be calculated as an exponential
sum over the solutions to a quadratic equation modulo rk{2s (or p such sums) we
get }ψ}8 � OpN1{4q for all newforms with N � 3k by using the trivial estimate of
the exponential sum. Since p � 3 is inert, this gives us that }ψ}8 � OpN1{4q for
all Hecke eigenfunctions. For p ¡ 3 we can use Theorem 3.5.2, Theorem 3.5.3 and
Proposition 3.5.4 to get the estimate }ψ}8 ¤ 2N1{6 for all newforms and all but
a finite number of p. When p is inert all Hecke eigenfunctions are newforms or the
image of a newform by the unitary operator given in Theorem 3.3.1 and from this
the two estimates we need follows, i.e., we get that }ψ}8 ¤ N1{4 for all but a finite
number of p and }ψ}8 � OpN1{4q for all p. When p is split things are a bit more
complicated because a Hecke eigenfunction can be a sum of images of newforms.
We let l � rk{2s and write ψ � a0ψ0 � a1ψ1 � ...� alψl, where ψm P Skpk �m,mq
but ψm is orthogonal to Skpk � m � 1,m � 1q and ψm is normalized. The key
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observation is now that by Proposition 3.5.4 the supports of ψi and ψj are disjoint
if i � j. From this it follows also in the split case.

Remark. Note that the estimate }ψ}8 ¤ N1{4 does not hold if N � pk where k is
odd and p is small enough and split. Numerical simulations show that for p ¤ 13

there are Hecke eigenfunctions with supremum norm larger than p1{4.
3.6 Value distribution of newforms

In the introduction we described the limiting distribution of the absolute values of
newforms as the image of the Haar measure of the normalizer of the maximal torus
of SUp2q under the map g ÞÑ | trpgq|. More explicitly the measure is given by

µpfq � fp0q
2

� 1

π

» 2

0

fpxq?
4� x2

dx. (3.13)

The distribution of the absolute value of “generic” newforms will converge to the
limiting measure above and this convergence is statistically independent if the Cj
are different modulo p. In other word, the following theorem holds:

Theorem 3.6.1. Fix k ¡ 1 and let p grow through the primes. Let f be a con-
tinuous bounded function on Rn and let ψp,j P VCj

for some Cj P Z�
prk{2s where

j � 1, 2, ..., n. Assume also that Ci � Cj pmod pq for i � j. Then

lim
pÑ8 1

pk

¸
xPZ

pk

fp|ψp,1pxq|, |ψp,2pxq|, ..., |ψp,npxq|q � »
Rn

fpyqdµnpyq.
Since we have a well developed theory of evaluating newforms at different points,

developed in Chapter 3.4 of this paper and Chapter 5 in [16], the limiting measure
of a specific newform will follow almost immediately. From this theory it is also
obvious that the assumption that Ci � Cj pmod pq is essential because there is
a very strong correlation between the values of ψp,i and ψp,j otherwise. If we for
instance assume that ψp,ipxq � 0 (true for approximately half of the points), the
“probability” that ψp,jpxq � 0 converges to 1. Let us begin with the “immediate”
part of our statement:

Proof for n � 1. The value ψpxq of ψ P VC at a point x P Zpk is a sum over the
solutions to y2 � �C � Dx2 pmod prk{2sq, where the absolute value of each term
in the sum converges to 1 as p Ñ 8. The number of solutions to the equation is
at most two as long as Dx2 � C pmod pq and the proportion of x where this is
not true is Op1{pq. Thus the limiting measure is concentrated on r0, 2s. To be a
quadratic residue modulo prk{2s is the same as being a quadratic residue modulo
p and therefore we may restrict ourselves to calculating the proportion of x such
that �C � Dx2 is a quadratic residue modulo p. Note also that since D is fixed
and p grows we may assume that p � D. The total number of pairs px, yq such that
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y2 � Dx2 � �C pmod pq is then (as we have seen a number of times before, for
instance in the proof of Lemma 6.3 in [16])

p��
D

p



.

Since all but at most 2 different x correspond to 2 different y we see that the
proportion of x such that �C �Dx2 is a quadratic residue converge to 1{2 and so
does the proportion of x such that �C �Dx2 is not a square. If �C �Dx2 is not
a square modulo p then obviously the value of ψpxq is zero and this corresponds to
the first term of µ. On the other hand if �C �Dx2 is equal to y2 for some y � 0pmod pq, then we know that

ψpx � tprk{2sq � a�e� yt

prk{2s
� a�e� �yt
prk{2s
 . (3.14)

Averaging the absolute value of this as t goes through Zprk{2s we see that the limit
has the same value distribution as��eiθ � e�iθ�� � 2| cosθ|
there θ is uniform on the interval 0 ¤ θ   2π. This has the same value distribution
as 2 cos θ on the interval 0 ¤ θ ¤ π{2 and taking the derivative of the inverse of
2 cos θ we get the second term in Equation (3.13).

The independence will be established through some lemmas. The first lemma
shows that the events ψp,1pxq � 0, ψp,2pxq � 0, ..., ψp,npxq � 0 become statistically
independent.

Lemma 3.6.2. Let Ci be r different elements in Fp and let Mrppq denote the
number of x P Fp such that �Ci �Dx2 is a square for all i � 1, 2, ..., r. Then

Mrppq � p

2r
�Orp?pq.

Proof. For all elements x P F�p we have that the expression

1� �
x
p

	
2
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is equal to 1 if x is a square and 0 if x is not a square. From this it follows that

Mrppq � 1

2r
x̧PFp

r¹
i�1

�
1���C �Dx2

p



�Orp1q� 1

2r
x̧PFp

1� 1

2r

ŗ

i�1 x̧PFp

��Ci �Dx2

p


� 1

2r
i̧�j x̧PFp

� p�Ci �Dx2qp�Cj �Dx2q
p


� ...� 1

2r
x̧PFp

�±r
i�1p�Ci �Dx2q

p


�Orp1q.
The first term gives the expression we want and and the other terms are bounded
by Orp?pq according to Theorem 2B in [18].

We will need the following lemma in the proof of Lemma 3.6.4:

Lemma 3.6.3. Let a P Fnp be a non-zero vector and let Ci be different elements
in Fp for i � 1, ..., n. Then the number of solutions in t and x to the system of
equations "

x2
i � t� Ci for all i � 1, 2, ..., n

a � x � 0

is uniformly bounded in p.

Proof. We fix an algebraically closed field extension �Fp of Fp and count the number
of solutions there. Obviously this does not reduce the number of solutions. It is
enough to show that the dimension of the solution set is zero, i.e. to prove that
there are no two different closed (in the Zariski topology) irreducible subsets of the
solution set such that Z0 � Z1. To prove such a statement it would be enough to
show that the Jacobian of the system has full rank for all points in the solution set.
However this is in general not true for our system of equations, but we will show
that the number of points in the solution set such that the Jacobian does not have
full rank is bounded. This means that the number of possible non-isolated points
is bounded and from this it follows that the solution set itself is bounded.

If we put everything in the equations to the left and calculate the determinant
of the Jacobian we get

Jpx, tq � 2n�1
ņ

k�1

ak
¹
j�k xj .

We want to prove that this is non-zero for all but a bounded number of points in
the solution set. Let us now define gpx, tq by

gpx, tq � ¹
bPt�1,1un

Jpbx, tq,
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where bx � pb1x1, b2x2, ..., bnxnq. If we can prove that gpx, tq has a bounded number
of zeros in the solution set, then so does Jpx, tq. Looking at our definition it is easy
to see that gpx, tq is an even polynomial in x, thus the restriction to the solution set
(where x2

i � t�Ci) is a polynomial hptq P �Fprts in only the variable t. Polynomials in
one variable have finite number of zeros as long as they are not the zero-polynomial,
hence we only need to find one value of t such that hptq � 0. Since a � 0 we know
that al � 0 for some l � 1, 2, ..., n. If we put t � Cl we see that xl � 0 and
that xj � 0 for j � l, the latter because Cj � Cl. This shows that the factors
Jpbx, Clq � 2n�1al

±
j�l xj � 0 and since every factor is different from zero we

must have hpClq � 0. A bounded number of solutions in t immediately gives a
bounded number of solutions also in x.

Remark. Our proof works for any field with characteristic different from two. From
the boundedness it follows from Bezout’s theorem that the number of solutions is
at most 2n, but we will only use that it is bounded.

The proof for n � 1 shows that the only values of x that can contribute to the left
hand side of the expression in Theorem 3.6.1 are the ones where y2 � �Ci �Dx2pmod pq has two or zero solutions for all i � 1, ..., n. Since this shows that the
measure is concentrated on r0, 2sn and any bounded continuous function can be
uniformly approximated by polynomials on a compact set, we may assume that the
test function f is a monomial. Let

ΩkpCiq � "
x P Zpk ;

��Ci �Dx2

p


 � 1

*
.

Hence Theorem 3.6.1 follows from:

Lemma 3.6.4. Let ψp,j and Ci be as in Theorem 3.6.1. Then for all sets of integers
mj ¥ 0 we have

lim
pÑ8 1

pk

¸
xP�n

i�1
ΩkpCiq n¹

j�1

|ψp,jpxq|mj � n¹
j�1

�� lim
pÑ8 1

pk

¸
xPΩkpCjq |ψp,jpxq|mj

�.
Proof. Let k1 � rk{2s and x2

j � Dx2 � Cj pmod pk
1q. In the proof for n � 1 we

did not specify how we chose our a� and a�, but now we have to be more careful.
Since we want evaluate (3.14) for all t P Zpk1 we may choose x (by adding prk{2s the
appropriate number of times) to be such that t � 0 pmod prk{2sq makes the absolute
value as large as possible. In other words we choose x so that | argpa�{a�q| ¤ π{pk1 .
This implies that ���ψp,jpx� tprk{2sq��� � ����1� e

�
2xjt

pk
1 
�����O

�
1

p



,

hence it is enough to show that φp,j given by

φp,jpx � tprk{2sq � 1� e

�
2xjt

pk
1 
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become statistically independent. We do this by showing the equality in the lemma
for φ instead of |ψ|. Since we take p to infinity we may assume that pk

1 ¡ mj for all
j. We may also assume that mj ¡ 0 since this only corresponds to changing n to
be the number of non-zero mj. The right hand side is now a product of n factors
of the form

1

pk

¸
xPΩkpCjqφmj

p,j pxq � 1

pk

¸
xPΩrk{2spCjq ¸

tPZ
pk1 �1� e

�
2xjt

pk
1 

mj� 1

pk

¸
xPΩrk{2spCjq ¸

tPZ
pk1 mj

ļ�0

�
mj

l



e

�
2lxjt

pk
1 
� pk

1
pk

¸
xPΩrk{2spCjq 1,

where the last equality follows from p � 2xj and mj   pk
1
. As p goes to infinity

this goes to 1{2 by Lemma 3.6.2. The same calculation for the left hand side shows
that

1

pk

¸
xP�n

i�1
ΩkpCiq n¹

j�1

φ
mj

p,j pxq � 1

pk

¸
xP�n

i�1
Ωrk{2spCiq ¸

tPZ
pk1 n¹

j�1

�
1� e

�
2xjt

pk
1 

mj� 1

pk

¸
xP�n

i�1
Ωrk{2spCiq ¸

tPZ
pk1 n¹

j�1

mj¸
lj�0

�
mj

lj



e

�
2ljxjt

pk
1 


.

If we calculate the product over the sums we get a large sum of expressions of the
form

Ae

�
Bt

pk
1 
 ,

where A is a product of binomial coefficients and B is the sum of 2ljxj , where
j � 1, 2, ..., n. When we sum over t we get zero unless B is zero modulo pk

1
and by

Lemma 3.6.3 we know that the number of x such that B � 0 pmod pk
1q althoughtljunj�1 � 0 is bounded for each such l. But there is a finite number of l, thus by

Lemma 3.6.2 we have that

lim
pÑ8 1

pk

¸
xP�n

i�1
ΩkpCiq n¹

j�1

φ
mj

p,j pxq � lim
pÑ8 pk

1
pk

¸
xP�n

i�1
Ωrk{2spCiq 1 � 1

2n
.

3.6.1 Entropy of newforms

Let us discuss the consequences of Theorem 3.6.1 in terms of entropy:
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Definition 3.6.1. Let f P L2 pZN q and assume }f}2 � 1. We define the Shannon
entropy to be

hpfq � � ¸
xPZN

|fpxq|2
N

log
|fpxq|2
N

.

It is known that the eigenfunctions of UN pAq fulfill hpψq ¥ 1{2 logN (see chapter
4 in [16]) and the trivial upper bound is hpψq ¤ logN. Using equation (3.13) it is
easy to check that µpx2q � 1 and this shows that the estimate |ψpxq| ¤ 2 holds on a
set X such that ψ restricted to X will have an L2-norm which converges to 1. The
contribution from points in X to the entropy is then at least p1� op1qq log pN{4q,
thus the Shannon entropy is asymptotically maximal. By Proposition 3.5.4 we see
that the “non-generic” newforms also have maximal entropy.

Corollary 3.6.5. The Shannon entropy of a sequence of newforms fulfills

lim
pÑ8 hpψq

log pk
� 1.

Remark. Note that oldforms given by T�1
m ψ, where ψ is a newform for a smaller

power of p, asymptotically will have the Shannon entropy log pk�m. Recall that m
can be any integer less or equal to k{2.
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Properties of the Beurling

generalized primes

Rikard Olofsson
1

Abstract

In this paper we prove a generalization of Mertens’ theorem to Beurling primes,
namely that limnÑ8 1

ln n

±
p¤n

�
1� p�1

��1 � Aeγ , where γ is Euler’s constant and
Ax is the asymptotic number of generalized integers less than x. Thus the limit

M � limnÑ8 �°p¤n p
�1 � lnplnnq	 exists. We also show that this limit coincides with

limαÑ0� �°p
p�1pln pq�α � 1{α	; for ordinary primes this claim is called Meissel’s theo-

rem. Finally we will discuss a problem posed by Beurling, namely how small |Npxq � rxs|
can be made for a Beurling prime number system Q � P , where P is the rational primes.
We prove that for each c ¡ 0 there exists a Q such that |Npxq�rxs|   c lnx and conjecture
that this is the best possible bound.

4.1 Introduction

Beurling [1] considered sequences 1   p1 ¤ p2 ¤ p3 ¤ ... of real numbers with pn Ñ8 and such that the multiplicative semigroup hadNpxq � Ax elements less or equal
to x, counting with multiplicities. He showed that if Npxq � Ax � O px{plnxqηq,
where η ¡ 3{2, then the number of pn ¤ x is equal to x{ lnx � o px{ lnxq. Since
the sequence pn satisfies the prime number theorem it is called a Beurling prime
number system. Beurling also showed that η ¡ 3{2 is necessary in the sense that
there is a “continuous analog” of a prime number system such that η � 3{2 and the
prime number theorem does not hold. This idea has later been used by Diamond [2]
to produce a Beurling prime system with this property. The obvious interpretation
of the theorem of Beurling is that the prime number theorem does not rely on the
additive structure of the natural numbers. This idea was known before Beurling
and used by Landau [7] already in 1903 in his proof of the prime ideal theorem,

1The author is supported by grant KAW 2005.0098 from the Knut and Alice Wallenberg

Foundation.
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stating that given a fixed algebraic number field, the number of prime ideals in the
ring of integers with norm less than x is asymptotically x{ lnx. The proof uses the
multiplicative structure of the norms and the result of Weber [10] that the number
of ideals with norm less than x is Ax�Opxθq.

Our ambition is to generalize a theorem of Mertens [8] to Beurling prime number
systems, giving a simple formula for calculating A given only the Beurling primes
p. Unless otherwise stated we will always assume that Npxq � Ax� opxq, where A
is a real number larger than 0.

Theorem 4.1.1. If P is a generalized prime number system for which Npxq �
Ax � opxq then

lim
nÑ8 1

lnn

¹
p¤n�1� 1

p


�1 � Aeγ .

Remark. γ is Euler’s constant defined by γ � limnÑ8°n
k�1 k

�1 � lnn � 0.5772...

As a special case of this theorem we of course get a formula for the asymptotic
number of ideals with norms less than x in the ring of integers of a fixed algebraic
number field.

The theorem does not look particularly surprising in itself, but let us remark
that at least one consequence is a bit peculiar. There is a well known heuristic
argument, using Mertens’ theorem together with the sieve of Eratosthenes to esti-
mate the number of primes less than x (see [4] for details). The argument produces
the incorrect asymptotics 2e�γx{ lnx � 1.12x{ lnx for ordinary primes and this
calculation is valid for all Beurling prime systems and gives the same asymptotics.
In other words, the inconsistency between the sieve of Eratosthenes and the prime
number theorem seems to be caused by a general property of all Beurling prime
systems.

In the third chapter we will discuss a problem posed by Beurling [3] concerning
the smallest possible non-zero size of |Npxq � rxs|. We conjecture the following:

Conjecture 4.1.2. If P is a Beurling prime system different from the set of ra-
tional primes, then

lim sup
xÑ8 |Npxq � rxs|

lnx
¡ 0.

We will prove this for some Beurling systems and give some indications of why
one should expect this. If the conjecture is true, it is sharp in the following sense:

Theorem 4.1.3. For every c ¡ 0 there exists a generalized prime number system
other than the rational primes for which|Npxq � rxs|   c lnx

for all x ¥ 1.
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4.2 Mertens’ theorem

In this chapter we will prove Theorem 4.1.1, the proof uses integration theory
for Riemann integrals and all integrals should be thought of as Riemann integrals
and not Lebesgue integrals. For instance, Lemma 4.2.4 is not true for Lebesgue
integrals. The proof will also make frequent use of the following lemma, which can
be found in many text-books (see for instance [5]) and which is just a special case
of integration by parts for Stieltjes integrals:

Lemma 4.2.1. Suppose that λn, n � 1, 2, ... is a nondecreasing sequence such that
λn Ñ 8 when nÑ 8. Define Cptq � °

λn¤t cn and let φptq be a function which is
defined and has a continuous derivative for t ¥ λ1. Then¸

λn¤x cnφpλnq � Cpxqφpxq � » x
λ1

Cptqφ1ptq dt.
Let us define what we mean by the Beurling integers corresponding to the Beurl-

ing primes pn :

Definition 4.2.1. The Beurling integers are all commutative monomials in the
variables pn and the value of the Beurling integer is the corresponding product of
the values of pn. Furthermore, let Npxq denote the number of Beurling integers
such that their value is less or equal to x.

Let us stress that we think of two Beurling integers (two monomials) as different,
even though their values (seen as real numbers) are the same. We can of course
just as well think of the Beurling integers as real numbers with multiplicities, but
we will adopt this equivalent formulation.

Definition 4.2.2. Given P. For Repsq ¡ 1 we define

ζP psq � 8̧
i�1

1

nsi
,

where ni are the values of all Beurling integers.

Since the Beurling integers obey unique factorization by construction, the zeta
function has the usual Euler product

ζP psq �¹
p

�
1� 1

ps


�1

.

Looking at Theorem 4.1.1 it is easy to realize that the theorem is related to the
behavior of ζP psq near s � 1. Let us therefore study this behavior:

Lemma 4.2.2. If P is a generalized prime number system for which Npxq �
Ax� opxq then

lim
sÑ1�ps� 1qζP psq � A.
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Proof. Let Rpxq � Npxq �Ax � opxq. Choose X so that |Rpxq|   ǫx{2 for x ¡ X,

and s ¡ 1 so that
s� 1   ǫ

2
³X
1

|Rptq|
t2

dt
.

We have ����ps� 1q » 8
1

Rptq
ts�1

dt

���� ¤ �����ps� 1q » X
1

Rptq
ts�1

dt

������ ����ps� 1q » 8
X

Rptq
ts�1

dt

����¤ ǫ

2
� ps� 1q » 8

X

ǫ

2ts
dt   ǫ

2
� ǫ

2
� ǫ,

and therefore

lim
sÑ1�ps� 1q » 8

1

Rptq
ts�1

dt � 0.

Using Lemma 4.2.1 we have

lim
sÑ1�ps� 1qζP psq � lim

sÑ1�ps� 1qs » 8
1

Nptq
ts�1

dt� lim
sÑ1�ps� 1qs �» 8

1

A

ts
dt� » 8

1

Rptq
ts�1

dt

�� lim
sÑ1� �sA� ps� 1q » 8

1

Rptq
ts�1

dt

� � A.

To prove Theorem 4.1.1 we need some estimate on the density of the set of
primes. It would for instance be enough to have the prime number theorem, but
due to the work done by Beurling [1] and Diamond [2], which we mentioned in the
introduction, we know that this is too much to hope for. Instead of counting each
prime with weight 1 we will count each prime with the weight ln p{p. This gives us a
weaker asymptotic formula, but this asymptotic formula will be enough. The proof
of the lemma uses the estimate πpxq � opxq. Even though this may be thought of
as well known to experts on Beurling primes, we have still added a proof of this
claim for the readers convenience.

Lemma 4.2.3. If P is a generalized prime number system then

lim
nÑ8 1

lnn
p̧¤n ln p

p
� 1.

Proof. Let Npxq � Ax � Rpxq, where Rpxq � opxq. If xn denote the values of all
Beurling integers, we define T pxq to be

T pxq � ln

� ¹
xn¤x xn� � ¸

xn¤x ln xn � Npxq lnx� » x
1

Nptq
t

dt � Ax ln x� opx lnxq.
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Counting the times exptT pxqu is divisible by the primes p we get the estimate

T pxq �
p̧¤x�N �

x

p


�N

�
x

p2


� ...



ln p �

p̧¤xN �
x

p



ln p�Opxq.

It follows that

Ax
p̧¤x ln p

p
�

p̧¤xN �
x

p



ln p�

p̧¤x�Axp �N

�
x

p




ln p� Ax ln x�

p̧¤xR�
x

p



ln p� opx ln xq

and therefore we are done if we can show that

p̧¤xR�
x

p



ln p � o

�
x
p̧¤x ln p

p

�� opx lnxq. (4.1)

From Lemma 4.2.2 and the Euler product we may deduce that
±
p

�
1� 1

p

	�1

is

divergent. Let p1, p2, ..., pr be the first Beurling primes and let Hrpxq be the number
of generalized integers less than x which are not divisible by pj for any j � 1, 2, ..., r.

Using the inclusion-exclusion principle we may write

Hrpxq � Npxq � ŗ

j�1

N

�
x

pj


� ŗ

j�2

j�1̧

k�1

N

�
x

pjpk


� ...� p�1qrN �
x

p1p2...pr


� Ax

r¹
j�1

�
1� 1

pj


� orpxq
and if we first choose r large enough and then x large enough this is less than ǫx.
But the Beurling primes pr�1, pr�2, ..., pπpxq are less than x and not divisible by
any pj with j � 1, 2, ..., r and this gives the estimate

πpxq
x

¤ Hrpxq
x

� r

x
.

This shows that πpxq{x � op1q and we now have the tools needed to prove equation
(4.4). Take ǫ ¡ 0. Since Rpxq � opxq there exists a x0 such that |Rpxq| ¤ ǫx for
all x ¥ x0. Rpxq is of course bounded on the interval r1, x0s and we assume that|Rpxq|   C. We also assume Cπpxq ¤ ǫx. This gives us

p̧¤xR�
x

p



ln p � ¸

x{x0¤p¤xR�
x

p



ln p� ¸

p x{x0

R

�
x

p



ln p¤ ǫx

¸
x{x0¤p¤x ln p

p
� C

¸
p x{x0

ln p ¤ ǫx
p̧¤x ln p

p
� Cπpxq ln x¤ ǫx

p̧¤x ln p

p
� ǫx lnx.
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Using the previous lemmata it is possible to follow the proof of Mertens’ theorem
from [5] closely:

Proof of Theorem 4.1.1. Take s ¡ 1, φptq � lnp1�t�sq and let xÑ8 in Lemma 4.2.1
to get

ln ζP psq � �
p̧

lnp1� p�sq � s

» 8
p1

πptq
tpts � 1q dt� s

» 8
p1

�
πptq � t

ln t



t�s�1 dt� s

» 8
p1

πptq
ts�1 pts � 1q dt� s

» 8
p1

t�s
ln t

dt.� s

» 8
p1

�
πptq � t

ln t



1

t2
t�ps�1q dt� » 8

p1

πptq
t2 pt� 1q dt� ln

�
1

s� 1


� lnpln p1q � γ � op1q
as s Ñ 1�. This means that Ips � 1q � ³8

p1
pπptq � t{ ln tq t�2t�ps�1q dt can be

estimated using Lemma 4.3.3 as follows

sIps� 1q � ln ζP psq � » 8
p1

πptq
t2 pt� 1q dt� ln

�
1

s� 1


� lnpln p1q � γ � op1q� lnA� » 8
p1

πptq
t2 pt� 1q dt� lnpln p1q � γ � op1q.

To prove that Ip0q is convergent we want to use a Tauberian theorem from [5]
stating that:

Lemma 4.2.4. Let a ¡ 1 and assume that the integral

Ipδq � » 8
a

x�δfpxq dx
is convergent for all δ ¡ 0, that Ipδq Ñ l when δ Ñ 0� and that

³x
a

lnptqfptq dt �
opln xq, when x Ñ 8. Then Ip0q is convergent as a generalized Riemann integral
and Ip0q � ³8

a
fpxq dx � l.

We see that the only thing we need to verify in order to use the Lemma 4.2.4
is that for fptq � pπptq � t{ ln tqt�2 we have

³x
p1

ln tfptq dt � opln xq. Using that
πpxq � opxq together with Lemma 4.2.3 and Lemma 4.2.1 we see that» x

p1

ln tfptq dt � » x
p1

πptq ln t
t2

dt� » x
p1

dt

t
�

p̧¤x ln p

p
� oplnxq � lnx � oplnxq,
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which means that

Ip0q � lnA� » 8
p1

πptq
t2 pt� 1q dt� lnpln p1q � γ.

Once again using Lemma 4.2.1 we get

lim
nÑ8 �

p̧¤n ln

�
1� 1

p


� lnplnnq�� lim
nÑ8 �� πpnq

n
� » n

p1

�
πptq � t

ln t



t�2 dt� » n

p1

πptq
t2 pt� 1q dt� » n

p1

dt

t ln t
� lnplnnq�� �Ip0q � » 8

p1

πptq
t2 pt� 1q dt� lnpln p1q � � lnA� γ.

After changing signs and exponentiating we obtain

lim
nÑ8 1

lnn

¹
p¤n�1� 1

p


�1 � Aeγ .

By taking logarithms in Theorem 4.1.1, Taylor expanding � lnp1�1{pq and then
using Möbius inversion, one reaches the equivalent form

M � lim
nÑ8�

p̧¤n 1

p
� lnplnnq� � γ � lnA� 8̧

k�2

µpkq
k

ln ζP pkq.
For rational primes Mertens calculated the limit to be M � 0.2614972128 in his
article [8] from 1874. However this limit is often called Meissel’s constant since
Ernst Meissel as early as 1866 announced that

p̧

1

ppln pqα � 1

α
� 0.2614972128

for “very small” α. The similarity of the numerical constants is of course no coinci-
dence and that they really coincide was proven by Schinzel [9]. In the next theorem
we generalize Schinzel’s theorem to Beurling primes.

Theorem 4.2.5. If M is defined as above, then

lim
αÑ0� �

p̧

1

ppln pqα � 1

α

� �M.
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Proof. Let Lipxq be the function defined for x ¡ 1 by

Lipxq � lim
ǫÑ0� » 1�ǫ

0

dt

ln t
� » x

1�ǫ dtln t
.

Put πpxq � Lipxq �Rpxq and use Lemma 4.2.1 to get

M � lim
nÑ8�

p̧¤n 1

p
� lnplnnq� � Lipp1q

p1

� lnpln p1q � » 8
p1

Rptq
t2

dt.

Using Lemma 4.2.1 again we have that

p̧

1

ppln pqα � » 8
p1

πptq
t2pln tqα dt� α

» 8
p1

πptq
t2pln tqα�1

dt � Ipαq � αIpα� 1q.
Since both

³8
p1

Liptqt�2pln tq�α dt and ³8
p1
Rptq{t2 dt are convergent for α ¡ 0, we see

that Ipαq is convergent for α ¡ 0. Defining Jpαq � ³8
p1

Liptqt�2pln tq�α dt and using
integration by parts we get that

Jpα� 1q � 1

α

1pln p1qα Lipp1q
p1

� 1

α2

1pln p1qα � 1

α
Jpαq.

This means that

lim
αÑ0� �

p̧

1

ppln pqα � 1

α

� � lim
αÑ0� �Ipαq � 1

α

�� lim
αÑ0� �Jpαq � 1

α

��M � Lipp1q
p1

� lnpln p1q� lim
αÑ0� ��αJpα� 1q � 1pln p1qα Lipp1q

p1� 1

α

�
1pln p1qα � 1


��M � Lipp1q
p1

� lnpln p1q �M.

4.3 Beurling’s conjecture

Finally we shall study a problem posed by Beurling [3]. The problem can be stated
as follows:

Which estimation functions Epxq are such that |Npxq�rxs|   Epxq implies that
P is in fact the rational primes?
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This question is of course still a bit vague, for instance, do we want the estimate
to hold for all x, or just for x large enough? Theorem 4.1.3 however shows that
Epxq � c lnx do not have this property for any c ¡ 0, even if we demand it for all
x ¥ 1. This means that if Conjecture 4.1.2 is true, the question of for which x the
estimate should hold is not essential.

Proof of Theorem 4.1.3. Given c ¡ 0 we choose two rational primes pi and pj such
that the number q � pipj{ppi � pj � 1q satisfies that ln q ¡ 8{c. We want to prove
that the system composed of the rational primes without pi and pj , but with q

instead, satisfies |Npxq� rxs|   c lnx. Let N1pxq be the number of positive integers
relatively prime to pipj , this is of course

N1pxq � rxs � �
x

pi

�� �
x

pj

�� �
x

pipj

�
,

which can be seen using the principle of inclusion-exclusion. Summing over the
different powers of q we get

Npxq � 8̧
a�0

N1

�
x

qa



.

This means that

Npxq � rxs � f

�
x

q


� f

�
x

pi


� f

�
x

pj


� f

�
x

pipj



,

where fpxq � °8
a�0

�
x
qa

�
. We can estimate fpxq by
fpxq � 8̧

a�0

�
x

qa

�   8̧
a�0

x

qa
� xq

q � 1

and

fpxq � 8̧
a�0

�
x

qa

� � r ln x
ln q s
a̧�0

�
x

qa

� ¡ r ln x
ln q s
a̧�0

x

qa
� 1¡ xq

q � 1
� lnx

ln q
� 1� q

q � 1
� xq

q � 1
� lnx

ln q
� 2� 1

q � 1¥ xq

q � 1
� lnx

ln q
� 4.
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Using these estimates we get

Npxq � rxs � f

�
x

q


� f

�
x

pi


� f

�
x

pj


� f

�
x

pipj


¡ q

q � 1

�
x

q
� x

pi
� x

pj
� x

pipj


� ln
�
x
q

	
ln q

� 4� ln
�

x
pipj

	
ln q

� 4� � 2

ln q
lnx� 7� lnppipjq

ln q
¡ � 2

ln q
lnx� 5,

and in the same way Npxq � rxs   2
ln q

lnx � 6. This means that |Npxq � rxs|  
2

ln q
lnx� 6. Since q   pi, pj we have that Npxq � rxs � 0 for x   q and this gives

us |Npxq � rxs|   2

ln q
lnx� 6

ln q
lnx   c lnx.

The most natural object to study in order to try to estimate the difference
Rptq � Nptq�rts is the difference between ζP psq and ζpsq, where ζpsq is the Riemann
zeta function. Using Lemma 4.2.1 we see that

ζP psq � ζpsq � s

» 8
1

Rptq
ts�1

dt (4.2)

for Repsq ¡ 1. We are interested in the case when Rptq is small and in this case
the right hand side of (4.2) is well defined for larger half planes. If we for instance
assume that Rptq � Oppln tqnq for some n, then the right hand side gives an analytic
continuation to Repsq ¡ 0. However, it is not possible to get estimates that would
allow us to pass even further to the left. This can be seen through the following
proposition:

Proposition 4.3.1. Let Q be a system of Beurling primes. We have that|Nptq � rts| � op1q if and only if Q � P, where P is the rational primes.

Proof. Let Rptq � Nptq � rts. Since Rptq is integer valued the only possibility to
get Rptq � op1q is if Rptq � 0 for all t ¥ t0. This implies that the value of all
Beurling integers must be rational integers, since if some Beurling integer is not an
integer, then there exists arbitrarily large Beurling integers, which are non-integers
and that is a contradiction. In the same way we see that no integer can appear as
a Beurling integer twice. Using these observations we see that Rptq � op1q imply
Q � P and the other implication is obvious.

Proposition 4.3.1 shows that one needs something more than just an estimate on
Rptq if one wants to make a meromorphic continuation of ζP psq to something larger
than Repsq ¡ 0. Thus the line Repsq � 0 can be thought of as some kind of natural
boundary for the zeta functions. The general idea is of course that the further to
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the left we can push the analytic continuation, the better asymptotics we will get
and nice boundary behavior will also lead to good asymptotics. Our main belief is
that it is not possible to extend the function pζP psq � ζpsqq{s analytically beyond
the line Repsq � 0 and that the behavior at Repsq � 0 is never better than an
infinite number of simple poles and that this gives the property in Conjecture 4.1.2.

Let us look at a specific kind of Beurling systems Q constructed as

Q � pP ztp1, p2, ..., pmuq¤tq1, q2, ..., qnu, (4.3)

where P is the set of rational primes and qj are real numbers larger than 1. It was
a system of this kind that we used to show Theorem 4.1.3 and since we believe this
theorem to be sharp, we believe that these systems give the best possible estimates.
Similar systems, but where the “added primes” are integers, have been studied by
Lagarias in [6]. His main result states that all Beurling prime systems, such that
all Beurling integers are integers themselves and such that the system have the so
called Delone property, are systems of this type, i.e., the Beurling primes are given
by (4.3), where P is the set of rational primes and qj are integers. The Delone
property is the property that all gaps between two consecutive Beurling integers
are bounded and bounded away from zero. In the case of integers, the last property
is of course the same as the property that two different Beurling integers always
have different values (unique factorization as Lagarias calls it). We should observe
that if two different Beurling integers have the same value α, then there are at least
n�1 different Beurling integers having the value αn, hence the remainder term is of
at least logarithmic growth. This shows that a counterexample to Conjecture 4.1.2
must consist of Beurling integers which all have different values. One can develop
this idea further to show that a counterexample to Conjecture 4.1.2 must have really
bad Diophantine approximation properties, but to show the conjecture in such a
way seems very hard. There is an open problem (given by Lagarias) of classifying
all Beurling systems with the Delone property. To prove that there are no Beurling
systems with Delone property such that some Beurling integer is a non-integer
(and thereby answering Lagarias question) seems like a first step towards the kind
of Diophantine approximation properties one would need.

Let us try to illustrate the connection between the boundary behavior of ζP and
the size of Rptq. We use the simple case of when we throw away a finite number
of primes and add a finite number of Beurling primes. First of all we may observe
that ζQpsq � ψpsqζpsq, where ζpsq is the Riemann zeta function and

ψpsq � ±m
i�1

�
1� 1

ps
i

	±n
i�1

�
1� 1

qs
i

	 .
We see that ψpsq has poles on Repsq � 0 with a few exceptions. If there exists an
injection j such that for all qi there is a corresponding pjpiq such that qki

i � pjpiq
for some positive integer ki, then ψpsq has no poles, but otherwise we have an
infinite sequence of simple poles on the line Repsq � 0. Let us try to understand
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this injection criterion a little better. First of all it is easy to realize that if such an
injection exists then Npxq � Ax�Op1q. Let us prove this: We let Z be all integers
which are products of the primespP ztp1, p2, ..., pmuq¤tpjp1q, pjp2q, ..., pjpnqu.
Z is nothing but all integers relatively prime to some product of thrown away
primes. It is easy to see that the number of elements in Z less than x is A1x�Op1q.
Let B denote the finite set

B � #
n¹
i�1

qlii ; 0 ¤ li   ki

+
.

Our full system of Beurling integers is BZ, and this clearly has Ax�Op1q elements
less than x. In Lemma 4.3.2 we will show that A � 1 if the injection exists.

If j is not injective, then we will have two different Beurling integers with the
same value and by the argument above this gives that Npxq �Ax grows like C lnx

for a sequence of x. The more interesting case is if we add a new Beurling prime
q, which is not the k:th root of one of the pi. Also in this case Rpxq � Npxq � Ax

will be of the order C lnx for an infinite sequence of x. To see this we use the
inclusion-exclusion principle to write

Npxq � ¸
d|±m

i�1
pi ķ¥0

µpdq � x

qkd

�
,

where we have used the multi-index notation qk � ±n
i�1 q

ki

i and µpdq denotes the
Möbius function. Since

A � ¸
d|±m

i�1
pi ķ¥0

µpdq 1

qkd
� ¸
qkd xµpdq 1

qkd
�O

�
1

x



,

this implies that

Rpxq � ¸
qkd xµpdq" x

qkd

*�Op1q, (4.4)

where tyu denotes the fractional part of y. If qk � pi, the identity qk�d � 1�ppidq
gives large cancellation in the sum above, but otherwise we can choose x so that
the cancellation is small. Since the sum contains Cpln xqn terms asymptotically, we
will get rather large Rpxq for some x. In other words, in general we have that

Npxq �Ax � Rpxq � O pplnxqnq , (4.5)

but if there are no identities of the form qk � pi, then for some x, this is a good
approximation. Let us make this even simpler, just to illustrate what happens. Let
us look at two different Beurling prime systems, in both systems we have thrown
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away the prime 2, but in the first case we add the prime
?

2 and in the second
case we add the prime 4. In the first case we have ζQpsq � ζpsqp1 � 2�s{2q, a zeta
function without poles on Repsq � 0 and the Beurling integers are ZY?2Z, which
gives Npxq � rxs� rx{?2s. In the second case ζQpsq � ζpsqp1� 2�sq�1, which have
poles for s � iπn{ ln 2, where n is an odd integer. The Beurling integers are the
ordinary integers such that the number of times they are divisible by 2 is even.
Equation (4.4) shows that we have

Npxq � 2

3
x� rlog

2
xs

ķ�0

p�1qk ! x
2k

)�Op1q.
Choosing x written in binary notation as 1010...10 gives |Npxq�2{3x| � 1{6 log2 x.

Let us prove that the zeta functions of systems discussed above have poles on
Repsq � 0 as long as Npxq � x� opxq :

Lemma 4.3.2. Let p1, p2, ..., pm be rational primes and let q1, q2, ..., qn be ordinary
real numbers larger than one. Define ψpsq to be

ψpsq � ±m
i�1

�
1� 1

ps
i

	±n
i�1

�
1� 1

qs
i

	
and assume that ψp1q � 1 and that ψpsq � 1. Then ψpsq has a pole ρ with Repρq �
0.

Proof. If n � 0, then ψp1q � 1 shows that m � 0, which gives ψpsq � 1. Thus
we may assume that n ¡ 0. Furthermore, we assume that ψpsq has no pole ρ with
Repρq � 0. We can without loss of generality assume that pi � qj for i � 1, ...,m

and j � 1, ..., n. ψpsq will have a pole at s � 2πi{ ln qj unless one of the pi fulfill
pi � qkj , where k ¥ 2. If pi � qk1j � qk2l then p1� p�si qp1 � q�sj q�1p1� q�sl q�1 will
have a pole at s � 2πik1k2{ ln pi and therefore we may order pi in a way so that
pi � qki

i for i � 1, ..., n and ki ¥ 2. From this it is obvious that we must have
m ¥ n. The condition ψp1q � 1 can now be rewritten as

m¹
i�n�1

�
1� 1

pi


�1 � n¹
i�1

1� 1

q
ki
i

1� 1
qi

� n¹
i�1

�
1� 1

qi
� ...� 1

qki�1
i

�� k1�1

a̧1�0

k2�1

a̧2�0

...

kn�1¸
an�0

1±n
i�1 q

ai

i� 1±n
i�1 q

ki�1
i

k1�1

a̧1�0

k2�1

a̧2�0

...

kn�1¸
an�0

n¹
i�1

qai

i .

We observe that
±n
i�1 q

ai

i is the natural basis for the field extension Qpq1, q2..., qnq
and in particular the right hand side must be an irrational number. But the left
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hand side is obviously rational and therefore we have a contradiction and we draw
the conclusion of the theorem.

We have tried to illustrate that a close analysis of the behavior of the zeta
functions on the line Repsq � 0 might be the key to proving Conjecture 4.1.2.

Proposition 4.3.3. There are no Beurling prime number systems such that ζP
has a pole of order n at s � 0 and such that |Npxq � rxs| � oppln xqnq.
Proof. Assume that |Npxq � rxs| � opplnxqnq. For Repsq ¡ 0 we have that

ζP psq � ζpsq � s

» 8
1

Nptq � rts
ts�1

dt,

and the estimate above and the fact that ζpsq does not have a pole at s � 0

immediately gives

ζP psq � o

�
s

» 8
1

pln tqn
ts�1

dt


 � ops�nq
as sÑ 0�. This clearly shows that ζP can not have a pole of order n at s � 0.

An analogous calculation shows that if the zeta function of a Beurling system
has a pole of order n at s P iR, then it does not have the property that |Npxq�rxs| �
oppln xqn�1q. Unfortunately we can no longer rule out that |Npxq�rxs| � oppln xqnq,
which is what we want to rule out. To get a better theorem we will have to use
that the number of poles is infinite. However, in some cases Proposition 4.3.3 is
enough and gives us the estimates we argued for above more directly:

Corollary 4.3.4. Let Q � pP ztp1, p2, ..., pmuq�tq1, q2, ..., qnu, where P is the ra-
tional primes, m   n and qj ¡ 1 for j � 1, 2, ..., n. Then we have

lim sup
xÑ8 |Npxq � rxs|

lnx
¡ 0.

Proof. We have that ζQpsq � ψpsqζpsq, where ζpsq is the Riemann zeta function
and

ψpsq � ±m
i�1

�
1� 1

ps
i

	±n
i�1

�
1� 1

qs
i

	 .
Since ψpsq has a pole at s � 0 and ζp0q � 0 we are done.
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